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PREFACE

The National Symposium for Professors of Educational Re-
search (NSPER) was conceived in the mid-60's as a conference for
dealing with concerns of individuals with responsibility for
teaching research training programs. Specifically, two objectives
were behind the creation of NSPER: 1) to provide an opportu-
nity for pe6ple who teach about research and related skills to
exchange information about problems, nateriais and techniques
in their instructional assignments, and 2) to help these individuals
obtain new information, from leaders in the geld._

Following the enthusiastic response of 'the participants to the.
first conference in 1967 which focused on alternative approaches
for teaching the four basic research areas (introduction, measure-
ment, statistics and advanced design), the symposium developed
into an annual series. Topics have ranged from the design of
research and measurement courses to evaluation 'techniques.
These topics are chosen in light of current concerns in the field of
educational research.

NSPER: 76 represents the end of the first decade of ,this
conference series. Fittingly, perhaps, the topic of this symposium
is the definition and measurement of affect as a component of
the learning \environment. The presentations of the major
speakers at the three sessions Memphis, Balliinore and
Phoenix -- have been_ collected and are provided in this report. It
is hoped that this report adequately reflects the significant ideas
and issues that were raised and discussed at the three conferences:
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INTRODUCTION
0

There has been increasing clamor for educational account-
,* ability in recent years. Parents and p' rofessionals alike arc asking

what the schools arc doing,to prepare children to meet future
demands.-More importantly, the questions arc not only what the
eduCational system plans on doing but how effective it is in
accomplishing these goals.

In the certification of accomilability of educational programs,
broad new questions are also tieing posed. No longer is data on
achievement sufficient. Educators arc now being asked questions
about attitudes, feelings, interests, values; etc. Such questions
grow in importance as schools take on goals such as: "Develop
pride hi work and feelings of self worth," "Develop skills in
interpersonal relationships," and "Establish a personal set of
beliefi for daily living."

Answering questions about attitudes, interests, values or
feelings is not easy. In the past, educational traditions, technol-
ogy and practices have reflected a tendency to relegate iliac
(ieslions to a lesser status in comparison to questions concerning
cognitive growth and development. This report from NSPER:' 76,
however, focuses on measurement undertaken to answer such
questions..,Two topics provide some structure for that focus: a)

- the nature or affect, and h) principles and guidelines for
measuring individual affect and leartiint euviroameni.

Three specific objectives were outlined for NSPER: 76. They
were:,

I. Participants will be exposed to, discuss and critique
presentations which delineate:
a) The nature of affect.
b) The measurement of individual affe,:t.
c) The measurement of affect as a component of the

!darning environment.
2. Participants, working hi small groups, will identify and rank

hi priority-order the principle% and guidelines which should
be considered in measuring affect on an individual and/or
group basis.

3. Participants will use each other as resources thiough the
exchange of information on problems encountered in
trieasuring affect in specific settings,



Although the structure of the three sessions were identical, the
content and affective climate of the conference varied across the

sites. The major speakers addressed the issues of_the nature and
measurement of affect, yet provided their own unique perspective

and drew upon their own individual experiences. The emotional

tone or affective environmen! in each of the sessions seemed also

to be heavily, influenced by the opening drama,tizations perform-

ed by schoql children from each of the three communities.The

enthusiastic portrayals of the forms of affect by the children

from Campus Elementary School in Memphis, Edmondson Senibr

High School in Baltimore and Central High in Phoenix provided a

stimulating backdrop for the latter activities of the participants at
the three sessions.

Unfortunately, it is near impossible to capture in words the
richness of the experlence which followed from the viewing of
the various Ognettes presented by the children. What this report

document's, therefore, are simply the major addresses from the

conferences. Contained in. these papers is evidence of how

difficult it is to adequately define or operationalize the concept

of Affect. It is most informative, however, to see how leaders in

the field have come to grips with this definition and proceed to

deal with issues involved in the measurement of affective
components in the education process.

a
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AFFECT AND ITS MEASUREMENT

Robert E. Bills
Uniiersify of Alabama -

a.

Wheil Bid Gephart called last spring and asked if I would work
with this conference in the area of "Evaluation in the Affective
Domain," I was delighted. But my delight Wined to dismay when
he statetiWa letter at a later date, that in the first presentation,
"We expect that you would start by stating what the concepts
`affect' and `affective behaviors' mean to you." As you will see,.
that task is a difficult one since there is little agreement about the
nature of the concept called affect, and the agreement which_
exists relates only tangentially to variables Such as values,
attitudes, self concepts, and others which are of concern to
educators.

WIIAT ISAFFECT AND WHY THE CONCERN?

.
What I want to do in this first presentation is to show that

'many educators and somepsychologists use the term affect to
des4m an area of human existence whose nature is not clear to'
us. We' know that education must be concerned with more than
cognition and we have used the term affect to_laliel some of the
additional factors but the label is neither descriptive nor is it
definitive. I would like also to tillk about how people have
attempted to solve the problem of defining affect and tomorrow
to talk about problems involved iu assessing What is purported to
be affect and in helping sehdols improve .in the socalled affective
area.

Let me go back a short distance in the history of psychology
tddescribe the affect problem, to show its lack of definition, and
to establish that when educators and psychologists !elk about
affect they are not necessarily talking'abolt the same thing..To
clarify -this last point, I suggest, that psychillogists who are
interested in studying affect as a phenomenon see affect as a,
biological process, while educators and psychologists who are
interested )11 helping people to change or4ta grow see affect as a
,cognitive type of procas.

_7
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in 1928, Schneider wrote,

In the psychology of feeling; although there is an
every-growing accumulation of 'material, there is no
satisfactory system and classification. Investigators
are interested chiefly. in the physiologii:al foundation

N...crf the expressions of emotion, whereas the experi-
ences themselves are neglectedp. 415). r

In most respects, the statement is,valid today and it,points to,The.
i-lential and physiological horns of our definitional dilemnia.

.The statement is 9 most interesting one in that it recognizes the,
content of the experienie as a factor which should be of concern

brit which is neglected beciuse of concentration on the physiol
ogy of emotion. Today, most psychologisti who are interested in

emotion view it' as a physiological state, and since positive
physiological states of emotion cannot be demonstrated, the
psychology of emotion is the psychology of fear mid anger. Little

is said about positive emotions such as love, and the experiential

aspects of emotion or afferit are ignored.
Definitions of affect over the past 50 years differ little from

each other-In 1934, Warren gave this definition, "Affect =

the dynamic and essential constituent of emotion ... is an

inclusive term, used to denote any variety of emotional experi-

ence or emotional concomitants, especially a strong emotion, and

also moods" (p..7). The equation of affectand emotion is shown

also in Dunker and Watt's (1938) Gertnan-English DictiOnary of
Psychological and Psychoanalytical Tenns which translates the
Gerinan word "affekt", to " ... affect, emotion" and in Heigers

(1971) Dictionary of Psychology and Related Fields which Also

translates "affekt" to " . , . affect, emotion."
In )958, English and English described affect as " . a class

name for feeling, emotion, mood, temperament Many cob-

, temporary theorists hold that there is no separate affect-state, but
only an affective or feelir 3 aspect of a cognitive ,state or
process ... "(p. 15). Thus, ' ,.an be seen that some psychologists

recognized -a nonphysiologrcal definition of affect but their
number became smaller as psychology moved during the past 25

yea. ts toward a definition of itself as the Judy of behavioi by

.which is meant, the study off
d
vea, observable, ineasurae,

.
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behavioral acts. This movement left little room for affect as an
important component of himiap existence.

English and English did not overlook the more tradiiitmal
definitions entirely. Thus, they stated that affect "practical.
ly = an emotion .... the dynamic: or essential quality of an.
emotion; the energy of an emotion" 41958, p. 15). lit so doing,
they negated the most important pari of their first definition,
that affect may be a feeling aspect ofa cogAitive stale or process.

Wolman (1973) illustrates the points I am attempting to mIke
"which are that: 1) conceptual confusion is present in most
definitioni of affect, 2) much of psychology has attempted to
equate affect with emotion as a means of dealing with affect, 3)
there has been little, if any, change in definitions in the past 50
years, and 4) affect an be either a perceptual or a physiological
stale, although it is more frequently defined as physiological
rather than perceptual. In Iris 1973 dictionary, Wohir defines
affeci as: "I. A class name given to feelings, emotions, or
dispositions as a mode of mental functioning. 21 The name given
to 'specific emotions or feelings. S.. .. A state generated when
motivated action becomes unfeasible" (p. II).

An excellent illustration of my point regarding confusion ,

which appears in definitiOns of affect cart he found in a 1972
description by Eysenck:

ti

Affect._ A term that is not defined uniformly. In
general, it is used to characterize a feeling state of
particular intensity. Sometimes an 'affect' is charac-
terized as a slate brought about by actions almost
wholly avoid of intentional control in accordance
with moral and objective viewpoints. The term is also
found in the ... !psychological! ... literature as

practically synonymous with 'emotion' in certain
senses (p. 28).

Formal definitions also support my NAM regarding the lack of
relevance of the terms affect or emotion for education; none
clicompasses-whatl believe educators are talking about when
they talk about affect. To clarify this statement let me call
attention'to the fact that with the exception of the term "moral
viewpoint" used by Eysenck, none of the definitions I have
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presented deals will, terms such as values, ideals, attitudes, self
concepts, morals, character, and others which concern educators.
All of theic considerations lead me to suggest that we probably
need a new term or viewpoint which does not equate affect and
emotion and which is broad enough to encompass educators'
concerns for the nature of the inner experience of peoeie which
seems so directly related to the quality of their behavior. .

- , When I examine insttuments which Purport, to measure affect,
1 find the same confusion which is found in the definitions of
affect- I have presented. The floott.of measures -purported to
1,teasure affect which has appeared in the past few years, the.
broad, range of concerns and non-specific focus, and the psycho-
metric inadequacies of the instruments suggest to me that: I) We ..

are not close to an agreement about what affect is of what to call
it, 2) What we are trying to measure is so unclear to us that we
cannot develop instruments with acceptable psychometric quali-
ties, and 3) We probably will continue to enlarge our store of
instruments which pUrport to measure affect until we can define
what we mean by affect. I have concluded that unless we can
achieve a better concept of affect, we will never be able to deal.,
with it in our classrooms or in our research.

Dow were we trapped into the dualism which sometimes....

Faincs affect to be seen as an experiential problem and at other
times as a physiological problem? In the time available I cannot
dully answer the question but I will introduce it.

One thiiq we know is that the problem has been with us for a
long time. It existed before Descartes post,',Jted his mind-body
dichotom froin which the experiential-physiological affect prob-
lem e .,clad Descartes not divided us up into mind and body,
t suppose someone else would have done so since long before
Descartes we had accepted the philosophy of Socrates who .
rejected emotionality to free the rational mind for understanding
anti that of Aristotle whose logic posited a subject-obct duality --

all knowing. Were it not for the Cartesian dichotomy, we might ,
think of th,. person we are, trying to edncate and not of the
"mad" we are trying to teach or of the bildy which brings the
"mind" to school.

Lef me phrase the problem in anollibr way. The Cartesian
dichotomy has led us to an overconcern for bodily processes and
physical manifestations of psychological processes since we

1 i:
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cannot objectively study "mind." This exaggerated concern has,
in recent years, taken the form of exclusive emphasis by the
behaiiiiiists on overt, observable, and measureable behavior. This
over-concern with "behavior"- has led to further lack of concern
pr what is happening to learners as people. In the past, there
have been isolated voices urging us to do, something about the
whole person and to concern ourselves with what we are doing to
the person of the learner.11ut these voices nave been ignored for
many reasons, the most recent of which is the convictiowohnany
educators, which has come to education from psychology, that
the only job of education is behavioral change, --

Today we can no longer ignore affect. Federal legislation
insists that we evaluate our programs at least in part on the basis-
of what is happening to learners' self concepts and valnes, anion
other things. And learners are showing us that we can no longer
afford to ignore them. A few years ago they threatened to bum
down our buildings. Today they have become diiruptive, aggres-
sive, hostile, and violent.* many ways, they have told us what'
we can do with our teaching, which many of them see as
unnecessary, unimportant, irrelevant, and dehumanizing.

A second aspect of the problem which results from emphasiz-
ing the physical bases of emotion is that it diverts us.from our
basic concerns as educators and facilitators of change. If affect is
emotion, then affect is a physical problem and not an educational
one; To see affect as emotion is to ignorepe affective experience
and to concentrate on what seems to be its physical expressions,
Let ,me phrase this in another manner.iWhen I am angry or afraid,
my experiential concern is r of with the flow of blood to my large
museles,lthe -dilation of my upils, the increase of adrenalin in my
blood stream, or other phy teal changes which,iiaken as a whole,
ant defined as emotion by most psychologists. my concern is with
the eiperier.ce of the emotion and this,expetience affects ore as a
whole: Thus, if the experience is sufficiently, intense, it also
causes Changes in my physical being. It is interesting to note that
when we look at emotion as a physiological process, trot only do
we ignore the experience of the emotion, we -can't even determine
what.etnotion is being experienced,. At a physical level, -fear and
anger are surprisingly alike and love doesn't even exist:

We might ask why edOcators have, chosen a direction that
ignores what they call affect and which 'causes them to ignore

- 1J.
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some of their central concerns. There are several reasons. Let me

share live of them with you.
- i) One reason educators have avoided attempts to alter affect

is the .assumption that the inner world of a person is too private

to enter; that it is a violation of human rights for schools to do

anytiiing about such things as attitudes, beliefs, values, and the
like. This concern is based on the belief that the only way schools

can assist the development of socially acceptable attitudes, values,

and self concepts is to make students believe and value what we

believe they should, and weare reluctant to move consciously

into 1984 and political indoctrination. If this is the only
,alternative, then I agree; but I do not believe that indoctrination

is the only alternative.
2) The ,lack of concern for affect in our classrooms . has

resulted_also front 'the belief of many educators that they should

be concerned only with behavior, since it is the only thing that

.really matters. Such a belief underlies most learning theories and

theories of instruction. It is baiic to many recent educational
praOices such as programmed instruction, computer assisted
instruction, behavioral objectives, and objectivesreferenced tests.

In part, our overconcern for behavior has resulted from the

efforts of psychology and education to become scientific. It is
comittonly held that the only way to develop psyChology as a
science is to concentrate ,on the study of behavior since only

behavior can be (*served sand measured directly. Education has

followed in'psychologyii footsteps.
3) The behavioral_ emphasis in psychology and education has

resulted, also, from the matter Of definition 1 raised earlier.'

Behavioral orientations define affect as an fit subject for
scientific study...Since science can deal only wit nality and,

by agreement-from-the...time_ of Socrates, affect and emotion are

irrational, it follows that science cannot deal --with affect. -Thus,-

psychology very early gave up its concerns for soul and mindand

divorced itself from philosophy. Psychology turited from a study

of mind not because it was unimportant but because of the belief

that the "inner man" could not be studied scientifically. The

result in psychology and later in education was that inner
experience was ignored.

4) A further reason for ignoring affect in the goals of the

schools is the incorrect assumption that there is a direct
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relationship between cognition and behavior. Schools have a

singular concern for cognitive learning. liven when educators have
sought goals for students such as creativity, critical thinking,
worthy use or leisure time, worthy home- membership, health,
economic sufficiency, and others, it is usually assumed that the
way to achieve these is through increased cognitive under;
standings. It is convenient to believe that we can reach the goal of
a 'fuller life by increasing cognition, and this belief answers the
questionof how schools can help students reach the goal.
Behaviorism helps to avoid the problem even more easily since it
sees affect and other internal states either as problems which
stand in the way of studying behavior or as non-existing or
non-essential constructs, the latter position taken by B. F.
Skinner. Skinner holds that learning is only the modification of
already existing behaviors and that to change liehaviin, it is not
necessary to know what is inside the "black box" called a subject
if, indeed, there is anything there at all (Skinner, 1939, 1948,
1971).

'5) In recent years, schools have becii deterred, from.efforts. to
deal with affect because of the opinions of some pments and
most critics who believe that social and other goals are divc-5ions,
dilutions of educational efforts, or frivolities and that affect is
,not the province of the school..

It is not only the public, the critics, and 'tradition which are
responsible for the point of view that education should be
concerned exclusively with cognition; educators also must accept
some of The responsibility. Ilow often have we heard the belief
verbalized that, "concern for the affective lives orstudents is a

nice goal but how are we supposed to deal with affect and still do
everything else' we are supposed to do?" That usually ends the
discussion oven though we may believe the.- questioT more
appropriately should be "flow can we do what we are supposed
to do for boys and girls unless we are concerned for the totality
of their !Ms including their af(ectivaves?"

In spite of beliefs that affect is not the province of the schools,
many symptoms tell us that all is not well with eth.cation, and
these are forcing us to re-examine the role of the inner experience
of a person in his Mutation. Please note that I say forced; since if
the schools were functioning smoothly, I think they would

1t)
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continue with their exaggerated interest in cognition and the
exclusion of concerns for learners as people. Among those things

which are causing us to give attention to affectivity are

these: 1) Students are not behaving as we think they should

behave They are difficult to control, they challenge our.

authority and our persons, and they are destructive and violent.

2) Many people are convinced that students are not learning

haLthey.shoultLlearn-3)ilislecoming_increisingly_difftcott_to
coerce, manipulate, charm, seduce, or otherwise motivate stu-
dents into,beconiing the kind oT people we think they should be

or into learning the things we think they should learn.

These problems have been developing for a-long time and they

are paralleled by other problems. Let me cite sonic additional
ones from my own work and try to put them in perspective (Bills,

1975). ,

To help children learn the cognitions which we believe they

should' learn as they progress in school, educators provide

children fewer opportunities to make decisions for themselves

and ignore them more and more in the making of decisions. The

deteriorating human relationships ' which result destroy the
helpful qualities of the teachers. Teachers are rated by students as

low in Alieir level of regard for them and in thefr -congruence or

personal honesty with them. Teachers are rated even lower on

their ability to understand students as students understand

themselves and on'' -their regard for students as people of worth

unless the students' behavior conforms to the teachers' desires. As

a consequence, the longer students lemain in school the more

negative become their attitudes toward school, toward them-
, selves, and .towad other people.. These d.weltving negative

,attitudes are paralleled by the increasingly more negative Atli-,
tudes of parents toward the schools (Bills, 1975).-

School is an especially bad place 'to be if you are a boy because

teachers will see you as less acceptable than if you were a girl.

They will , have greater difficulty in understanding you as you
understand yourself, and they, will be more apprehensive about

your potentially disruptive behavior. Sometimes you are better

off if you ire black rather than white; your chances of being

ignored are greater. The middle-class culture of the average
teacher, who is also female, makes it difficult' for the teacher to

I. V
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understand and to accept black or male students. Girls are
accepted only if they conform to the teachers' ideals.'

Unconscious biases assure that children who hold values
different from those of their teachers will icceive lower teacher-
assigned marks even though their achievement levels warrant
higher ones (Finch, Finch, and Bills, Note 2). Looked at in terms
of freedom to exercise choice and to control one's future, schools
nmst be judged as oppressive (Funder, Bills, Russell, and Finch,
10Sa, I975b). With relationships in the schools such asthese, is
it any wonder that students, and particularly black students, at
the junior high level rare rejecting the values of their teachers
(Bills, Note 1)? s

Such symptoms and prnblems are causing educators to be
concerned for humanizing the curriculum, for helping children
relate more effectively to each other and to their teachers
through such activities as values clarification; sensitivity training,
individual and group counseling, magic circle groups; and others,
for movements toward the leaching of values, for attempts to
educate character, and for other things designed to overcome the
problems.

The increasing complexity of Inunan problems which faCe
education hive caused a corresponding increase in our efforts to
solve the problems. Many of our efforts, though, which supposed-
ly are intended to express concern for children as people, are
efforts to "adjust" children to learning environments which
exacerbate already existing problemi. These efforts often create
new problems and most have been directed toward disciivering

-new ways of getting children to learn more information. As a

result, the attempted solutions often become part of the problem.
The search for solutions to the problems which face the

schools has led us, into the area of affect, and here many
unwelcome surprises await us. The search is a painful one. The
confusion which is present in psychological theory about the
nature of affect is found also in measures of affect.

Let me be more specific and discuss four compendia of what
can be called affective instruments in a somewhat 'superficial

' Unfortunately, references to the data upon which this and pre-
ceding' statements in this paragraph are based are not available
since they

1
were collected in confidential school suiveys..

1 I.
.
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Manner to illustrate both the confusion which exists and my
earlier point about the different emphases in education and
traditional psychology. That point holds that .people who are
interested in facilitating change in other people see affect as a
state related to cognition or inner experience whereas traditional
psychologists see affect as a physiological phenomenon. Although
only one of the four compehdia is classed in the affect area by its
author, k believe all four are in the area as defined by current
educational use. It is no accident that the three compendia which
do not claim to relate to affect have been developed by authors
outside the field of education. Educators are the principal users
of the term affect to describe a broad area of experiential
concerns.

The first reference is to Buros' Mental Measurements Year-
bo.ok (1972). As the name- h»plies, the reference is a cumulative
index which appeark.aperiodically and which describes education-
al and psychological measuring instruments under the broad term
of mental measurement. :

For all of its sophistication, The Mental Meaturahents.
Yearbook has not solved_ the problem of classgicatiOn or
definition. If you are to use it, you almost need the title of the
instruments you wish to review before you can locate them since
the reference- is far more useable starting with the title 9f an
instrument than by starting with a problem and asking; "What
instruments are available in the area?"

Buros, whiCh is usually so helpful to people with measurement
problems, is of little assistance in the area of self concept,

-attitudes, self esteem, values, morality, and charactereducation.
Of the 1,155 references in the seventh edition (1972), fewer than
25 are even remotely related to the area with which 1 believe-we
arc concerned and most of these fall into categories of person.-
ality, interest, attitude, and self concept. One reason Buros does
not give a long list of affective instruments is that such ,

instruments have not been published commercially and The.
Mental Measurements Yearbook includes references only to
published instruments.

The 'problem of clas§ification of ins,fiumenfi and the contrint-
ing concerns of educators and psychologists can be illustrated by
reference to a widely cited inventory of "affective" instruments
edited by Beatty and published by the Association for Super-

."
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vision and Curriculum Development (1969). In it, Beatty has a
chapter on "Emotions: the Missing Link. in Education" (pp.
74.88). That chapter is collakned with self concept theory and
not with emotion in the traditional psychological sense. Beatty
believes that feelings and emotion are understandable only in
relation to self concept. Be slates, " feelings arise as a 'result
of comparison between ... incoming data and the self concept"
(p. 81), and he differentiates between feelings and emotions
primarily on the basis of intensity. Ile also sees feelings and

emotions- as different ,from each other but he' believes that
-feelings-Thew:ire emotions when they become strong enough.
Thus, there is a-relationship between feeling and emotion, but
feeling is the result of evaluation of self concept interactions
whereas emoliod is a physiological reaction. Beatty does not
make it clear whether emotions and feelings differ only in degree
but not in ehaiacter. Ile does make it clear that feclings-ary
educational problems in the larger sense of the term "education-

The inventory portion of Beatty's booklet illustrates the point
of the confusion which has resulted from a lack of a clear
definition of affect and suggests that Beatty's views about the
nature of affect have not affected his list of affective instruments,
since the inventory, includes far more than self concept measures.
This conclusion is Waller reinforced by the fact that although
Beatty defines affect as already staled, that, is,- "a result of
comparison between ...incoming data and the self," he opera-
tionally defines it by the categories under which instruments are
inventoried 'hi the compendium. These include: attitude scales,
creativity, interaction, miscellaneous, motivation, personality,
readiness, and. self concept. Thus, most assessknent instruments
Mitch do not purport to measure achievement ,,aptitude, intelli-

* puce, or interests are included as measures of affectivity and
affectivity becomes something other than what,he defined it to
be.

Robinson, Rusk, arid I !cad (1968) speak only of attitudes, and
these are described as political attitudes to which are appended
two sub-groups, measures of occupational attitudes and occupa-
tional charajAcristics and measures of social psychologkal atti-
tudes. You should not let the titles of the various sections of
Appendix Il, Measures of Social Psychological Altitudes (Robin-

I
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son & Shaver, 1975), mislead you into believing that it contains
descriptions of instruments which educators would expect to find
there. Appendix B contains references and descriptions for most
-of the instruments which are of interest to educators when they
refer to affect. It includes Measures of Self-Esteem and Related
Constructs, Alienation and Anomia, Political Attitudes, Values,
General Attitudes loward People, Religious Attitudes, and Meth-
odological Scales. Methodological Scales include measures of
social desirability and various social attitude scales. In case you
are interested, "anomia" is defined by Srole, who authored one
of the instruments, "as an individual's generalized, pervasive sense
of social malintegration or 'self-to-others alienation' " (Robinson
& Shaver, 1975, p. 172).

.The Robinson and Shaver publication illustrates the fact that
psychologists do not define affect in the same ways educators do.
Although they include most of the constructs educators consider

, to be in the affective realni, these are not defined as affect
measures but as attitude measures. Their method of grouping Ls-
not aitirely satisfactory, however, since it uses constructs such as
attitudes and values which are as poorly defined as affect. But I
do not believe their groups are as likely to as as misdirecting to

educators as the term affect. The reader is cautioned not to make
final judgments regarding the instruments which are listed in-
'Robinson and Shaver without reviewing the literature. This
statement can be applied in varying degrees to. each of the

---aniipendia to which I will refer.
In iny--particular field,.which is-self-concept theory, the mint

useful conmilatiiin is the one authored by Wylie (1974). Her.
book is well-written, clear in 'Bs definitions and, standards, and it
delimits the area so that it canbe covered both intensively. and
extensively. Most importantly, Wylie assists the miter by

specifying her criteria, definitions, and standards and -then_
discusses the instruments in terms of these, She leave.; no doubt
in the reader's mind about, her opinion, of each of the instiu-
ments. Ftirtherntore,.at every possible point she,attempts to point
out the need for further research and makes numerous sugges-
tions for improvement in the area. .

Wylie's book is remarkable when it is cunsidered that she does,
the work liersaff without the aid of a large staff. As a result, her,
information and conclusions are more reliable than those of any .

-20"
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other list with which I am acquainted, although there is little
doubt that error is contained even in this volume because of her
need to depend to some degree on descuiptions and data provided
by authors.

Wylie does not encounter the problem of definition of affect,
since 'her concern is with the self concept, which falls in the area
of affect primarily through the thinking and practice of educa-
tors. A partial list of instruments which she reviews gives alit
insight into her thinking and includes measures of the phenom-
enal self, such as the puller and Haigh SI() Q-Sort, the Index of
AdjUstment and Values, the Piers-Minis, Coopersmith's Self-,
Esteem Inventory, and Cough's Adjective Check List, and
non-phenomenal self measures such as the Who Am I, Twenty

. Sentences Test, the Thematic Apperception Test, Rorschach Test,
Drawa-Person Test, and Sentence Completion Test. Although her
concern iSr for the phenomenal and non-phenomenal self con-
cepts, eduCators are interested principally in the phenomenal self
which is concemedw1th the self a an object in the percepturl
field and which is most often called self concept, rather than with
self as agent of action which is the nonpIrcaomenal self.

These four compendia give some idea of the inventory
resources available to the researcher. They also reinforce the
conclusion that (here is no common agreement about what affect
is, or of the types of instruments which should be used to
Immure it. The contents, of the four compendia leddlo several

conclusions: I) there is no Common agreement about Ivhat to
include in sach iir..r.n:aries, probably because no broad and
adequately denited concept is 'available to guide the selectiori pf
instruments, 2) most of the available instrninents at(,ttlf doubtful
reliability and unknown validity, 3) most of the instruments in
the area have been developed for use in one study or a series of
studies and have, then disappeared from use, and 4) even 'though
an instrame'nt is well-known and widely lised, such as the
Tennessee Self Concept Scale, the PiersIlartis, meoopersmith's
Self-Esteem Inventory, there may be little evidence to support its
use. If you doubt' the validity of this statement, 1 invite you to
read Wylie's comments regarding the scales. and especially the

.Tennessee Self CUricept Scale.

Fjorit the thoughts I have, shamed with you to this point, I
conclude that the answns to many of the problems in the affect

0 1



area arc not to be found by plowing ahead in the sanie rut we.
have been travelling. What we need Is a new frame of reference
for understanding people and for viewing educational goals. The
old frames of reference make allowance for affect only by tacking
constructs on to already completed houses. As 1 said earlier, the
reactions of busy teachers to such an approach is, "flow cairIve
do this and still do all of the giber things we must do?" Permit
me ,.to returkto Descartes in'an effort to resolve the problems 1
have raised and to describe what' I believe is a more productive
point of view.

The mind-body dichotomy has affected our thinking in many
ways. One of its more obvious manifestations;as far as education
is concerned, is the recent attempt to develop taxonomies of
educational objectives in .the _psychomotor, cogditive, and al:
fictive domains (Ragsdale, 1950; Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl,
Bloom, and Masia, 1964). The'laxonomy of objectives in Ai'
affective domain referi to these objectives as "emotional learn-
ing" objectives and classifies them into five categories which
include Receiving, Responding, Valuing, Organization, and
Characterization by a Value or Value Complex.

The five categories of lira affective domain do not seem to me
to show clearly that the taxonomy separates the cognitive and the
affective dothains, since cognition appears to be a part of some or
all of them. Additionally, the taxonomy does not relate alfect to
emotion as promised by the term "emotional learning.".

The dilemma is this:- if you start with the mind-body
dichotomy, no satisfactory scheme is available for logically
relating affect to either part of, the dichotomy, and affect
sometimes appears as a "mind" concept aid sometimes as, a
"body" concept. Educators view affect as an aspect of "mind"
even though they use the terms affect and emotion interchange-
ably. On the other hand, psychologists who study emotion view
affect as a "body" process. More precisely, those people who are
concerned with helping relationships and willifircifilating change
in people, view affect as an aspect of a cognitive process whereas
those who are interested in the scientific study of emotion vie4
affect, or emotion, as a physiological process. Except for the term
affect, we have no means of relating such concepts as values,
altitudes, and self concept ,to each other even though we
intuitively believe such a relationship exists. The term affect
appears inadequate for the ifisk

It
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A more.satisfactory means of resolving the problem may he to
begin by forgetting about the mindebody dichotomy and to view

-the- person from a more wholistic point of view, such as is dune
by perceptual psychology. According to perceptual psychology,
as a person interacts with other people, situations, and objects,
certain aspects of the experience are differentiated as meaningful
in either a positive or a negative sense. These differeritiations and
their meanings are called perceptions. Some perceptitms are
further differentiated as being a part Weself while others are
perceived as not belonging to the MC Perceptions and their
meanings are organized into what is called the perceptual field
which has a fluid and continuously changing character.

4 Central to the perceptual fiela is the self concept, which serves
as a screen or sieve througir which new perceptions ate admitted
to the perceptual -field. Perceptionists (Snygg and Combs,- 1949;
Bills, 1956; Beatty, 1969) see behavior as a function of this
perceptual field. Thus, all behavior is relevant to and determined
by the structure of the perceptual field the instant of action
(Snygg and Combs, 1949). .

For the peison, his organized perceptions ate reality and they
are the only real), he can know. They'll:lye 'resulted from ds;
interpretations of his interactions and especially those which
involve. his :self concept. interactions which are perceived as .

strengthening or confirmatory to the self are accompanied by
positive affective states such as pleasure, joyi Ipvc, and alto.
Interactions which are perceived as potentially destructive or

.' debasing to self or to the organism itself are accompanied by
negative affective slates and if the threat-to the self is sufficiently

'great, the orginism alerts itself for "fight or flight" (Cannon,
1932), The preparation for fight or flight involves physiological,
changes, called emotions. Affect is the feeling state which midis'

.from the person's awareness of the state of his self concept.
The perceptual organization of .a person includes all of his

perceptions or beliefs about the nature of reality. Some of these
beliefs are about what the nature of the physical universe is like,

, .,
, some of them are about what is important, others are bads

abOut how- we should be prepared to experience people and
events, and some are beliefs about who he is and what he is like.

.

These beliefs are called facts, valuesIntitudes, interests, pre-
judicesoelf concept, and the like. They are all beliefs and for the

2...3
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individUal they are reality. They are all cognitiveperceptual in
mature; they are the results of highly selective processes and

definitions, and they have all been learned. In no way are they
affective. Affect develops as a consequence of the interactions of
the perceptual field into which they are organized with people,

situations, and objects, and thus, affect is a relational result.
For our discussion the most important points are these. First,

the individual is more profitably viewed as a total entity than as a
combination of parts. Second, when viewed from this vantage
point, affect is neither as an aspect of mind or body,nor as a

type of cognition or behavior, but as the evaluative reactions of

the organism during, and as a molt of, interactions. Thus,affect

- is not a thing to be ignored, taught, or changed; it is the
perceptions or awareness of the state of his organism

as it interacts.
A third point is that a perceptual point of view provides an

undeistanding of why we have` been unable to find common
threads in what we operationally have defined as affective

variatlas. From a perceptual point of view, the various things
which we have called affective variables are not affective but are

cognitiveperceptual beliefs. All cognitions are beliefs and they

can be grouped in various meaningful -ways. Some are beliefs

, about the nature of reality, white others are beliefs about what is

important, about= how we should 'feel about things and pebple,

about what we are like, and so forth. All have been learned in

that they have been ilifferefitiated in-interaction. Eifel' our beliefs

about reality are learne.d and rcality,,as we believe it to be, exists

ilvough definitio.n.
May 'I illustrate this last point= through numbering systems?

Bef'hie we can count, we must agree on the units *vg will use., tic
base of the system, which in the decimal system is 10, and

whether or not the system will be finite or infinite, which means
that when you reach a certain point you either begin over again

or you -continue on indefinitely. Arithmetic is based on an
infinite, decimal system in which the units are equidistant from

each other and are of equal size. But who is disturbed when we

use a finite numbering system which has equal units and'which

has a tiase Di' 12, or when we use a finite,numbering system with

`base 12, which has unequal intervals? The best example of my
first illustration is a clock and of the second is a calendar. All
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Three of these numbering systems -- our usual numbering system,
the clock, and the calendar -- are acceptable and their acceptance

. -. ..lies ill the definitions we have adopted. , .

My point is that all cognitions are'bclicfs and They can be
grouped in various ways. One group is concerned with the
so-called real world. The rest of our beliefs we have relegated to
what we have called affect. In a traditional sense,, cognitions
relate to 'knowledge about the nature of the real world whereas
those relating to'what 3s supposedly more subjective birve been
claised as affect variables. Thediffereng-in the two groups is one
of definition, and from a pirceptual point ye view, the groups

',differ only -In terms of what they relate to. Thus affect, in the
sense of the term as used by educators and others, is cognitive in

- ' the same sense that knowledge is cognitive.
To avoid .possible cOnfusiori in what I will say, let me provide

sonic definitions at this point. Our beliefs 'arc perceptions in the
ser that "'... perception refers:16'mq differentiatiim a person

object vely observable stimulus is presentArombs, Richards, and
is ca able 9f Waking in his perceptual geld whether or not an

Richards, `1976, pp. 16.17). TradiWmally, the term "cognition"
has been used to describe knowledge, understanding, or ideation,
while in edUcation,' values, attitudes, self concept, Ind similar,
constructs have been called affect. The .constructs of cognition
and affect, whenored in the sense f have just defined it, are bail
perceptual in nature. Thus, I subdivide perceptions into cognitive
;mil noncognitive types which frees the term.alfect for use as I
have defined it. ly my further comments, 'I will ruse cognitive,
nun-cognitive, and affect in a manner consistent with -these
definitions.1 separate beliefs about reality from other beliefs and
call- them .cognifi4 and nonEngnitive only for purposes of

' disiussion. They are all iierceptual in nature; each-affects the
'structure and content of the perceptual field, and through Ore \
persmi's perceptions, each affects behavior. .,

My fourth point in proposing that the perceptual point of view
is a more effective way of viewing the human organism rand
behavior is my most important one. Viewed in this manner, affect
should' not be our most important concern if our purpose is to
assist learning, development, creativity, and so forth. Our concern

.: should be with the experiencing of the organism and with the
availability of that experienee in awareness and 'in undistorted ,
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fashion to the person as he interacts. it is at Ills point that otir
developing concern: for. humanistic education, noncognitive
variables, group interaction, individual adjustment, valyes,fand
the like can be interrelated and brought into focus. Let me say
how this works.

We know that if a., person experiences another person as
understanding, accepting, reliable, and trustworthy, then the
ability of the person to admit", into awareness any and all aspects
of, his experience is increased (Rogers, 1957, 1958). Threat
reduces learning dud the intellectual quality of behavior, as
judged, by its 'appropriateness and its ability to save problems
(Bills, 1969).

As you recognize, I have substituted one set of concepts for
another and since I have, it is incumbent on me to show the
relevance of the substitution for the problem of affective
jiicasureincot in the sense that term is usually used. Unless I can
show..the relevanCe of my substOtion, there is no benefit to be
derived from this conceptual exercise..

Perceptual theory implies that our primary concern should be
for those things which tell us something about the qualities of the
relationships students experience and not for what We have called"
affect. This follows from what I have already said about threat
and its influence on the structure of the perceptual field and,,
through it, behavior. If we know. something abinit the nature of
the student's perceived, environment in terms of potential threats

or relationships which an reduce threat, then we 7..n predict
what will happen to the student (Rogers, 1959). Wile. reduced
threat,,a person lowers his defenses and begins to examine the .

meanings of his experience for him. His perceptual field,broadens
and he is able to adiiiit to awareness more and more of his
experiencing and is able to incorporate new experience. Conse-
quently, his self concept alters to become more congruent willt
the meanings of this larger body of experience for his organism'.

tinder threat a person admits to awareness only selected
aspects of his experience and even these may be distorted. As a
result, he may come to view himself as inferior or superior to
other. people or lie may view himself-An other distorted Ways..
None' of these,p'erceptual states results in positive benefits for
him. 11e not only is dissatisfied with himself and experiences
painful hitbractions with other people, lie is unable to learn as
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effectively and meaningfully as heinight, and be is unable to use
the totaliI) ?of his experience to help him approach problems as
intelligently.as he might. Thus, the nature of the learning climate

is a most significant consideration, 1l the learning climate
increases-personal threat, it increases problems and symptoms of
problems. If it decreases personal threat: it enables the person to
develor,:, to learn, and to become his experiencing. The nature of

.Interpersonal- relationships is central to. the quality of the learning
climate. If relationships are such that stinlentipercerve teachers
as pnconditionally positive in their regard for them, as under-

.

standing 1.11enkas they understand themselves; and as congruent or

honest, then the level of personal threat is low and students move
toward becoming their experience. Thus, we woiilil have two
concerns: 1) what are the self concepts of our students, and 2)
what is the nature of the psychological climate or the relationship
climate we are providing students?

ft is because of, concern for the nature of the relationships
which we9provide students that I have sought to.' develop

instruments such as the Locus of Responsibility Scale Weir, -
attempts to answer the question of wlio is making the_decisions in

classroom, the Relationship Inventory which measures the
qualities students perceive in Their relationships with teachers, the
Feelings About School which is a global measure of students'
helicfs about the,qualities of their schools, the Parent Inventory

measures parents' perCeptions of a scl.00l and their..
evaluations of it, the.-Teacher Problems Q-Sort which gives a
measure%of a- teacher's openness to experience and ability to'

,provide .a helping relationship, for students, and other measures
Which also might be classed as measures of Ilse perceived qualities

of learning climates (Bills, 1975).
It is also for this reason that I have sought to develop a series

of self concept measures which 1 have called The Index of
Adjustment and Values (Bills, 1975) and which give someidea of
,how a person perceives himself and other people Measures of the
self and measures of learning climates'can be helpful in at least
two ways.

I believe the most importmt. (Obese is the determination of
the quality of the learning climate we provide students. We can
do- far' mole to control the quality of the environment we offer
children than we can to control their killer qualities or their'

0
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( behavior. Most psychotherapies demonstrate that if the climate in
which 9 person is learning is positive, the self learnings also will be
positive. Under such circumstances we know that people move
toward- a valuing proCess rather than the fixed and static values
which characterize the middle-class climate of our schools. We
know, too, that people under reduced threat are more likely to

-.discover, personal meanings in their learning and such meanings
directly affect the intellectual level of their behavior.- Another
important aspect of this point takes us back to what I have
already stated. Self perceptions develop in interaction and it is
only in frirther interaction that we can change them. Thus, it
becoliies important to know more about the nature yf our
interactions with students, as seen by them, in order to improve
the psychological climates we are affording them. I will say more
about-how we have attempted to do this later.

Probably, the most important trse of measurement within
.perceptual-theory is to assess our effects on students. For this
reason, self concept instruments are particularly important. Please

notice I am suggesting the use of theseinstruments to assess our
effects andluit. to evaluate students. It is my opinion that most
instruments, including measures of intelligence and achievement,
should be used to assess our effects on students and not to assess
learners.,We should assume that lumers have done as well as they

can given their previous experiences and the quality -of the
experiences we, ate offering them. The evaluation, therefore, -
should be directed at the quality of our offerings while still
remembering that students' learning is not entirely dependent on
our 'effectiveness since it also is - dependent on their past

z:

',experiences and present perceptions. .

The perceptual point of view can help to guide a in the
selection of other non-cognitive instruments for understanding
our effects on students. Some of these instruments measure

attitudes, others-measure values, and others measure interests.
I appreciate this opportunity to present my, pointOf view and

wilVivelcome your comments and suggestions as an6pportunity
to further clarify my attempt to understand a very complex issue.
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At this point, I want to talk about problems in measurement
and use of what usually is called affective data, but I will
call non--cognitive for the reasons I gave earlier. To do this, I have
divided my comments into two sections. The, first section is
concerned with problems which arise when we seek to promote
change in schools through the use of non-cognitive instill-merits.
The second section is concerned with some, of the formal
problems, of measurement in the area. I have chosen to emphasize
the first section which deals witiv the use of non- cognitive
measurement as 'an aid in improving schools because this
approach helps schools- while it provides_important research data
of a descriptive nature. I will say more.about this later. .

'Earlier, I described a major problem of measurement in the
now-cognitive area. That problem :elates to both sections of my
present topic. It is the problem_of the lack of agreement about
the nature of affect. Without an undqstanding of what affect is,
we lack a basis for knowing what we should attempt to change, of
what to measure, and of what instruments we should seek to
develop.

Another problem which concerns people-who are interested in
Jinn-cognitive measurement relates to the large scale use of
measuring instruments because of difficulties in their application
and subsequent processing. Closely related are the problems" of
when to use surveys or assessments to promote change and how
to use their results. Another problem stems from the self report
nature of most non-cognitive instruments and other inadequacies
which are known trrexist in instruments of this type. Additional-
ly, there aie legal problems which are related to -self oisclosure
and*the,invasion of privacy.

I .,.would like to beghi My discussion of these and other
problems by., describing some of the things I have engaged in over
the past several years. I believe that I can put the problems and
my tentative solutions in context throligh this approach.

. 1 have spent much of my time during the past eight years in
developing a package of instruments in the non- cognitive area and
in using the instruments to assist schools in their self improve-- 's

meta efforts. One of these instruments, dates back to the early

2:)
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1950's and the earliest forms of all were developed in the 1950's.
I do not lak9W the exact number of people we have tested with

-=---these-instruments since 1969 nor the number of tests which have
been administered, but a conservative estimate is that one or.

.more of these non-cognitive instruments has been given to at least
100,000 people fora total of at least 250,000 separate tests. The
purposes of the testing have been diverse and they indicate
something about the extent of interest in the non-cognitive area
as well as its variety. ,

In two large, metropolitan, county-wide school districts, the
testing was' part of a larger survey-designed to help the central

-1 administration- understand the problems of the schools and devise
plans for-their correction. ,

In another large, metropolitan, county-wide school district,
the package was again a part of a ,larger survey but the problems
which generated the survey were occasioned by desegregation of
the schools. 'The school district had been given a series of
integration orders by the courts over a period of several years and
-nroblems had resulted. Cross-district bussing and the pairing of
schools was extensive and' in one case a school had been
designated to contain only grade eight. You can imagine the
problems encountered by that' particular school. Standards-of
behavior could not be passed on by older students to incoming
students; teachers did not know the students2s individual people;
and there was a serious-discipline problem..

Because of the confusion and because there was no commonly
accepted direction for the further development of the system, the
court decreed that no changes would be made in the school
system unlit an unbiaied agency had made recommendations for
further Change and development of the system. Our Bureau of
Educational Services and Research entered the picture through a
contract with the school board and completed its work len we
reported back to the school board at a public meeting.

Anther problem also came to us from a large, me ropolitan,
county-wide school system in its request for service. The system
had built four large, open-space elementary schools and these had
become the center of a heated controversy. Patrons were divided
in their strong opinions about them. So our Bureau was asked for
assistance. My problem was to study the attitudes of parents and
students, the climate for leaning, and the students' self concepts

-
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and achievement in the four schools and to compare these with
results from four, matched, Traditional schools in the system.-

In another project, we tested the parents and children in 12
recently developed private schools. Thii effort wa§ financed by a
foundation which was concerned with the quality of these
schbols and with their impact on children. The schools partici;
paled fo-r a variety of reasons such as desires for information to
use- in improvement efforts, desires of some headmasters to

"demonstrate their schools' superiority, and as a political device to
convince patents that even though their children were in private
schools, They did nut lack access to the resources of a university.
One headmaster wanted the 'data to prove to his Ward that he
was right and they were wrong. I don't know if he proved his
point and, if so, what happened to him.

Our more recent work has been Ihrotigh our General Assist-
ance Caller which is funded- to assist schools with problems
arising froidsex and rah discrimination. In this work our purpose
is to provide a data base on which the schools can build a list of
priorities for improvement.

One application was in a city school district which included 92
schools. Originally, the purpose of the survey was to provide
information to the central offices for establishing priorities for
school improvement. The ptirpose was changed, after a review of
the data, to providing information for school by school improve-
ment efforts, and This was later augmented by the findings of a

study of violence in the schools which we conducted. The results
of the violence study were interpreted in light of the survey
findings And provided information to be used by the schools in
combating violence.

The instruments have also been _given in about 50 schools in
addition to those already cited, principally for four purposes: I)
to standardize the instruments and to study their psychometric
characteristics, 2) to provide information to schools for their use
in improvement efforts, 3) to provide training opportunities for
our graduate students, and 4) to collect data for research
probleins.

In these studies we have usually included the Parent Inventory,
the Feelings About School, the Locus of Responsibility Scale, the
Relationship Inventory, The Index of Adjustment and -Values,
and the Teacher Problems QSort (Bills, 1975; Bills, Macagnoni, &
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Elliott, 1964). In the larger school systems we used 15 to 20 per
cent samples of students and parents and in all other schools we
have used the entire school population. AU instruments have
optically scanable answer sheets. Our processing methods yield

scores on each instrument and these scores can he produced by

any of the demographic variables available which usually include

sex and grade arid, sometimes, race. Except for The Index of
Adjustment and Values, the processing also produces copies of
the instruments' which show the number and percentage of
students or parents choosing each response alternative.

From applications such as those I have described; -we have
learned a number of significant things. I would like to share seven

of these with You.
I) My first generalization is this: Change results most fre-

quently from a survey when it has been requested by a school
system's central administration and the results are organized r
that the remedial or improvement efforts which the administra-

tion can take are clearly emphasized. If the purpose of a survey is
to provide. information for the local schools to use in their

improvement efforts, change Is less likely to occur.
2) If a school principal requests a survey simply because he

believes it is important, and &he does this without consulting and

fully involving the faculty, it is difficult, ,and oftentimes
impossible, to get, the faculty to use the results. Under these
conditions, the faculty most frequently defends itself against the
necessity to change by challenging the validity of the results. I
might add that there is no adequate defense against such
challenge. In our testing, the, faculty administers the tests and
they can cite many examples of conditions which invalidate the
data. They obviously do not feel responsible for the invalid data.

As they see it, they are not responsible' since the Co' Ilection of the

data was not their decision. I do not believe it is- possible to force

change on a school.
-An example of the difficulty in initiating change withogrgoing

through a process in.which involved people collect dalq.*Iiicliare
meaningful to them comes from the testing we have done in the
past which bad as its primary purpose the Instruction of our
students. In such instances we reported the results-of the survey

. to the school, we interpreted the results, and we made suggettions

for. improvement. The faculty listened politely'and then ignr
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the findings and recommendations. This is not a criticism of the
teachers. The purpose of the teachers was to assist us anti our
students. The teachers acted conscientiously in the collection of
the data to provide a good laboratory experience for our
students. Their purpose was not to use the survey for uncovering
problems and possible. solutions. So we can generalize that when
an attempt Is made to involve people in something which
someone else believes is meaningful, but which is not perceived
by them as meaningful, the results are usually. inconsequential.
Teachers more frequently try to improve their schools when
principals help them to determine if there arc problems and if
they need additional data to understand the problems and to
solve them.

3) For similar reasons, whave learned that the feedback we
givCleachers must be directly meaningful to- them. If the
information is.personally meaningful, teachers arS.../more likely to
change themselves than if they do not perceive personal meaning
in the data. Consequently, we give each teacher individual reports
which tell how one class described the teacher on the Locus of
Responsibility Scale and the Relationship Inveidory (Bills, 1975).
The reports consist of the seven scores from these two instru-
ments printed out student by student along with the class average
and the norm averages. Included in each report is a print-out of.
the test along with the number and percentage of students who

selected each response altirnative. Whenever possible, we make
individual appointments with the teachers and go over the results
to aid_ interpretation and to help the teachers understand how
they are seen by their students. Teachers do not such
conferences with the same perceptions as when they entered.
Incidentally, the- children arc never asked to identify thediselves.

It is a joy to report to a teacher who is providing students with
opportunities for making decisions for themselves, 'assisting
students in making these decisions, and providinethem with a

dilate in ivnich the students dare to try new things. Our most
positive results may come from those teachers who are sincerely
trying to help students and who have little information with
which' to evaluate their efforts. Such information seems
encourage these teachers tti try even harder.

Teachers with inadequate_ relationships with their students ,
tend, to become defensive in these reporting sessions. When thisr
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happens, our best counseling skills are called for and sometimes

we can help the, teachers to lower-their defenses and to recognize

what they really have known all along but could not admit to

themselves that things are not going the way they want them, to

go. They then begin to explore how they can change.

We have had a few surprises while counseling what are
obviously poor teachers. Some of these people are able to admit

to themselves what they already had suspected that they are

ineffective and that they should not continue to teach. In theIew

cases in Which I have seen this happen, tfie teachers accept the

decision as their own and they leave teaching without recrimina-

'1 lions. Their feeling seems to be, "Teaching is important but it is

not a place where 1 can make an important contribution."
4) My fourth generalization is that if you are working within a.

franiewolk ,designed to promote change, it is important that
commitments for follow-up efforts be elicited before the work

begins. If commitments are not made at that time, there is little,

hope that they will be made- following the presentation of the

facts. Teachers do not become excited about results since there is

so much else to do to 'which they are already committed. Too,

the results of the surveys often .are such that teachers want to

ignore,do deny, or to forget thim. The teachers want to believe

they are already doing their best, and many of then' are,but the

survey may present evidence that even their best efforts are not

producing the results they desire. Their impulse is to questfon the

validity of the survey, the instruments, the interpretations, or

anything else which will dispose of the results as quickly as

possible.
Unpleasant results must occur at least oneialf of the `time

because one -half of the cases will be below theinean..This can be

a serious drawback to the use of normative data and we are seeing

the consequences every day in the press. Who can fail to be

impressed by a statement such as, "Half of the children in the,

public schools are 'ieading below grade level?" The immediate

interpretation is that schools are failing and something must be

done about it. The uninformed critic makes the statement and

the,concemed patron wants to act on it. But if you examine the

natdre of such data you aiscover that "grade level" is defined as

the average score made try -a child at a particular grade level, thus,"

on the average oneialf of the children will be below grade level
1
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and one-half will be above it. Have you ever stopped to think that
one-half of all practicing phySicians were in the bottom halves of
their graduating classes? Facetiously, I could say that it is no
wonder that half of the children in our schools are below grade

'level, after all half of them are below average in intelligence. But
try tooexplain the fallacy to teachers who have tried whatthey '
believe is heir best, who are frustrated because,their efforts have
not reached all of the cldldren'torthe degree the leachers desire,
and who are tired and exhausted from their day's efforts and 'are
already looking forward to cooking the evening's meal which they
may not want to do:

There is another factor which affects teachers making commit-
ments to do something about the results of a sr wey after the

(,results are known. If a variety of instruments is used, it is likely
that the results will be below average on at least one of theme
although tiie results inay be above average on the others. People

'lake consolation in die above average measures whichinakes it
easier for them to ignore the below average ones.

If you test enough schools, some of them will turn out to be
average. But who within our striving culture wants to be average?
Being average may be as bad as being below average and the sain
result occurs as far as commitment to action is concerned'.

But suppose a school. is above average.. Will this cause a
commitment? The results probably will be the same as for the
other groups. If you are above average, you may he able to
breathe a sigh of relief and to forget the whole thing. On the
other hand, being, above average may be a threat for an
overly4oncerned teacher who desires perfection. The results will
be' harmful to the children if they cause the teacher to strive even
hard ,. Our greatest hope for success, though, is this above
average group. These people are usually less defensive: Conse-

."y, they may be willing to do even more; but this may not
be t-iat we want. We may Fuld ourselves spending much time
'with schools which are already doing well.

My" "fourth point, then, is this: commitments for follow-up
efforts and for establishing priorities for improveMent must be
made prior to a survey. '-

,Why is there no greater willingness on the part of teachers to
'make commitments than I seem to have indicated? I have given

several answers to this already but I wonder if there isn't an even
r

L.)
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more important one. In a recent speech,,Kalph Nader (Note 3)

pointed tit an important characteristic of, economic theory.
According to Nader, all economic theories die. production-
centered. This is true even for such diverse theories as those of
Adam Smith, of Keynesian economics, and ofsocialistic econom-

ic theories. They are.production-centered and the gross:national--

product or a similar index is the criterion of success. An increase

in the GNP is considered good even if occasioned by such a thing

as an increase in crime which requires the purchase of moie
sophisticated detection devices, communication devices, and
computer control, all of which add to the GNP.

Ilsre is another example. The Department of Commerce has
said that within the UnitaStates almost 600,000 workers earn

$7 billion annually in the production and use of fluorocarbons,
and nearly 1.5 million more have jobs that depend indirectly .on

fuorocarbon products and their applications. Most of this effort
produces .aerosol sprays which save us from such undesirable

things as Undeiarin wetness and odor and from unruly hair and
the "wet" look while possibly destroying the ozone layer in the
atmosphere and threatening us with a serious increase in skin

cancer. This industry rests on high-powered advertising, develop-

ed by so-called consumer research. It adds significantly to' the
GNI: without adding significantly to human welfare or the quality

of life, all the while adding to the pollution problem and possibly

havinglong range effects on climate..
Let me return to Nader. Ile stated that if we eliminated crime";

waste, and pollution, our economy would becOme stagnant. Ile

argued for a consumer-oriented economic theory and his speech

was a challenge to America's psychologists to aid in this, effort.
Frankly, I !pink he was talking to the wrong group. Psychologists

who are interested in the inarkqt-place and in industry align
theMselves with advertising and with management. Consumer.,

psychologists are concerned with questions such as what in-
fluences choitre in a supermarket? Their answers tothe question

are more useful to producers and marketers than to consumers.
I believe there ,is a direct parallel between our production-

centered economic theories and,, the way we view education.

Evaluation of education is production-centered what is our
retention -rate, what is the average achievement of our product,

and what is the cost per unit? Such questions do not'suggest that
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education is consumer-centered and concerned with students as

individuals. In Tally ways education is productioncentered and it
is becoming even more production-centered. Education is being
judged by the quality of its GNP, lint for what has been done for
boys.and girls. Additional efforts to improve the non- cognitive
lives of children may result in a reduction of the wylity of our.
educational' GNP as measured by noonreferenda tests of
cognition which are what schools are being judged by. Even
'teachers complain about the quality .of the educational pioducts
fumed out by the children's previous teachers. As painful as it is
for me; I must ask, "Is education really dedicated to the
enhancement of the lives of children or is it dedicated to the
enhanCement of educational production?" Sonic of you may say
the-two---altematives_are the same; my belief is that they are

significantly different. So niy point is this: economics is produci
lioncentered; is education any the less so? Do we have real
concerns for our !miters as people? If so, why do we ignore- these
concerns so frequently, especially in secondary .and higher
education? To what degree has education's reluctance. to. he
concerned with the non-cognitive learning§ of children stemmed
from this same production orientation?

5) My next point cah be staled briefly. In -an improvement
effort, commitment by teachers and administrators can be
achieved easier from the use of a few well-chosen instruments.
than from the use of u large battery of instruments. The
instrument or instruments should be selected primarily on the
basis of problems which have been identified as important. When
problems have been identified and instruments have been
selected,, a faculty has taken the first steps in commitment. In a

moment, I will illustrate the progress made by one very excellent
school which used only one instrument for its study.

6) My sixth point is about the anonymity, or confidentiality.
we must afford respondents in non-cognitive surveys. The obvious
reason is that when we intrude on the personal lives of people, we,
must expect many of them to distort their disclosures because of
the 'threat of adverse criticism and desires to appear adequate. If
we are measuring cognition we can a# for names and other
identifying infirmation. The student Will do his best to give
acceptable answers the questions. Ile may do the same thing
on a non;cognitive test and attempt to, give socially acceptable
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answers: The factor-of social desiribility in non - cognitive tests
rainy be an asset or it may be o liability. It may be an aster to have
a measure of a person's need-to give socially acceptable answers,
but it is Mobility if it interferes (with accurate Incas 'meld of
other variables. Anonymity redoes threat for most eo ple and,
thus, the need to distort. \

There are other cogent reason s? for avoiding-, identification,
including die right of the individtigieliiiifiwityrA tang people ,

for non-cognitive information when they are free to give
nor to withhold permission is a violation of ethics.

From a practical poipt of view, there is anothir Important
reason for not requesting people to identify themselves when
they respond to nocognitive instruments. ThF immediate
impulse of many leachers when they see a list o scores with
names attached is to see how Mary or Jimmy or S uruej or Susy
are doing. And this -sort of examination of ati destroys.
improvement efforts. Let me illustrate the po nt. Teachers' .
reactions to IQ scores freifuently are, "Well, would have
expFcted Mary to score high," or "No wonder J filmy is doing
such poor Wink," or "It's obvious that Samuel s doing better
than we might have expected," or "Siisy could do the work if she
wanted to." None..ofs these alternatives suggests.that change is
necessary. The identification of students may impede our efforts.

I shudder when 1 think of the fact that some of our data udght
have appeared on permanent record cards had names been
attached to them. What a travesty. No test data that I know of
are so reliable and valid that they should be written indelibly into 11
the record of a person. When we do so we bind the person

' past instead of releasing him to his futufe. The school's job is to
reduce the ability of tests and other devices to piedict, not, to
enhance their effectiveness.

So in my efforts I assiduously avoid the Identification of
students by name. We do ask teachers to identify themselves since
we wish to report the results to them in individual conferencps or
through confidential reports. But we do this only after the
teachers' are convinced that the results will remain confidential
and wiI[ be shared with no one in the school system. I am usually
able to convince leachers that the identifying information will be
kept in strictest confidence. I also acquaint them with the fact
that the numbers .assigned to. them for use in the testing will be
reassigned_ before the data analysis to provide further pro'sction.

:3 u
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I should point out that the data on which leachers, can be
identified come from instruments which are completed by the
students. StudP!!ts' efforts to distort such data are' -prof ably in
the direction of attempting to emphasize their own perceptions
of !lib teacher. and not to falsify the truth as they believe it to be. '

7) .My.seventli, and final, point is that the characteristics of
the survey- instruments determine, in part, their usability in
change efforts. I will illustrate this. subpoint by reference to The
Index of Adjustment and Values .(Bills, l975), which I have,
worked longest to perfect and about which Wylie (1974) says:

It is evident that the IAV has been used by many
researchers. Reliability is quite high. Evidence for
convergent validity includes correlations with many
different purported measures of self-regard a wider
range of such instruments than is the case for any
other self-regard measure. Although the degree of
convergent validity of any of the selfregard scores
from the IAV is quite noxlerate, it is probably as,

loud as for any extant instrument which purports to
measure global self-regard with the use of numerous
items; and the IAV is shorter and less cumbersome
for . .'. (subjects) and . . . (experimenters) than is true,,
of a number of other intruments (p. 165).

I cite this quotation not to brag but to counteract any false
impression of the IAV which my next remarks may create:

The IAV is a useful tool for researchers. The insights it has
given zn are rewarding, and have.- helped me organize my
understandings into meaningful relationships. When used as a tiait
of an assessment battery for the purpose of developing a program
for effecting change, it is probably the least .productive of the
instruments in our package. It is concerned with things over-
which teachers have little direct control. How much value is it to
a teacher to know that the average chilit in his class is lacking in
self acceptance and sees otherpeople as having greater worth, to
give an example of what might be reported? What is the teacher
going to do about this in a direct manner? Is the leacher to give*
the children pep talks to lichi them believes they arc as good as

other,peoplc? Such approaches are nut, sually productiveAlfave
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you, for - instance, changcd your opinion abOut Alabamians

bccatise of Mr. Wallace's insistence that, "Alabamians arc just as
good as other people?" It hasn't affected my opinion 61 myself
nor my opinion of Alabamians.

The most useful instrument in the package, for purpose of
helping schookchangi, may be the Feelings About School (Dills,

1975), The Feelings About School is a 50 item true-falso
instrument which asks children to respon'd to stmements such as,

"I like the way our leachers treat us," "um teachers are
, interested in us," "My classes are boring," "In general, I like my

teachers;" "Some of the teachers act as if they want the students
to *feel embarrased," -and "There are id° many rules in this

school."
The value of ,the Feelings About Schco! stems, in part, from

the manner in which.it cari,be used in improvement efforts. As I

said earlier, children's responses to our survey instruments are
reported to, the school by grade or sex, combinations of these, or

any other demographic variable rOprested by the school. For each

group, we report the average score, the norm, and Ilre tabulated
responses,of the children. Our suggestion to the teachers is to
take printouts of the Feelings About School which arc appro.:
priale for the grade levels at which The teachers work and to ask
the children to amplify their responses. The teachers areasked to

listen intently to avoid personal reactions. Theleacher reads

an item to the children and then tells than how they responded.

Tire teacher then asks, "Do you think this is the way the children
fql about the school?" Most of the time the children will agree
with the statement but often they will say the situation is worse
now than it was. The teacher carefully avoids asking the children

why they feel as they do. "Why" questions are'threatening; they

require some kind of personal answer which you are expected to

'be able to defend. Furthermore, the "why" question may lead to

a discussion Of personalities, usually those of the teachers, and
what the children say may not be at all complimentary. Instead,
the teacher asks the simple question, "What do ion think ihe
school might' do about .ii?" At this point the teacher lakes
obvious and copious notes andis careful to avoid coninients such

as, "You know you don't believe that," or wrha:'s'a ridiculous

suggestiOn. alas someone else a better answer?" Instead, the

teal.% listens, attempts to understand what the children 'are
,
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sayirig; and records, iheir responses. I usually suggest that the
teachers get together with consultative help and look at the
responses, asking themselves, "What is the overall picture of what
the children are telling us?"

In the very excellent school to which I referred earlier, I was

teaching an off-campus course and had frequent contacts with the
faculty. We 'looked :together at what the children had said and
then elementary and secondary Wailer groups attempted to
generalize from the ,particular suggestions of the children. The
results were astonishing in a number of ways, The children told
the' teadiers 'almost the same things a professional educator might
have told them about the quality of human relationships, the
type of instructional practices, the opportunity of the children to
have a voice in- their own education, the feelings of respect and
affection the children wanted leachers to have for them, and
others. A second interesting feature was that the elementary
children were far more insightful about what should be done to
improve the school than were the secondary children. The
secondary_ children had begun to adoptuthe point of view of their
elders that the purpose of school is to cover text-books and to
teach information and that the role of the teacher is to tell the
children what tfiLy need to know and taassist them in learning it.

The important part of the story is what happened after this
exercise. I asked how the school might use the results and the
teachers began to respond as the children ,had. I helped them
generalize from their responses. As a consequence, faculty
meetings were given over to an improvement process which
continued for the next two years, I don't know how effective the
changes' were that the sochool initiated, but I do know that the
teachers saw the children differently and had formed a partner-

: ship with them to explore ways to improve. No doubt the
children saw the teachers differently than before.

Reliability and Validity

You may notice that to this point I have avoided the terms
reliability and validity. I have.done this for several reasons. The
most important stems from what I tried to establish earlier.
Affect arises as a consequence of the iritetactions of a person with
another.person, situations, or objects. It i within the contex^ of
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relationships that affect develops and it will change only through,
further and improved relationships. So'my emphasis has been on
the use of non-cognitive instrupents as means of establishing
improved relationships in which change can occur.

But there is another reason for my approach. Relationships
between educational researchers a
rapidly in the past few years an they promise t Change even

terlocal schools have changed

:-
o

more in the future. Traditionally, research in the schools has been
the province of educational psychOlogists and, other faculty
members in. proTessional education and was conducted for a
variety of reasons, including desires to collect research data with
which to test hypotheses and to construct theories, particularly
theories of how people learn, to develop a body of information
and conclusions which could be used to construct and modify
school programs, and.. to collect information to further under-
standings of human development.

Today, the nature of the relationships between educational
..., researchers and the schools has changed. The public schools are

more sophisticated in problem definition and de ning ap-
proaches to problem solution than ever befo nil they are
improving con Hinton*, The schools must be concerned with and
attempt to solve problems of definition, project design and
implementation, -and evaluation of outcomes -to satisfy their
publics and to secure the federal funds which are needed to
initiate, innovative programs. Public school personnel no longer
are content to cooperate with our requests for use of the schools
as laboratories for the collection of data relevant to problems
which arc of concern solely to us in higher education. What they
want is assistance in solving their own problems, many of which
are research problems. For this reason public school people seek
our help and I believe that those of us in institutions of public
higher education owe it to the schools to help to the degree we
can.

Many institutions have found the new relationship a profitable
one. We have a waiting list of schools which have requested our
help. We find ourselves working on exciting problems which have
a degree of importance in the lives of people which we never
achieved in the older relationship. The new relationship has not
been a one-way street, though. It has given us an excellent
laboratory for educating our educational research students. There
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is no dearth of opportunity fOr working with people to define
problems, to construct approaches to solve the problems, to
select or design the instruments needed for evaluation, to assist in
the colidetion of data, to analyze the data with our specialized
resources such as optical scanning devices, computer facilities,
and computer progranis, and to assist in the interpretation of the
data and the use of the interpretations.

But there is another important reason why I have relegated
"pure" non-cognitive research to a secondary position in this
paper. That reason rests on the present state of our knowledge in
the non-cognitive area as it pertains to definition and instrumen-
tation. Let me quote again from Wylie (1974):

Although progress has been made in the last decade,
no investigator has satisfactorily conceptualized or
coped with all the difficult measurement problems in
the self-concept field. Quite a few have indicated that
they make no claims.for having tried to support the
reliability or construct validity of their instruments,
and they are content to let the reader beware,' as it
were (p. 123).

The same thing can be said about other non-cognitive measures
The [march emplasis in the non-cognitive area at the present

time probably should be on defining constructs, developing
instruments to measure these constructs, and validating instru-
ments as measures of the constructs rather than with efforts to
predict differences in grumps, to measure change resulting from
the application of independent variables, exploring relationships
of non-cognitive variables to other valiablcs, and other similar
problems. The research problems in the area should be directed
toward a determination of the nature of constructs which can
most profitably be conceptualized as central to our non-cognitive

_concerns, toward more adequate definitions of these contructs,
and the construction and' validation of instruments Id measure
them. Without such definitions and instruments, we can hope to
add lit Ire to e area except mme confusion. We will add-to the
solution of the problems if we bend our efforts and those of our
students toward definition and instrumentation and away from
the further proliferation of crudely constructed instruments to

4
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measure .vaguely defined ,constructs. Most of these instruments

are never used again, but if they survive, they frequently are used

by uncritical researchers and result in further confusion.

The problem of test proliferation results, in part;froM a
failure to understand the nature of theory. Too often we view

theory as a set of truths which have not been completely
validated, rather than as a means of conceptualization which

attempts.to place known facts into meaningful relationships with

each other for purposes of understanding and prediction of new

facts and relationships..fropess results when we push a theory to

its limits, for then we. can see the inadequacies of the theory and

construct a new one. More often than not, though, someone

believes lie has insight into truth.. So lie constructs an instrument

to.collcct data with which, to prove this truth. The instrument, if

it is ever used again, may eventually appear in a compendium of
instruments. Since the instrument) does not rest on well- defined

constructs, it becomes known by its title, "and it is used

subsequently for measuring constructs inferred from the title.

This eventuates in more confusion.
Frequently, the solution of a school's problem seems to

require the development of a s-pecial instrument and often the

,construction of a new instrument cannot be avoided. However, it

can frequently be avoided by examining other means of data

collection and amore thorough examination of the problem may

result in a redefinition of the variables so they can be measured

with instruments already available.
In discussing reliability and validity it is important to

emphasize that the use of an instrument determines, hi part, the

emphasis which must be given to its reliability and validity. If we

are using instruments in change processes, questions of reliability

and validity are frequently of secondary importance since we can

compare the results with people's perceptions of their experience.

If, though, we are involved in more traditional research efforts or

if we are to base recommendations for change on the use of data

collected by formal instruments, then, reliability and validity are

more important concerns. Most instruments in the noncognitive

area fail to pass the reliability and validity tests. True, there are

some instruments which have reasonably high ciiefficients of

consistency and stability, however, the teliabilities of many
non-cognitive instruments are not known, and the reliabilities of

4 4



most are unacceptable.
I have given one example of how use determines the

importance of reliability. This was the means by which the school
that used the Feelings About School used the data to change their
instructional programs. The Pei lings About School has excellent
reliability but the reliability of the instrument probably is of
secondary concern when it is used Witte manner I described.

here is another example of how use determines the impor-
tance Of reliability, If an instrument is to be used for making
judgments about a person' which will significantly affect his
future, then none of the non-cognitive instruments which are

available pass the test in my opinion. If, though, we are using an

instrument in a controlled experiment, we may accept one with
less than optimum reliability although we must recognize that the
lack of reliability always contributes to the error variance and
many studies have failed to significantly alter educational thought
because they failed to establish predicted relationships even
though the failure may have been, duc to a lack of reliable
instrumentation.

Although reliability is a necessary condition for the use of
most instruments in research work, it is not a sufficient condition
to justify their use. Of greater importance is the question of
validity and in the non-cognitive area, as in the cognitive area, this
is difficult to achieve. The primary reason for this is the lack of
criteria against which tests can be validated. Before moving into
the question of validity, let me clarify a statement which I just
made.

I said that reliability is a necessary condition for the
acceptance of most instruments. The word "most" in the
statement relates to the fact that it is not possible to establish
reliability for ninny useful instruments. For example, the reliabil-
ity of a questionnaire usually .cannot be established. On a
questionnaire which seeks to gather Writ ma lion, why should we
be able to predict the answer to one from the answers to
other items?.

Other exanwles of instruments for which reliability, co-
efficients are unobtainable or meaningless are in Q-technology.
This widely used technique requires the construction of a Q-sort
and its analysis by means such as intro-person correlation and
factor analysis of the resulting correlation matrix. 0-technology is
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the inverse of R or Pearson produtt-moment correlation. In an R

study, a group or population of people is given a number of tests
after which the tests are correlated with each other and this
interperson matrix is own factor analyzed to see the factors
which are common and unique to the tests. In Q,°a population of
tests is given to a number of people or to one person who is asked

to describe himself in a variety of ways such as how I used to be,

how I am now, what I would like to be, how I am seen by my

mother, etc. Following this the various aspects of the person are
correlated with each other and then factor analyzed. In,this case
each item of the Q-sort is a lest.. Since an item is a test, its,
internal consistency cannot be measured.

To me, Q-technology is the most useful technique available for

quantifying descriptive data and for solving some of the problems

I have discussed. It is an excellent means of generating hypotheses

and has been used in a wide variety of ways such as snidying

changes in patients during psychotherapy (Rogers and Dyniond,

1954), differences and similarities in the types of relationships
experienced and inexperienced therapists of different persuasions
attempt to effect with their clients (Fiedler, 1950, 1953), role
concepts of university professors-(Bills, 1975), the prirposes of a

college or university (Bills, 1970), and the openness of teachers to

experience (Bills, Miwagnoni, and Elliott, 1964).
What I have said is that, reliability is usually an important

feature of a measurement instrument although not always

measurable and sometimes not even applicable. I have also said

that the reliabilities of non-cognitive instruments vary from

unknown, through unacceptable or barely acceptable, to a few

with acceptable reliabilities.
So much for reliability. Let's take a quick look at validity and

introduce it by noting that Kerlinger (1973) says that, "The
subject of lidity is complex, controversial, and peculiarly
important in behavioral msearch. Here perhaps MOM than
anywhere else, the nature of reality is questioned" (p.456). It is
impossible to address the validity problem without getting into

philosophy. Inquiries into construct validity, in particular, are

inquiries into et: nature and meaning of variables.
Actually, I have already discussed what is probably the most

important aspect of the validity question. Of the various types of

validity the most important in the non-cognitive area is consteuct,

4`u
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validity since it is in the area of constluct validity that
psychometry and theory meet. Whereas construct validity is most
difficult to establish, other types present simpler problems. For
example, it is relatively easy to determine if an instrument can
predict with a better than chance degree of accuracy. But even if
it does, this does not prove that it is a measule of what it
purports to measure in other words, that it has construct
validity. There was a time when we were'not concerned for the
reasons behind predictive or concunent validity; if an instrument
predicted what we wanted It to predict, then it was acceptable.
Ability to make predictions from unknown bases still characterize
industrial psychology, and motivation research. The Minnesota
Mulliphasic Personality Inventory rests its validity on its ability
to predict the nosologic groups that hospitalized patients will fall
into. Predictive validity may have value but it adds little to basic
understanding and 11 is not helpful when we desire to determine if
applications of newly derived educational inettiodologimpoiitive:
ly influence the non - cognitive lives of students.

Convergence and discriminability have been suggested as

means of establishing construct validity but I cannot see that the'y
solve the basic problem either. If two instruments which purport
to be measures of the same construct agree with each other while
disagreeing with other instruments which purport to measure
other constructs, we know something about the instruments but
we do not know if any of them measure the construct.

Part of the confusion about which variables in the non-,
cognitive area arc central, necessary, productive, and non-
duplicative results from Inadequate knowledge regarding the
construct validity of non-cognitive measmes and construct
validity -poses what may be an unsolvable problem. Since
non-cognitive variables are constructs or concepts, it is doubtful
that instruments with construct validity can be developed to
measure them. The reason is simple. A construct is a means of
conceptualization. It is not a thing, a truth, or an object; it is an
idea or a miniature theory. To establish condolet validity would
mean that an idea or a concept is a reality ,d can be proved to
exist. This has been a. basic problem in the measurement of
intelligence. Since we do not know what intelligence is, we
cannot tell if a test measures it. It is possible to validate a test as a
measure of intelligence only through devious and sometimes

4 ,
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questionable i'veans which ,establish predictive validity but not

construct validity. Thus, most developers of intelligence tests shy

from claims that their tests measure intelligence and they say

they measure things such as IQ, mental maturity, or scholastic

?Nitride.. A variety of imaginative means have been used in

,attempts to establish the construct validity of noncognitive

measures. Most of these involve such complicated logic that the

researcher may not be certain of the type of validity which is

being tested or if the test establishes any evidence of validity. The

best we can. hope for in validation studies is support for the

construct as a useful means of conceptualization, but this

supports only the usefulness of the construct, not its validity.

But even though we may Uot be able to solve- the construct

'validity problem, it is possible to determine to what degree a test

measures only one factor and to determine to what degree two or

More, teals overlap in what they measure. This can be done;by

means of 'factor analysis. Factor analysis can be used to devekip

instruments which are factor,, pure and to eliminate overlapping

variables which are called by different names. Kerlinger (1973)

claims that factor analysis can be used to develop instruments

with construct validity although Cronbach (1971) disagrees. I also

disagree for the reasons I have given. We would do well toilet')

our doctoral students concentrate in this area..

Let me Summarize,. Surveys of instruments in die noncognitive

area show that some have unknown reliability, many have poor

reliability, and a -lbw have reasonably high reliability. These same

surveys show also that little is' known about the validity of

non-cognitive instruments, that content validity is all that is

claimed for most non-cognitive instruments, and that practically

nothing is known about their construct validity.

It is my !relief that-we would do well to involve ourselves more

with the first mode of operation which I have described in this

paper that is, in attempts to facilitate chatige in schools than

in what might be considered as more basic research until such

time as better instruments are 'lable. If educators want to get

into the basic areas, let them aid , the-solution of the problem

by helping to develop more adequate constmcts, definitions, and

instruments. In the meantime, the descriptive research results

which become available to us from efforts to effect Change such

as I have described are fruitful sources of hypotheses for further

4U
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,

study. Such hypotheses can lead us toward bullet definitions and
toward better histrumentatio. Science usually stasis with
description and the science of the non cognitive aspects of human
experience could profit from more descriptive efforts.

Se
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AFFECT: A BIOCHEMICAL PERSPECTIVE

David E. Price, M.D.
The Johns Hopkins University

I was asked to talk briefly about biomedical research that mays.
be relevant to the subject of yqiir meeting. The term "affective
&main". was not a part of my vocabulary, so. rily2iirit..

----,--ilequireiment was to understand your definition, -and 1 was thus
introdticed to Bloom's Taxonomy of bilucationat Objectives
(1956). There I found that the affective donfain embraces,
"objectives which emphasize'a feeling tone, an eo'otion, or degree
of acceptan,4 or rejection., Affective objectives y from simple
attention to "selected phenomena to complex but internally

consistent qualities of character and conscience ... a large num-
ber of such objectives in the literature expressed as interest,
attitudes, appreciations, valuei and emotional sets or -biases." One
popular Medical .dictionary defines "affect" as, "a Freudian term
for the feeling of pleasantness or unpleasantness evoked by a

stimulus; also the emotional complex associated with a mental
state; the feeling. experienced in connection with an emotion."

.4, The ideas expressed in the term "affect" are ancient and have
inspired much of the world's classic literature. The anatomical
location of the affect was long subject to some of the same
uncertiiiiities--asAeseat of the *soul. Ilaviug wandered from
bowels to heart to brain, the affect seems to have settled down
and Is now classified among functions ascribed largely to the .
nervous system.

Scientific knowledge about the affective functions has accu-
mulated more slowly than has knowledge about the cognitive 01

motor functions of the nervous system. I suspect the reason is
that science demands a rigor of ioentification, observation,
measurement, and experimental manipulation that has come to
this subject only in recent years and is still not highly developed.
One obvious problem is the highly subjective nature of the
manifestations of affect.

I would like to quote the closing paragraph of a lecture by Dr.
Vernon Mountcastle (1975), a renowned neurophysiologist.

Although not speaking specifically abut affect, he has eloquent-r
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ly described the subjective nature of perception, which 1 consider
to be a closely related neurologically mediated phenomenon. lle
said:

_ Each of us lives within the universe the orison of
his- own brain. Projecting from it are millions of
fragile sensory nerve fibers, in groups uniquely'
adapted to sample the energetic states of the world

,around us: heat, light, force, and chemical composi-
tion. That is all we ever know of it directly, alt else is
logical inference. Sensory stimuli reaching us are
transduced at peripheral nerve endings, and neural
replicas of them dispatched brainward, to the gray
mantle of the cerebral cortex. We use them to form
dynamic and continually updated neural maps of our
place and orientation in the external world and of
events in it. At the level of sensation, your images and
my images arc virtually the §ame and readily identi-
fied one to another by verbal descriptions, or
common reactions. .Beyond that, each image is

conjoined -W-itrgenetic Wand stored experiential in-
formation that makes each of us tiniquely private.
From that complex integral, each constructs at a
higher level of perceptual experience .. his own very
personal view from within (p. 130).

The biomedical sciences have been concerned increasingly in
the past decades with how the body works. With heavy emphasis
on the anatomical sciences giving way to the study of physiology,
we are delving ever deeper into the biochemical 'arid biophysical
processes of ever smaller constituents of the body and are now
reaching down to the submolecular level.

Medical research is also marked by an increasing appreciation
of the behavioral sciences and what they can contribute to time
understanding of the human animal as a creature that functions
socially as well as physically, intelle\lually and emotionally. One
may question how independent these functions are. Perhaps they
arc only different manifestations of a complex chemically and
physically mediated, biological system which has innumerable
interrelated feedback pathways.

5
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It is hard to isolate the affect for separate study because it
appears to be influenced by a vast number of hereditary,
psychological, nutritional,' physiological, environmental, social,
and situational factors. The feelings evoked by sailfish may well
be determined by the sum of such influences. In my current state
of ignorance, 1 'find it difficult and perhaps futile to try to
identify research that is particularly relevant to the affective
domain: 1 am, therefore, going to mention several lines of
investigation that may be of some-interest and leave it to you to
judge their relevance.

1 asked one, of my psychiatrist colleagues what he would say if
you asked him to make this talk. Two lines of investigation
immediately came to mind. One of these is the discovery of the
catecholamine system of neurdraiismitters for which Julius
Axelrod received the Nobel prize in 1970 (Friedhoff, 1975). The
discovery that noradrenalin and dopamine are interneuronal
transfer agents in the brain and that they may be associated with
affective disorders opened the way for study of the mechanism of
action of neuropharmacologie agents and for an understanding of
the role of drugs both in producing affective disturbances and in
relieving them. Considerable attention has been focused on the
use of suck drugs as ritalin and dextroamplielandne as aids in
dealing with hyperactive, underachieving children. As you know,
there is controversy about the efficacy of this intervention and
about the mechanism of any benefit that is observed. These drugs
act upon the neurotransmitter system,-and 1 mention them as
justifying your interest in the expinding field of neuropharma-
col ogy ,

- The second avenue of progress he cited is the perfection of
analog scales for measurement of affect. Although themselves not
new, the modern application of analog scales is believed to have
given behavioral scientists a method for exploring affective
phenomena that is contributing much to improved understanding.

Discoveiy of the ultrastructure Of chromosomes; the chemical
nature of the gave, and the replication mechanisih of the DNA
molecule have all heightened interest in the of genetics.
Many abnormalities have already been identified that seem to be
caused by the abnormality of a single gene that ,determines the
presence of sonic important enzyme. 1 will' mention two
examples, one of which has importailli;" implications forrJu
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intellectual development, the other for a digestive function,

Perhaps both of these bear some relation to affect. Obe is the

disorder popularly known as PICU or phenylpyruvic kelonuria

caused by a deficiency of an enzyme which acts upon one of the

amino acids. If not treated by appropriate dietary restriction in

infancy and childhood, these Individuals suffer severe intellectlial

retardation. Another common disorder is due to deficiency of the

enzyme lactase which digests milk sugar. These individuals are

intoleia0 to milk from which they suffer abdominal discomfort

and diaralea, a situation surely calculated to modify ones feelings

about himself and the world around him.
Turning to the field of nutrition, one discovery from animal

studies is that a protein deficiency in the mother's diet during

gestation results in impaired behavioral development of the
offspring which cannot be repaired after birth by supplemental

feeding of the young. Studies are being condi-idea to determine

whether the observation holds true among human mothers and

their babies. If it does, supplementation of deficient diets of

pregnant women may help assure normal behavioral development

and the improvement of emotional well being.

There is not time to enumerate examples from among
numerous environmental factors that clearly influence the affect:

such things as physical comfort, noise; and toxic substances.

However, I do not want to quit before mentioning infectious

agents. One group of these has become known as slows viruses

because of their propensity to lie dormant for many years after

infection before producing a recognizable disorder. Soine have

their most characteristic action in the nervous system and the

study of these viruses has become a fruitful field. It was less than

three weeks ago that a Nobel prize was announced for Dr. D.

Carleton Gajdusek who related one of these viruses to a

neurological disorder transmitted among members of a primitive

tribe by their practice of ritual cannibalism.
I think it is safe to say that the affect may respond to almost

any disburbance of bodily well being, so that the whole gamut of

medical research may have relevance. Our objective should be to

achieve the highest possible state of health. I would therefore

appeal for manipulation of the affective domain of educational

objectives to attain that goal. Kfuowledge of healthful practices of

daily living is not sufficient,...) Ways must be found to gain
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acceptance, internalization, and motivation, if that knowledge is
to become effective as a determinant of behavior. We already
know so much more than we apply. While many examples could
be cited, consider only one. We know that for one common type
of cancer, a potent preventive lies within the reach of all. Yet we
have not discovered how to motivate people to forego cigarette
smoking!
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THE ASSESSMENT OF AFFECT:
NOMOTHETIC AND IDIOGRAPHIC

David A. Payne
University of Georgia

The choice of the terms nomothetic and idiographic in the
title was intentional, not capricious, and did not represent an
attempt to cast an aura of greater wisdom and scholarship too
these proceedings than already exists. Those terms represent at
once the general thrust of my remarks and the cause of a partially
unsolvable problem. The problem, tmestion being, "Does the
simple aggregation of idiographic data result in a noinothelic
summary?" The answer is probably both yes and no. "Yes" in a
sense that in practice most applications of environmental mea-
sures arc simply accomplished by summing the responses of a
large number of respondents in affect assessment for an environ-
ment versus an individual person in that environment.
' It is undoubtedly a perversion to use Allport's (19.42) terms

nomothetic and idiographic to simply describe a differential focus
on general patterns of group behavior versus the individual. But
this basic distinction will be used for expository purposes.

ON THE NATURE OF AFFECT AND THE
AFFECTIVE MOVEMENT IN EDUCATION

There is a definite, strong, and pervasive revolution taking
place in education. This revolution concerns what can best be
described as affective learning outcomes. These outcomes are
commonly concerned with such personal expressions as attitudes,
interests and values. Evidence of this affective revolution can be
seen in the type and extent of research on affective outcomes
being completed and published in the professional journals. It is
also evident in the papers being presented and discussed at
professional educational and research meetings and conventions,
in the kinds of sensitizing experiences being made part of teacher
training programs, in the kinds of to on "humanizing the
school curricidum" that are being published, and most of all in
the actual learning experiences being implemented in our class.-

6I 6 '
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rooms. Almost every teacher is aware that no matter what he or

she does, affective learning takes place. Gagne (1965), for

example, has noted that:

... Were are many aspects of the personal interaction
between a teacher and his students that do not
pertain, in a strict sense, to the acquisition of skills

and knowledges that typically form, the content of a

curriculum. These yarieties of interaction include

those of motivating, persuading, and the establish-,

merit of attitudes and values. The development of
such human dispositions as these is of tremendous

importance to education as a system of modern

,society. In the most comprehensive sense of the,1,Vord

"learning," motivations and attitudes must surely be

considered to be learned (p. 23).

Affective and cognitive characteristics are not separable. They

develop together and influence together (Gordon, 1970). Concern

with both kinds of outcomes, then, evidences concern for the

total individual.
Douglas Heath, in an extremely informative article in the May

1972 issue of fire School Review, has noted three major societal

influences which are "fueling" the movement toward affective

objectives in our schools. I draw heavily at this point, upon his

thoughts and ideas.
The first major influence reflects an awareness on the part of

all citizens, but particularly those in charge of setting policy for

our educational systems, of the apparent gulf between where

society is going and our mode of life, and the way we are

educating our youth. It appears to some observers .that
contemporary life can be characterized by the availability of an
increasing (1) amount of leisure time, (2) degree of impersonal-

ness in our interaction, (3) degree of interdependence, and (4)
affluence. Perhaps todays youth are closer to perceived educa-

tional irrelevancC than we were. Perhapi perceived and actual

relevance are further apart than ever before in our history.
Another contributor to the archaic character of traditional

education is the changing roleppectations society now holds for

males and females.
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A second major influence contributing to affective education
of humanistic education movement stems from. what might be
called the emotional estrangement of youth. heath suggests that,
for example, the minimal demands of watching television, being
basically a passive activity, contribute to this estrangement.
Vicarious experience is one thing, direct self-initialed action and
coping experience another. There would seem to be .here an
implication for a different kind of- learning environment an
active,lnvolved, hands-on set of experiences. Other fuels relate to
sensory over-stimulation, changes in time peispective and perhaps
lack of a sense of history, and ways of relating to authority.
Perceived validity of one's self collies from the increased
subjectivity that accompanies affective training.

The last primary impetus for affective education comes from
the over-emphasis, perhaps thanks to sonic extent to Sputnik; on
cognitive outcomes in education. We introduce more and corn-

eplex subjects at earlier grade levels, Because of increased time
spent on learning there is less time to feel. As noted previously
concern for the total organism evidenced concern for both the
head and heart. But what is this thing called affect?

THE MEANING OF AFFECT

To attempt to define the concept of affect or affectivity alfart
from a thousand or so other characteristics of human organisms is
impossible at least and foolhardy at best. But'what fools these
psychometricians be to tread where angels fear. it is obviously
necessary to get an operational handle on the 'construct of
"affect" if we are going to attempt to measure it. Every speaker
worth his salt at sometime or another employs the dictionary to
help him initiate a topic or support a point of view. I would not
want you to be disappointed. The always- accurate and ever
responsive lexicographers English and English ((958) in their
Colnprehensive Dictionary of Psychological am! Psychoanalytical
Terms note that the term affect at least historically, refers to a
general class name for feeling, emotion, mood, and temperament.
It is further emphasized that affect is generally not considered to
exist alone apart from any cognitive dimensions of personality.
Further, the term affect should not be constmed.as implying a
unitary trait. Even a cursory perusal ofIhe literature reveals the

'I
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variety of ways that researchers have created to describe the

affective domain. Table I contains-a summary of three of these

classifications. They represent kind of a mixed bag. But sonic

commonalities exist. The terms "interests," "attitudes," and

"values" are evident in two of the lists, and implied in the third.

(Krathwold,:el al. .1964):: Even the authors of the Taxonomy

imply in their writings that Receiving tlirough Valuing include

"interest," and that Responding through Organization includes

"attitudes" and "values." Nunally (1967) uses, really an old

fashioned term "sentiments" as his collective noun rather than

the term affect. Ile draws some interesting distinctions between

the three terms Interests, Values, and Attitudes. Ile defines

Interest as a preferance for an 'activity, Value as a broader life'

oriented pal, and Attitude as a feeling about particular objects

(social, physical, or abstract). Are there any characteristics

common to these three beets of affect? With the help of Shaw

and Wright (1967),1 began a list. 41 me share it with you.

) Affective variables give rise to motivated behavior. Feelings

can motivate behavior; they can influence an individual to

TABLE i
Alternative Ways of Conceptualizing

the Affective Domain

Center for the Study
of L'valuation

Krathwohl, et. al. (Uoepfiter, et. al.

] 1964) 1972)

Receiving
Responding
Valuing
Organization
Characterization

by a Value or
Value
Complex

Petunia! Tem-
perament

Social Tem-
perament

Attitudes, Opin--
ions, Beliefs

Needs

Interests
Values

6 t

Nunally (1967)

Sentiments
Interests
Values

Attitudes
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respond in different ways, and different individuals to respond
differentially. The concept of individual differences is necessary,
but not sufficient, evidence for the existence of an affective
variable.

2) Affective variables vary in intensity. Two individuals may
have favorable attitudes toward the same referent, but vary in The
intensity of their feelings. Conversely, they may hold different
attitudes with the same deg-ce of intensity. II is probably true
that motivational strength is tied to intensity of feeling and,
therefore, that the likelihood of certain behavior varies w:3111
intensity. Intensity also has implications for instruction. 'Mc
more Intense an attitude, the harder it is to change it.

3) Affective variables are learned. The cumulative effect of
training, education, childrearing, and formal and informal social
interactions influence the development of altitudes, interests, and
values.

. 4) Affective Paddles have specific referents. These referents
need not always be concrete objects, but may include abstract or
social referents related, for example, to would or political issues
or to theology,

5) Affective variables represent varying degrees of inter-
relatedness. Attitudes toward similaiYobjects are mo.e likely to be
interrelated than attitudes toward dissimilar. objects. Complex
clusters of interrelated beliefs (e.g., toward thi women's libera-
tion movement, and its subissues of abortion, and equal pay for
equal work) are more difficult to change than-single, narrowly
referenced attitudes. This dimension is sometimes referred jo as
"geneVality." .

6) Affective variables arc relatively stable and enduring. The
history of reinforcement of an attitude in a particular individual
is probably tile primary determinant of the stability of the
attitude. Affective predispositions are difficult to change. The
role of family and school -- the primary social institutions,- in
developing and modifying attitudes cannot be underestimated.
- 7) Affective variables vary in salience. Salience .refers to
proximity to the surface of a person's mind how( easily an
emotion can be evoked.

6' tJ
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',sat back at my desk somewhat smugly and looked at the list.,
It then dawned on me that these descriptors could be used with
any human chajactesistic, cognitive, affective, and to a great
extent psychomotor. What then Iloratio, is there nothing new
wider the psychonietric sun?

THE NEED TO ASSESS
AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

There are four primary reasons why affective outcomes need
to be dealt with and assessed in our educational institutions:

I) Affective variables influence an individual's ability to
participate effectively in a democratic society. Attitudes toward
institutions,. practices, social groups, and the like, affect and are
affected by the efforts of society to maintain itself and meet the
needs of its members. If for no other reason than this, affectivp
objectivei must be considered legitimate outcomes of concern to
educators (Scriven, 1966).

2) .171c development of skills and abilities related to the
acquisition and growl, of attitudes and values is necessary for a
healthy and effective life. The development of rational attitudes
and values is the result of intelligent examination of society's
needs and those of Ike individual. Affective skills are necessary to

, , the overall effective functioning of the individual in society. '"`..."..:;',..;

3) Affective outcomes interact with occupational and t'yeer--,,..-
tional, satisfaction. In maintaining himself economically, an
individual mist (a) relate effectively with his associates, (b) enjoy
his work, (c) believe it possible to make maximal use' of his
aliitics, and (d) feel that. he is snaking a contrib.dflow to society.
Kahl (1965) reasons That the values of.itu aster y, activism, trust of
others, and independence of fan ily should be considered regimate
educational objectives, since Owl have been empirically related to
socioeconomic achievement and upward mobility in our heavily

4
indust rializedsocietysociety. .

4) Affer:live variables influence learning. This postulate has
been well documented. The interaction of teachers' and students'
affective chaiacteristics influences progress toward the attainment
of classroom goals. Ripple ( I )65), in sum thariAng research on the

affective characteristics of 1 c learning situation, concluded that
the attainnrent of classroom objectives is facilitated by (a) a

C'
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generalized -feeling of warmth in the learning environment, (b)
tolerance PI emotimisl and feeling expressions on the part of
students, (c) democratic group decisionmakins leading to minus-
!Ming activities, (d) fhb use of nonpunitive control techniques of
considerable clarity and firmness, (e) reduce:: frustration and
anxiety in learning tasks, and (1) shifting states of order based on
the organization of emotions toward 11w achievement of goals.
More specifically, Domino (1971) has experimentally demon-
strated interaction between a student's achievement values, The
Instructor's teaching style, and the amount of, and satisfaction
with learning. It students are learning materials that interests
them, they are likely to develop positive attitudes toward it.
Attitudes have also been shown' to be related to achievement.
Bossism, Murphy, and Murphy (1964) have demonstrated with a
sample of sixth-grade students a relationship between positive
attitudes and achievement in adthruelic (see also Aiken, 1970).

-A cautionary note. needs to"be added. The desire to improve,
modifyadjust," _expand;---or- in-some---way influence --and alter
attitudes and values 'shouldnot ()tritium our,, primary concern
which is with learning. We a not pit want to make the students
feel better. ikath (1972) suggests that " . we need to educate
youth, not just his head nor his heart. The promise of affective
education is that if will stimulate us to recover the person lost
among our abstractions; its danger is that it may, devalue man's
most promising adaptive and educable skill: a disciplined intel-
lect" (p. 371)

Wit mu concern here initially is with educationd environ-
ments palter than individuals. What is the connection between
individual affect and the dimensions of educational environments.
Let us step back in time and ,ake a brief historical sighting by
considering theorists win) have attempted to reconcile fire
individual and the group.

IN TIIE BEGINNING

Many believe that a good researcher nms't always begin with a
theory. Educational researchers have been using many theories in
Olen search for variables which relate to student achievement or
pc' rformancein the school. The seemingly unending search is for
those variables which can account for.the most variance so that

N. I
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eventual control and manipulation can be exercised to enhance

and maximize student growth.
In the beginning there was Lewin (.1936) and his field theory-

which postulated that behavior was the result of the interaction

of two - independent vectors: person and environment. The

famous piistulate that behavior was a function of person and

environment interacting, II= F (P,E,) sent many a researcher

scampering.with his calipers and Magnifying glass. Henry Murray's
(1938) "personology" with the need-press dimensions also
contributed significantly to the "environmental" literature. More

contemporary theorists are now having an impact on)hie kinds of

research being undertaken. Illustrative of the ne4er theorists

would be Barker (1968) and his ecological psycl logy, Holland

(1966) whose theory is embeded in a vocational ecisioninaking
and satisfaction framework, and l'crvin's (190 work with his
technique called Transactional Analysis ofyetsonality and En-

vironment which is basically a six concept; I I-point, 52 scale

semantic differential,
/A recent and imp rtani _critique of five

major theoretical positions with regar to, person-environment

interaction has been presented in a n jor monograph by Walsh

,(1973).
Recent research on the school nvironment has focused on

testing hypotheses derived from sociopsychological theory of

the classroom as a social systeny(Getzels and Tilden, 1960). This

particul?r madel suggests tha Institutional and individual charac-

teristics interact in class( mu to influemic school learning.
-Wats and ,Thelen incorporated the views of both Lewin and

Murray by stating that is social system and resultant behavior

,were a function of the "simultaneous" interaction of the
tannoIllefie and idiog aphic dimensions:

... social h havior results as the individual attempts
to cope Oh an environment composed of patterns of

expect ions for his behavior in ways consistent with

his o independent pattern of needs (p. 132).

Wha Goals and Thelen have essentially done is to take the

etiviri, uncut and person dimensions used to study persosnality by

Le it quid Murray, and expand-them to the concept of an entire

system such as the school (Fig. 1). Such an extension is not

6j 9
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- unreasonable. As Shoben (1962) points out, the school is more

than just a place to learn and develop academic skills. It is

essentially a mini-community where members interact and in-
fluence themselves and others.

Coughlan and Cooke (1964) have, in addition, suggested that
teacher attitudes and perceptions of the school environment are
related to,students performance and the effectiveness of. the
school. Several other investigators have looked at the influence of
classroom social climate and students' and teachers' character-
istics on learning. The findings in general suggest that affective
aspects of classroom climate (satisfaction, intimacy and friction)
predict both cognitive and affective learning. With respect to
affective learning outcomes, Walberg (1969) has reported signifi-
cant multiple correlations of .44 and .41 between 14 dimensions'
of the classroom social climate, and science interest and physics
interest, respectively. Thus it appears the environmental charac-
teristic3 constitute viable variables potentially useful in education-
al research focused on student achievement oilierformance in the

_

school.

EVIDENCE OF THE IMPORTANCE
OF ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

The literature abounds with reports bearing on the significant
impact of environmental and climate factors on the teaching/
learning situation. Although, many studies show significant
correlational, relationships between environment and outcome
measures, very few experimental .studies can be found where
independent variables were systematically manipulated under
con trolled conditions. In any event, the views of Anderson and
Walberg (1974) and Randhowa and flu (1973) strongly support
the environmental line as one to follow in educational research.
Anderson and Walberg (1974), for example, cite data which
support the superiority of environmental measures over I.Q.

scores as predictors of cognitive, affective, and behavioral
criterion measures.

After a very extensive review of the relevant literature, Perkins
(1976) was able to draw several conclusions. Among the more
prominent were the following:

I'1



1) High inference measures of the school environ-
ment are generally more meaningful than low infer-
ence measures in educational research, and high
inference measures are especially appropriate in
studies concerned with the sociopsychological learn-
ing environment. --To suggest the lack of validity for
low inference measures is L 'most heretical. After so
much work has been done, time and effort expended
in creating and applying observational techniques, for
example, we really are not closer to the identification
of critical variables or the development of valid,
measures than we were 40-50 years ago. The use of
observation systems be they category or sign has
resulted In the fragmentizing of behavior to the point'
where it loses meaning. In addition, the inferences
that must be made from an Isolated behavioral act to
a motivational referent, particularly in regard to
affective variables, arc extensive and intensive, and
probably not warranted by the data.

2) Students perceive differences in the learning en-
vironment related to the course content being
studied. Science classes were perceived as more
rigorous, formal; and fast-paced groups with model-

- ate goal dim:Akin and difficulty; while humanities
courses were seen as being slower-paced and more
disorganized,

3) Students' perceptions of Vie classroom learning
environment do affect student performance and
achievement. Students' perceptions of the difficulty
of the class were shown to relate positively to
achievement while perceived environmental dimen-
sions such as friction, apathy and cliqueness were
found to be inversely related to achievement.

4) While the variables bf class site and teacher
personality do affect students' perceptions of the
classroom learning environment, the variable ofsex of
teacher does not. As classgincieased in size, students

o
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perceived the envirOnment as more formal and diverse
and less difficult and intimate. Personality character-
istics of teachers, such as self-centeredness and
authoritarianism, were found to be related to the
perceived organization, formality, supervision, and
animosity in the classroom .environment. It also

appears that attitudes toward school appears to be
negatively related to grade level and positively related
to socio-economic class.

5) While little research directly related to teachers'
perceptions of the school learning:environment exists,
early related research focused on simply identifying
factors affecting teacher job satisfaction and develop.
ing measures of teacher work values. Only recently
has an attempt been made to assess the relationship
between teachers' perceptions of the school environ-
ment and student performance. Teachers' perceptions
of the school environment with regard to dimensions
such as student evaluation practices, community
relations, opportunities for faculty development, and
faculty contribution to the educational program were
shown to be positively related to school performance
(pp. 34-35).

METIIODOLOGIES INVOLVED IN
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

A

Menne (1967) has identified two major vajiables that are
invilvd in the assessment of any learning environment. These are
source of data and nature of data. By specifying two major data
sources (the individual student as opposed to institutional data)
and two types of data (psychological and perceptual as opposed
to objective) a general model can be developed which describes
the major approaches to environmental assessment. The model
might h'ok something like the one shown in Fig. 2.

The first type of measure Meene,(1967) has characterized as
subjective student perceptions (Quadrant A). This class includes a

myriad of self-report perception instruments based on the
assumed validity of "high inference" measures, i.e., when general '
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or glohl impressions and/or opinions are reported. Such method-
ologies usually require students to rate a variety of dimensions of
the environment. Typical would he the Learning Environment
Inventsory (Anderson, 1973). The LEI contains 14 scales (e.g.,
Cliqueness, Difficulty) appropliate for secondary level students.
Eadi respondent indicates, using a four point scale, his or her
agreement or disagreement on how well each of 105 item/state-
ments describe a particular class (e.g., "Many students in my
school would have difficulty doing the advanced work of my
class"). This method of measuring an educational environment
sas developed for college level applications by Pace and Stern
(1958) and refilled by the late Dr. George Stern as reported in his
very significant volume entitled People in Context (1970). A brief
vignette from BIZ 1958 report by Pace and Stern should provide
the leader with the flavor of the kinds of profiles that can °be
drawn using their instrument, the College Characteristics Index:

The total picture of the environment, then is one
of high social activity, esprit tie corps, and enthusiasm
combined with an emphasis on helping others and
idealistic social action and all within a fairly well
understood set of rules- and expectations which are
deliberative and orderly. One would expect smile of
the explicit objectives of such an institution to stress
personal and social development, idealism and social
action, and civic responsibility (p. 274).

This. description of the "institutional press" can be contrasted to
the institutional intent and prospective college student's personal
needs. Such information should prove useful to college adminis-
trators, high school counselors, and any who are involved in
college admissions work in matching individuals and institutions.

The approach suggested in Quadrant B to the measurement of
enviionmental characteristics relies on reports of specific observ-
able self-reported student behaviors. The observable behaviors
might range from number of hours spent studying per week to
number of social activities. Astir (1965) has reported a study
using a 35ite1., student selfreport instrument with such state-
ments as:: "The instructor called students by their first names,"
and 'I took notes regularly in class." The investigator was able to

7u
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demonstrate significantly different classroom environments in
different fields of undergraduate study. Another example of how
the behavioral approach has become operationalized is the study
of the environment of the classroom of gifted students, as

reported in the work-of Steele, (louse, and Kerins (1971), with
their Class Activities Questionnaire.

Quadrant C suggests the use of other individuals (other than
the student himself) to report on the- impressions of the
institutional-- environments. A great variety of observational
systems are available for application (Simon and Boyer, 1970).
The problem with this approach is that observational systems
focusing on small segments of behavior cornpound the inference,
problem.

The last of our methodologies we will label, for lack of a
better rubric, institutional description (Quadrant I)). This
method, pioneered by Astin sand Holland (1961), focuses on
objective and readily available data such as number of students,
student/faculty ratio, number of volumes in library, tuition,
percentage of males and females, distribution of degrees held by
faculty, operating budget per student, and similar indicators. The
types of data just described are probabb "lore meaningful at the
institution level rather than at a lower I, e.g., the classroom.
The descriptions are also probabl' more aningful at the college
level, although some commonality with other educational levels
obviously exists. Typical of the institutional description instru-
ments is the Environmental Assessment Technique (EAT) (Astir
and Holland, 1961) which is based on eight attributes of the
student body: size, intelligence level of the students, and the
"personal orientations of the students as indicated by the
percentage of students in each of six classes of major fields
(Realistic, Intellectual, Social, Conventional, Enterprising, and
Artistic). Most of these data can be secured from readily available
published sources. Illustrative of the kinds of data presented by
Astin in support of the validity of the EAT is a-1963 study(
showing strong relationships between his ItAT attribute scores
and student descriptions of the perceived effects of four years of
college.
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ILLUSTRATIVE ENVIRONMENT CLIMATE MEASURES

This sec!ion of our presentation will deal with the brief
descriplions of four insIonnenIs.

Class Activities Questio

The first of these is the Class Activities Questionnaire (('AQ).
Following is a brief description of the CAQ taken from the
writing of Steele, House and Kerins (1971):

The Cla:s Activities Questionnaire (CAQ) is a 25 item
insImmen1 adminisleied to both students and teach -
cus. It students to agree or disagree on a fotir
point seal? to statements describing general kinds of
activities which characterize their class. These activi-
ties imply either levels of thinking of affective
classroom conditions. Each item is paired with
another item to compose a factor; sixteen factors
yield a revealing profile of the class. (Five factors are
represented by single Hems. One factor, "Teacher
Talk" is repot led separately as well as being used as a
component of the "Lecture" factor.) In addition,
subscores are derived by clustering factors into the
four dimensions of Lower Though Processes, !higher
'thought Processes, Classroom Focus, and Classroom
Climate. The cognitive dimensions of Lower and
Higher Thought Processes represent a dichotomy
strongly suppoiled in validation studies of Bloom's
Taxonomy of hlucational Objectives (Bloom, el al.,
1956). The Classroom Focus dimension assesses
whether the focus is on the teacher as in formalion-

,giver with students having a passive role in the class.
The Classroom Climate dimensions assesses altitudes
and feelings, such as how relaxed and open the class is
and the amount of involvement of students in class
activities (p. 450).

A runner description of the maj elements of the CAQ is
presented in Table 2.

7'
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The Learning Environment Inventory
4

The Learning Environment lnventdry (LEO is,an instrument

designed to measure the social cliinate of learning of a clasi as

perceived by students. Its best application would be at the

secondary school level. Developmentally, itis an expansion and

improvement of the older Classroom Climate Questionnaire and

describes the nature of interpersonal relationships in class, as well

as the structural characteristics of a class as perceived by students.

The LEI has been developed to include items representing scales

indicative of concepts identified through research as good

predictors of learning and consistent with sound social-

psychological theory.
The LEI consists of 105 statements descriptive of typical

school classes and requires the st"dent to express his agreement

or disagreement with each statement on a four point scale: The

15 scales of the LEI with representative sample items are listed

below:

Scales Sample Items

1. Cohesiveness "Members of the class are personal

friends."
"The class divides its efforts among

several purposes."
"Students are asked to follow a
complicated set of rules." t7

"The class has difficulty keeping up
with its assigned work."
"The books and equipment students
aced or want are easily available to
them in the classroom."
"Certain students are considered un-

cooperative."
"The objectives of the class are

specific."
"Only the good students are given
special projects."
"St udents are constantly chat-

lenged."

2. Diversity

3. Formality

4. Speed

5. Environment

. 6. lion

7. Coal 1)iiection

8. liavoritisin

9. Dif ficulty
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10. Apathy "Members of the class don't care
what the class does."

I I. Dembcratie "Class decisions tend to be made by
all the students."

12. Cliquenes "Certain students work only with
their close friends."

13, Satisfaction "Students are well-satisfied with At
,work of the class,"

'14. Disorganization "The class is disorganized."
15. Competitiveness, "StudentS compete to see who can

do the best work."
40

In terms of its structure, the LEI cab be used to derive scores,
for individuals within sampling units or a mean can be used lb.
provide an eOntate of the climate profile of a ,class, grade, or
school.

Data generated front research will the LEI in the evaluation of
the Harvard Project Physics in 1969, using some 64 classes and
1,048 students (Anderson; 1'973), shows that test-retest reliability
coefficients for the test scales vary from a low ,of .43 (Diversity)
to a high of .73 (Friction). Coefficients 94 internal consistency,
indicative of the degree to which items on the same scale tend to
n aspic the, same firing, vary from .54 (Diversity) to .85 (Goal
Direction).1The in'traclass correlation, a class coefficient indi-
cating,,grotip reliability of die LEI- scales, varys from .31
(Hiveisitt) to .92 (Disorganization).

'Validity data supportive' of the capability of the LEI scales Co
pi-edict a variety of school outcomes sterns from many studies
(Anderson, 1970; Walberg and- Anderson, 1968: Anderson and
Walherg, 1968). In general, research shows Oat the subscalcs are

predictiv'e of le,arning outcomes, or other variables described 'as
being theoretically conducive to the support of adequale,leaming
environments. These relationships arc, !lowlier, complex. The
Cohesiveness scale, for example, relates to three major class and
course properties\ Small classes are more cohesive than are large
classes, particularly when the class contains fewer than 16 pupils
(Walberg and Alilgicen, 1970). Class cohesiveness relates to
learning criteria differentially, depending upon the 'minis of the
cohesive class. Cohesive classes seemingly sanction only goal-
directed blhavior. If the group norm includes learning, cohesive-.,

6 0
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ness' contributes to increased learning. hi non-learning oriented
classes,.coliesiveness acts against %hose pupils who, want to learn

(Anderson ,"1970).

The My School Inventory

As originally developed, the My Class inventory contained 45

items' distributed over 5.4 scales labeled Satisfaction, Friction,
Competitiveness, Difficulty, and Cohesiveness. The inventory is,
considered appropriate for studeRts aged 8 through 12: Reading
level oG, My. (lass inventory items is generally considered

appropriate for four,`-.Lh grade students: . . . ,
An Aviation of .the My Class iiwentory v:as achieved by/

rewording My, Class scale Herbs to incorporate the concept of
t "school" rather than "classr or "classes." The modified intro-tment was called the My-SchOol entory7For-examPle7thelVard

",class" was -changed to Nebo 1." in the following inventory
item: "'lire pupils enjoy .their schoolwork in my class." This

I.
change was considered nef:essary in order to elicit a more

. .

generalized response about school characteristics, and too better

take into account situation's where individual elementary students
had different classes with' different teachers during 'the regular
school dliy. . ,.

.

Individual scalC reliabilities reported in the manual for the My
(lass inventoivraugc, &on; .54 to ,77, considerably lower than

those 'for the 1,1;:l. "tire instrument is still undergoing develop-
ment, though it-leas Been used successfully in several research and

evaluation studies (Milberg, 1969; Cayne, 1970;4Walberg, Soren-
son amid Pistil , 1972; Perkins, .1976). fierkins (1976) in a
canonical c elationa study using the M3t.,SchoolSinveniory

..or
repjuled in dian internal consistency coefficients for 4 elemen-
tary schools range from .41 (Compelitivenesi) to .73 (Satisfac-
tion). In an evaluation of the My Class inventory, Maguire, Caetz,

, and Minim (1972) state: ".;.. the My Class Inventory appeared
to he superior ... My Class produced more interpretable re-
sults,... it provides a broader coverage of the entire atmosphere,
in particular a greater effort is made to tap the interstudent
relationships. For these two reasons, are My Class inventory is
commended for like in the evaluation of primary grade atmo-
sphere.

Si
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Sample Items and the labels for the five My School scales arc
presented below:

Scales Sample Items
I. Satisfaction "The pupils enjoy their school work

in my class."
2. Friction "Children are _always fighting with

each other."
3. Competitiveness "The same people always do the best

work in our class."
4. Difficuiy In our class the work is hard to do."
5. Cohesiveness "My best friends arc in my class."

Each scale contains nine Items requiring a Yes in No response.
Due to scoring program, high scores are interpreted in directions
opposite that of label, e.g., Satisfaction = Dissatisfaction.

The School Survey

The teacher is another source of valuable descriptive data
related to the environment. To assess teacher perceptions of
various factors mediating the schts.4 environment, the School
Survey may be employed. This instrument was developed by
Coughlan and Cooke (1974) at the University of Chicago to assess
a global construct called work attitudes or satisfaction of teachers
within the school selling. They describe the instrument as being
useful for the formative and summative evaluation of schools and
for providing school personnel with feedback concerning teach-
ers' work atti:udes.

The School Survey contains 118 items each requiring one of
three possible responses, Agree, ?, and Disagree.

Factor analysis of data from the third limn of the School
Survey (Coughlan, 1970) initially yielded 13 factors, each
containing from 6 to 10 items and accounting (fir relatively
moderate amounts of the total test variance. kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 internal-consisteucy reliability coefficients for indi-
vidual fat:tor scores range from .44 to .80 with a median of .67.
Perkins (0)76) has reported median internal consistency, reliabil-
ity coefficients for 42 schools ranging from .58 (School Com-



triunity Relations) to .85 (Supervisory Relations). \A inure
detailed discussion of research and development efforts with the
Sam' Suryey can be found in Coughlan and Cooke (1974, pp.
2V-313). mellowing are the scale labels for the now finalized 14
separate dimensions of the School Survey, together with a sample

item from each scale:

Scales

I. Administrative Practices

2. Professional Work Load

3. Non-Professional Work Load . .

4. Materials and Equipment

5. Buildings and Facilities

6. Educational Effectiveness

7. Evaluation of Students

8. Special Services

9.

10: Supervisory Relations

SchoolCommunity 1(elations .

I I. Colleague Relations

8,3

Sample hem
"The administration seems
wining to give careful con-
sideration to our ideas and
suggestions."
"I am asked to spend too
much' time in meetings

around here."
"I receive sufficient cleri-
cal assistance to do my job
effectively."
"The instructional mate-
rials provided for me here
arc very satisfactory."
"The layout of this school
is inconvenient for the

staff."
"In my opinion, adequate
educational standards are
being upheld in this

school."
"Students' absences are

excessive Jo this school."
"Our library services for
students are very satisfac-
tory"
"In general, I approve of
school board policies."
"I seldom get the help I
need in handling difficult
discipline cases."
"People in my school co-
operateowell."
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12., Voice in Educational Program .. "I should have a greater
voice in lelecting students'
textbooks and reference
material."

13. Performance and Development .. "I think, my work per-
formance is judged fairly
here."

14. Financial incentives "P fed our salary system
adequately regards out-
standing work."

ILLUSTRATIVE SAMPLE DATA FROM THE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT INVENTORY, MY SCHOOL

INVENTORY, AND SCHOOL SURVEY

As part of a larger Title Ill project concerned with the
assessment of principal conmetencies (Payne, et al., 1975), the
LEI, My School, and School Survey instruments were administer-
ed to ten school samples of secondary students (N=3613), 35,
elementary school student samples (N=3350), and a sample of 35
teacher/school unit samples (W1145). School means were used
a._ the unit of analysis. The dependent measures for the

elementary students were: Vocabulary, Reading, Language, Work
Study, and Math grade equivalents from the Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills. For the secondary students, the Reading and Math scores
frOin Tests of Academic Progress were used. Average daily
attendance figures for the 20-day school period closest to the
testing --dates were also used as criterion measures for both
samples.

Relationships Between School Survey
Factors andttudent Achievement and
Average Daily Attendance

Table 3 presents the intercorrelations between School Survey
factors, student achievement, and average daily attendance for
the elementary school sample. For this sample, 86% (72 out of
84) possible fi,achievement correlations were statistically signi
Tell. The rather large number of significant correlations for the
e 'rotary sample points out the strong interrelationship be-
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TABLE 3
latercorrelation Between School Stemey Factors

(Teacher Satafactsonsl and Student Achievement and Avenge Duly Attendance
(Elementary Schools: N35)

lows Tests of Baste Skulls Subtests

School Survey Enron Vocabulary Readtrig Language

Work

Study Math
ITBS
Total

'7,, Average

Dail.

Attendance'

I. Administrative PlaCMCC 19)1 49 .50 .49 .55' 44 .53' .27

2. Ploieisiond Work 0

Load 19) 40"" 44 42 .45 43! 43 .27

3. Non Ptofenional Work
Load 16) .27 31 28 31 .28 31 .27

4, Mamba'. and Equip.
merit 18) 2! .23 20 .20 .25

s,

.22 .22

5. Buddings & Facilities (7) 47 50' ,. A2° .42' .38 .49 .25

6. Educational Effective.
iesa 110) 81 .82 83 82' .76 80' .55

7, Evaluation of
Students (10) .68 70 69' 73' .67' .67 .57

8. Special Setinces (8) 48 .48 .43 49 47 45 .13

9. School Community Inter-
face (7) 49 47'

::
.50' .53' .57' .51 .08

10. Supervisory Relations (10) .37 41" .41' .36' .39 .33 .19

I I Colleague Relations l7) .57' .55 .54' .56 .59 .54 31
12. Voice in Educational

Progtams18) 46' .43 .40. .44 .38" .41 .27

13 Petiormance and
Development (10) .35' 35 .36' 40 .40 .35 .14

14 Financial Incennves(9) 41 .40 .37 .47' .41 .45 .09

'Number of items on wale
7Bawd on a sample of 36 schools
Cortela lion significantly different from zero. p. < .05

L
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tween various subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills.,
Supplemental analyses of the 1,TBS revealed high positive correla
tion' s approaching .95 betweeh these achievement indices. The
data for elementary schools do, however, point out the predictive
rehtionship between the School, Survey factors as measures of
teachers' job-related attitudes and student achievement.

Of particular interest in Table 3, for the elementary sample,
are theSchool Survey scales of Educational Effectiveness (6) and °

Evaluation of Students (7). The in tercorrelations between these
scales and the ITBS subtests show a rather strong association
between teachers' perception.of the school's general educational
effectiveness, as regards academics and curricula, and its, pro-
grams, procedures, and materials for adequately evaluating
students aud elementary studerit achievement scores. The Correla-
tions would predict that teachers having poorer attitudes towards
these dimensions of their working environment are found in
schools with relatively lower student achievement. These same
two School Survey scales (6 and 7) were the only scales to
correlate significantly with average daily attendance. What might
be rej resented in the data is the global nuture of the schools in'
the s..,nple and their teacht 'I:dent/school environment char. s-
leds I ics. 11 is reasonable to assume, for example, that better
school systems, having mote effective school programs, are
generally associated with better teacher work atlitndes, higher
average daily attendance, and thus, higher student achievement.

It appears that the relationships between the School Survey, as
a measure of teacher attitt:ties "mediating" the school environs
went, and elementary strident achievement are rather strong in
terms of the frequency of significant correlations, though the
magnitude of relationships for the various scales varies from
moderate to high.

Relationships Between the My
School and Learning Environment
Inventory and Student Achieveinent and
Average Daily Attandance

The data derived from correlating the school climate/learning
environment measures with outcome variables were somewhat
sur predicted sluing relationships between these Iwo0

)
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sets Of variables. The relevant interconclations for elementary

aria secondary schools arc presented in Tables 4 and 5.
For 'the elementary ,sample, 31% of the 35 correlations were

found to be statistically significant. For t' secondary schools

(Table 5), 22% of the 45 possible correlation., were statistically
significant. The magnitude of the significant correlations for the
secondary sample was somewhat higher than that for the

elementary sample. Owing to the rather high intercorrelation
between the ITBS subt'ests mentioned previously, the most
meaningful correlations for elementary schools are those between
the rrBs Total score and average daily attendance, and the My
School Difficulty. (read "Easiness") and Cohesiveness (read "Lack
Of Cohesiveness") scales. Apparently the degree to which elemen-
tary students see the school and school climate as not being

overly demanding and loosely organized and structured in terms
of interpersonal relationships with others is positively related to
their achievement lest performances. The scores on the Difficulty

factor of the My School are . also related to average daily
attendance in Iliis sample. In a comparison of the magnitude of.
the correlations be,tween the Difficulty and Cohesiveness scales
and the ITIIS Total scores, the Difficulty factor accounts for
approximately three and one-half times as much variance in
student achievement as the COhesiveness scale, and thus, is

considered the better scale for prediction purposes.
In comparing data from Tables 4 and 5, some similarities

between elementary and secondary students' perceptions of
school climate/learning environment and student achievement

exist. Secondary students' perception of a somewhat loosely

organized (Scale 14; )isornization), less goal directed (Scale 7,
Coal Direction), but challenging (Scale 9, Difficulty) atmosphere

tends to be rather strongly associated with student achievement

as measured by the Tests of Academic Progress. Of interest, when

comparing the two samples, is the magnitude and direction of the
Difficulty/stride:4 aarieveinent correlations.. Apparently second-
ary students' perception of the learning environment as more

difficult is associated with higher student achievement. For
elementary students, the trend is reversed.

Another interesting finding for the secondary schools was the
significant positive correlation between LH scale 10 (Apathy)

and Reading, and tire negative correlation between Apathy and

I



TABLE 4
Intercorrelation Between My School Factors and Student Achievement

and Average Daily Attend. nce
(Elementary Schools, N-3S)

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills Subtests

. ,
Work ITBS

% Average
DailyMy School Factors' Vocabulary .. Reading Language Study Math Total Attendance2.

Satisfaction .21 12 .13 .23 .14 .19 .08Friction .18 .18 .26 .21 .31 .19 .30Competitiveness .11 .13 .14 .11 /'.21 .11 .04Difficulty .65* .60* .65* .66* '.63* .65* .55*Cohesiveness .35* 34* .31 37* .28 35* ..27

I Due fo scoring procedure applied, scale interpretation should be in direction opposite that listed(e.g., Satisfaction = Dissatisfaction)
2 A.D.A. correlation based on N = 36 Elementary schools
*Correlation significantly different from zero. p. < .05

00
--.3
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TABLE 5
lntercorrelation Between Secondary Student Achievement and

Average Daily Attendance and Learning Envihmment Inventory Factors
(Secondary Schools, N=10)

00

Tests of Academic
Learning Environment Inventory Factors,

Progress 1 2 3 4" 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Reading .31 .43 .49 .58 -.51 .35 .71* 62 :93* .65*.58 .46 .61 .86* .55
Math .34 .41 .53 .60 .53 .29 .74*.60 .89* .65*.58 .48 .62 .85* .61
School Average
Daily Attendance .75* .72* .44 .40 .59 .03 .46 .20 .12 .54.04 .16 .48 .32 .41

*Correlation ,sianificantly different from zero, p <.05
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Math. Such a finding may suggest something about the dilfer -,
ential attitudes of high and low achieving students in Math and
Reading and t..cir relative perceptions of the amount of apathy in
the general learning environment. Iligh perceived apathy is
positively associated with high reading achievement, and negative-
ly associated with achievement in math for these schools. An
additional variable, possibly useful in explaining these data, is the
different instructional approaches teachers take to these two
subjects.

. An additional finding of interest for the secondary schools are
the correlations between the In scales of Intimacy (I), and
Messily (2), and average daily attendance. Apparent,, , for this
sample, students' perception of a school environment as offering
warns relationships With others, and providing a multitude of
act' -hies and academic opportunities that match student interests
is rather highly 'and positively related to average daily attendance.
When considering adolescent enjoyment of the school environ-
ment as a factor in fostering good school attendance, these scales
and their correlations seem quite logical.

In summary, it appears that students' perception of a general
school learning environment, characterized by an easygoing,
unpressed, somewhat structured, diverse and warm atmosphere,
makes the greatest contribution to student learning as measured
by standardized. achievement tests. In addition, indent achieve-
ment for both elenwntary and secondary schools seems predict-
able from students' assessment of the relative easiness (elemen-
tary) or difficulty (secondary) of the school environment.

The Use of Environmental
Data to Build PreService and
Inervice Training Programs C

In addition to the research applications that were first noted,
an additional application of enviri nment al data can be illustrated.
Data from the previously described Schdol Survey will be used.

The illustration is drawn from the principal competency
project previously noted (Payne, et al., 1975). As part of that
project, individual school principals received a profile of their

\ school with respect to the i4 scales of the School Survey. A
feelback form similar to that presented in Table 6 was used.
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Individual school administrators could then identify the "highs"
and "lows" of the working environment as perceived by the
teachers. The aggregate data of Table 6 present a relatively flat
profile, but it appears that highly rated were elements in the
school environment' labeled Professional Work Load, Colleague
Relations, Non-P.Jfessional Work Load, and Supervistiry Rela-
tions. Less highly rated were Administrative Practices, Voice in
Educational Programs, and not unexpected, Financial Incentives.
Principals used their individual school profiles to develop a set of
objectives that became part of a fieldbased training program
being conducted by Valdosta' State (GA) College under the
supervision of Dr. Joseph Licata.

The same general approach could he used to develop programs
for teachers.

-PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING AND APPLYING
CLIMATE/ENVIRONMENT MEASURES

1.1

1enne (1967) and others have commented on the many
problems, liotlt theoretical and technical, that must be faced at
the outset of the development of environment measures. Among
the dominant problems are those related to:

I. Content Validity: As is the case with the development of
any rostruaient, the domain of phenomena to be measured must
be clearly specified. The developer must ask himself why a
particular variable or set of Variables are: to be measured. Is it for
purposes of institutional comparisons, program evaluations, or toe
assist as administrator or teaLher in defining die parameters of
the dominant climate so that modifications could perhaps be
made? It is iMportant to emphasize that the focus of the
instrument is on th, environment not the inhabitants. It follows
that the definition of broad variables, e.g., liking schoZ11, dud not
do much to clarify a eoniplex phenomena. I

2. Sampling. At both the pilot or field-test stages where .ta

are gathered for instrument refinement purposes and at the stage
of gathering final data, great care needs to be given sample
selection. Matrix sampling procedures can be used in a way
similar to that described by Walberg and Welch (1967). The
over all experimental design used to validate the instrument might
employ constrasted groups. Again in such a situation identifica-

9



TABLE 6
Summary of Means and Standard Deviations for the Dimensions of the School
of the School Survey Administered to 1200 Teachers in Forty-Fi4 Schools*

Number of
Items on

Scale

Assumed
Mean of.
Neutral
Point

1. Administrative Practices 9 18.0
2. Professional Work Load 9 18.0 -
3. Non.nrofessicnil Work Load 6 12.0
4. Materials and Equipment 8 16.0
5. Buildings and Facilities 7 14.0
6. Educational Effectiveness 10 20.0
7. Evaluation of Stuaents 10 20.0
8. Special Services - 8 16.0

School-Community Relations 7 14.09.
10. Supervisor/ Relations 10, 20.0
11. Colleague Relations 7 14.0
12. Voice in EduCational Programs 8 16.0
13. Performance and Development 10 20.0
14. Financial Incentives 9 18.0

*Items on each diffiension were scored 1= disagree and 3 = agree.

Mein

Mean as %
of Maximum

Possible

Average
Item

Rating
Standard
Deviation

15.580 58 1.73 . 7.1'64
19.603 73 2.18 5.017
12.808 71 2.13 3.827
15.887 66 1.99 5.76k
14.432 69 2.06 4.506
20.280 68 2.03 6.439
18.598 62 1.86 6.333
15.420' 64 1.93 5.153
13.088 62 1.87 5.142
21360 1- 71 2.14 7.2r3
15.212 72 2.17 5.011
13.234 55 1.65 5.217
20.220 67 2.02 61600
14.628 54 1.63 5.227

e
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lion of those groups or institutions that reflect different types or

levels of the variables of interest Mist be undertaken with great

care..

3. Data Aggregation: In most environmental' studies student
perception scores are pooled thereby masking individual differ-.

ences in pupil perceptions. This is in conflict with some data (e.g.,

Bruntr; I958, pp. 85.94) which suggest that individual person-

ality factors influence perceptions. It would be best not to have

the environment p9rception scores correlate with any personality

characteristics of the rater.
4. Instrument Format: It is generally desiked that an environ-

mental instrument contain a relatively few but uncorrelated

scales. Lack of interscale correlations should aid interpretation or

profiling of the scores because all existing data support the

multi-dimensionality of environments. Many data reduction

multivariate techniques are available and statisticians are be-

coming more sophisticated every day in their techniques for
obscuring data. Beware of Nctor analysts bearing oblique axes.

Some compromise between, comprehensiveness and comprehen-

sibility is desired:
5. -Data Analysis: It is unlikely that instruments that are

sensitive to rater personality would provide the desired high

degree of bet weeniustitution/class variance and low within
variance. We are usnAlly looking for common environmental

charactertistics not common personality characteristics unless

students having a persunality aspect in common have been

grouped together or have been attracted to the same institutions.

6. Convergent and Divergent"' Validity: Evidence from a

yariety of sources bearing on validity . should be sought: a

mulpmethod approach. Likenamed scales across measures

-should show some positive relationship. They should show some

relationships with objective data. But it was also noted that for

most applications, environmental scores should not correlate with

characteristics of the inhabitants, observers, or respondents.

Monitoring with time-sampling techniques would also yield useful

data.
The assessment of learning environments or climates is not an

easy task. Due to the complexity of the phenomena involved., a

variety of apprfiaches should probably be tried. With the
expenditure alime and effort (and if you.are lucky some NIL

9J
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' monies) reliable and valid environmental measures eau be
developed and put to good use.

PROBLEMS IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND
APPLICATION OF AFFECTIVE MEASURES

FOR U$E Wm INDIVIDUALS .

4 1, Tlier-4e arc a nuwber of factors and influences which have
inhibited the development and use of affective measures in our

"y classrooms. Softie of these are characteristic of teachers, others
refer to teskiical-problemi.

;i
r" Reluctance to.Consider

Affective Variables 'fr.

Many teachers are reluctant to become involved with teaching
and evaluating affective objectives. SQIIIC feel that these kinds of
learning outcomes are of only minor importance or that this is an
area where education has no province. Admittedly, affective
objectives cans prove to be a source of controversy, but the
conscious avoidance of attacking affective objeives directly
represents an affective stance by Are reacher. Teachers are also
rightly concerned about violating the students rights to privacy. It
isbeconting increasingly difficult to maintain a value free posture
in contemporary society. By mrw educators must accept the fact
That affective outcomes are equally as important as cognitive ones
and therefore deserve equal treatment and time.

Another contribution to teacher reluctance rest oir the /
educational philosophy of the local school board antiadministra,,
Lion. If those in control of the clinic tdirm are reticent about the
school beco4g involved in the 'nostril of affective objectives,
obviously Itialhers will shy away from taking initiative, on their
own. Blow jiff& .11ave',w,e,heard a teacher rema k that, "My
principal wouldn't iipprove." Tyler (1973) has recently noted an

allied political probleM. Ile observes that the_function of school
in a democratic society is to help students gain the knowledge .

and skill necessary to int:lease if9ependencc in judgments and
action, but got to indodilareiparticular political or sectarian
views.

91
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A frequently voiced complaint of the harried classroom

teacher is that he or she does not have time ta_ devote to
developing and .applying adequate assessment piocedures,,When a

time, constraint occurs, the first type of assessment to be
short-changed is the affective. When cognitive and affective
objectives are in competition for time, attention and resources,
the affective tend to be the first to go, thereby contributing to
the erosion of affective development in our students. It is a
mailer of priorities. Time must be found to consider these
important variables. Some time may have to be taken from
instructional activities because of the particularly intimate as-
sociation Wiwi-ten teaching for values and testing for them. lint
instr.ottion con focus on both the so called cognitive and affective

. objectives simultaneously.

... Lack of Faith 1.

a
This problem area is difficult to overcome as it is anchored in

tine's belief or lack of belief that paper and pencil inventories and
scales can measure classroom variables .related- to meaningful
behavior. There is. considerable evidence to support the conten-
tion that measured attitudes do relate." to important school
outcomes. It is almost a truism that if a student feels good about
himself, he will probably feel good about learning.

Articifiality of Situation

To some extent this specific problem relates to the larger
.pioblr in area of the validity of the instruments we use to
measure. To ask an individual what he would do and then make
the ass's:optics'' that he would in fact do it, if the opportunity
presented itself, is somewhat at Oficial. The fact that great reliance
is placed on inference in assessing affective outcomes must be
(iccepted..Th-ere is, admittedly, a real question of the relation of
verbalised and actual behavior. All possible efforts must be made
to help insole that the relationship is as strong as is possible with
known techniques or the development of new ones. Does the
apparent lack of realism mean that we should discount attitudes
and valises. No indeed! It does mean that great care needs to be
exercised in assessing such vasiables. The fact that an individual is

e-
_
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willing and does make a response to an inventory has some
meaning. The less personally controversial or threatening the
altitude being assessed the greater the likelihood of a valid
response.

Public vs. Private Attitudes

The most reasonable approach to the interpretation of
self-report statements on affective measures is to accept thesis as
public declarations tallier than reflections- of typical or private
'characteristics. Context plays an important pail in determining
the validity of self-reports. Attitudes toward the womall's
liberation movement in _general, auto styles, and men's clothing
are relatively non-threatening general topics. When an individual
is pressed to make specific revelations concerning his relationship
with his wife's or daughter's liberation, his specific relations with
minority group members, or his vole for a particular political
candidate in the last election, the respondent will more likely
attempt to conceal his true feelings. Many of the affective
variables dealt with* the classroom selling, however, are of the
less personally threatening variety and therefore more readily
lend themselves to assessment.

Lack of Knowledge of Techniques

An obviously inhibiting factor in any assessment programs is
lack of knowledge about methods ihat can be employed hi.,
measuring affective outcomes.- Most teacher training programs
avoid any systematic attention to the specification or measure-
ment of affective outcomes. Even test and measurement classes
devote only minimal time to the topic. It is of little wonder then
that ?wirers-in-the-field pay little attention to affective variables.
Publications by Beatty (1969), Oppenheint (1966), Shaw and
Wright (1967) and Mayhew (1965) have made significant contri-
butions to technical literature illustrating the variety of measure-
ment approaches available. Assessment in the classroom setting is

not all that difficult; witness Corey's (1943) early efforts.
In addition to these live factors, there are a number of

technical problems related to the development and application of
affective measures that need to be considered. Such factors as

.9u
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semantics, fakeability, control of social desirability, and response.

sets and styles are just a few trouble spots in instrument
development and validation.

There remains the perplexing problem of what to do with
affective data. Obviously, they can be examined for individual

and/or grog progress. They can tre, used by the teacher to
monitor classroom atmosphere,. Whaat about reporting such data.

There arc probably two compelling reasons for not treating
affective data in the form of grades. First, it is difficult at best to
Rescribe, or .proscribe within limits, specific affective outcomes
in a democratic educational setting. Second, there is probably
tittle hope of ascertaining 'the real feelings of students if rewards,
sanctions, or penalties were attached or associated with any

pat:field:m.4/N of_al
If mai efforts are to be directed toward the hnpletucnlaUon____

and assessment,of affective outcomes in our classes, significant
changes in aspects of our teacher training programs at both
inservice and prservice levels will have to be instituted. Teadhers

must be provided with greater experience in methods useful in
helping students examine their attitudes and values. In addition /
the ways in which our classrooms are organized will have to,be

gtestructured. In many locations this already is well underway.
These requirements would seem particularly crucial due to the
increased emphasis on individualized student learning programs
and competeney based teacher Wining programs.

APPROACHES TO TILE ASSESSMENT OF
AFFECTIVE-OUTCOMES

a Approaches to the_assessment ofaffective variables are limited

only by neativity and motivation. Mani methods have been

developed by psy6hologisfs and sociologists in their studies of
human. behavior, but few have been communicated to, or
translated for use by, educators.

Callen, I leist, and Stewart (1950), after extensive review of
the literature and personal research, have identified numerons,,,,
methods that can be applied in the assessment of attitudes and

sentiments, or as they refer to them, "dynamic traits." Selections

from their list and some additional methods follow:

9 ,
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,I) Money. The amount of money an individual Fpends on
certain activities and courses of action is a direct reflection of his
altitude and interest.

2) Time. The amount of time an individual devotes to certain
activities is, to some extent, a reflection of his attitude toward-
them.

3) Verbal expressions. A host of affective assessment methods
use verbal expressions. Thurstone, likert, Semantic Differential,
and opinionnaire methods arc illustrative.

4) Measures of attention/distraction. Records of length of
time an individual attends to a stimulus, or a ranking of stimuli

pictorial) according to responsiveness to them, could
profitably be used as measures of attitudes. Failure to respond to
certain stiniuli is also meaningful behavior.

5) Fund of information. The amount or type of information
an individual possesses about a certain object, individual, or issue
is to sonic ektent-a-reflection-of-his-attitude or inte rest.

6) Speul of decision (reaction tune). 11 .may be that decisions

are made more-quickly about questious.on which the subject has
the strongest convictions.

.

7) ftirittedexpressions (personal documents). Analysis of such
documents as biographies, diaries, records, letters, auto-
bioglaphies, journals, and compositions can he very revealing of
an individual's attitudes. A personal document has been &lined
by "Allport (1942) as any self-revealing record that intentionally
or unintentionally yields information about the structure, dynam-
icS,"atid functioning of the author's mental life.

8) Sociometric measures. Analysis of friendship choices,
social distances, preferences and the general social structure or a
classroom can be very Woo& live about attitudes.

9) Misperception /apperception methods. Provided with ambi-
guous stimuli, an individual may be templed to perceive them in
accordance with his own interests, attitudes, and wishes.

10) Activity level methods.There are a number of measures
of the individual's general excitement level in response to a
stimulus, among them (a) fluency (amount written), (b) speed of
reading, and (c) work-endurance.

-I I) Observations. The use of standardized reports system-
atically'gathered by trained recoideis operating within the limits
of an explicitly stated frame of reference has provided extremely

9t".;
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valuable-data on attitudes per se and on the operation of these
attitudes within the individual (see Amidon and lioug;), 1967).

42) Specific perlimnances and behaviors. An individual's
behavior can illustrate his attitudes and their influences. It is
argued by. some that behavioral measures are by far the most
valid. The indirect methods we commonly use, however, can
provide . valid data if reasonable precautions, are taken and
stringent criteria arc employed during the developmental stages.
Webb, et al., (1966) have written an extremely valuable reference
work with examples of behavioral measures and observational
methods.

13) Physiological Measures., The use of autonomic and meta-
bolic measures can provide useful data in controlled situations.
I'sychogalvanic response, pulse rate, muscle tension and pressure,
and metabolic rate arc sonic of the procedures employed.

14) Memory measures. Instructing an individual to learn given
material, varying the controversial nature of the content, intro-
clueing an unrelated activity to distract the subject, and then

"asking him to recall all or part of the original material is one
approach-to-the_use of memory as an instrument of attitude
assessment. The selective operation of-Manny in reminiscence,
dream, or fantasy may also be analyzed.

15) Simulation. The use of paper and pencil, visual, auditory,
computer, or role-playing simulations can provide worthwhile
data about inter-personal skills and attitudes (Levine and Mc-
Guire, 1970).

SUGGESTED AND ILLUSTRATIVE USES OF
MEASURES OF AFFECT

Applications of affective .measures fall into five general
categories: I) classroom application, 2) screening and selection,

= 3) counseling, 4) research, and 5) program evaluation.

Classroom Applications

The imaginative classroom teacher can create many situations
in which the use of standardited or homemade affective measures
makes a real contribution to the instructional program. The Work
Values Inventory (WVI) (Super, 1970), for example, could be

a
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used on a pre: or "post-basis to assess changes in work values
associated with a unit on the "world of work," or the WV1 itself
could be used as a starting-point in exploring various occupations.
It might be helpful to have students estimate their scores before
taking the test, and then conigre these estimates with the lest
results. 'Individual student scares or class means could then be
compared with selected normative data. 11%e study of vocations
could be stimulated by this method; discussion might revolve
around known differences between occupational groups.

Screening and Selection 0

The Sclool Interest Inventory (Cottle, 1969) is an instrument
that illustrates well the sensible use ofan affective measure. The
SI: is used to identify potential dropouts. It is suggested that the
SII be used on an intrainstitutional basis, so that a student's
semis are compared only to those of other individuals iii the
same school. Students in the seventh or eighth grade could be
administered the SII, and their scores ranked from highest- to
lowest within grade and sex. (nigher scores indicale a greater
probability of the student's dropping outof school). Using any
number of criteria, e.g. a cutoff score of 25 or above or selection
of the top 20 percent, one could identify students who might
benefit from counseling. Connselees could consider _the possibility
of continuing in the same or another course of study, or explore
Vocational and social adjustments that do not require a high
school diploma. Ttle counselor or teacher may also wish to set up
"rap groups" in which personal, social, or vocational problems
could he explored. Obviously, the use cif a test as a screening
instrument should he undertaken in conjunction with other
relevant data. School achievement records, attendance, teacher's
opinions, and age relative to school grade need to be considered.

Pelsonnel managers frequently fu9ud that affective measures are
useful in the hiring and placement of special classes of employees,
and that scores may be related to job success. It is imperative
When an affective measure is used in this manner that it4S:

relevance be demonstrable.

1 t.1
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Counseling

Perhaps the major uses of standardized affective' measures
involve counseling. The value of such measures to stimulate a

student to look at himself cannot be overestimated. The test cane.,

be used as a starling point to help establish ,rapport in the
counseling interview. Asking the student to predict his scores and

then comparing his prediction with the actual results can be
beneficial. A diago atic profile such as those that frequently

accompany so man hams( and attitude survey instruMents is
very useful in this lid of activity. Descriptions of the subscores
can also be used as a b.-ask-for discussion. Student involvement in

the actual task of profiling is recommended:

ResearCh

There tire numerous fields of iesearch using affective measures
that might prove of interest to the educator. The authors,of tjre

&tidy of Values, for example, ,note tluit it has been used to
-research the following topics.: - ,

I) Differences in scores of those in different college majors

and occupational, religious, ethnic, and nationality groups.
2) Changes in values over time, and these. changes as

functions of specific training and educational experiences.
3) Relationships with other attitude-, interest-, and cognitive-

st Ic Measures.
° 4) Relatioaliipsbetween- friendship_sboice socionietric

status.
Such a list is really endless.

Program Evaluation

Another area in which affective measures are achieving great

popularity is program evaluation. Curriculum evaluation is receiv-

ing increased attention from educational measurement and

assessment experts and consultants. Most state and 'federal
educational_ prograu2s require the assessment of affective vari-

ables, mid, local school systems arc also becoming conscious'of

these important outcomes. One interesting development along,

this line is, the construction of the Minnesota. Schodl Affect
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Assessment battery which is applied on a system-wide basis
(Johnson, 1974). A combination of semantic differential concept
rating scales, and rated statements make up the battery, suitable
from K-I2. Another extensive system has been developed by
Bills (1975).

Measures of such variables as 'attitude toward school, respect
for self,, and appreciation of artistic efforts arc illustrative of
educationld product. and process outcomes in a compichensive
evaluation system. The self-concept is a personal attribute that is
given considerable attention in many educational program evalua-
tions.

ILLUSTRATIVE MEASURES OF AFFECT

It is impossible to adequately survey the kinds of measures of
affect available from commercial and selected non-profit organi-
zations, nor to review the tremendous variety of custom-made
devices that can be developed. There arc many sources, in
addition to limos' compendia, that might he consulted.. Among
the best references are-those by Robinson and Shaver (1973),
Frith and 1%larikawa (197'2), Chun, Cobb and French (1975),
Walker (1973), Bonjcan, Hill and Mel-more (1967), Lake, Miles
and Earle (1973), Shaw and Wright (1967), l3catty 41969) and
Payne (1974). Following arc four instruments :hat reflect the
flavor of instruments that arc available or that can be-produced.
These instruments could be used on an individual or group basis.

School Sentiment Index

The SSI, available from the Instructional-OlifectIvcslixchange--,
(Fifth and Narikawa, 1972), measures metal dimensions of
attitudes toward school. This eighty item inventory requires
students to indicate, anonymously, their perceptions of, or
attitudes toward, various aspects of school (dichotomous re-

'sponse, True-False). The reliability, both internal consistency and.,
stability, have been established on a variety of student groups.
Modificatidneof the basic SSI structure arc available to cover the
entice _grade range. Administration time is about 30 minntes.:The

. major dimensions arc presented in Table 7.
0
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Dimension

TABLE 7
Dimensions of the School Sentiment Index, Number of Items on Each

Dimension, and Sample Items io
No. of Items Sample Items (True-False)

Teacher Mode of InstruCtion 12

Teacher Authody and Controk
'71r

12 -

. Teacher Interpersonal Relation-
ship with Pupils

'12

Learning 10

Social Structure and Climate 10

Peer Relationships 12

General Attitude Toward School 12

"My eachers make sure I always understand
what they want me to do."
"In my classes, the teachers allow us, to
make many decisions together."
"My teachers are interested in the things I
_do outside of schoOLA

. -
"The biFgest reason I come to school is. to
learn."
"This school has events ail the time that
make me happy I attend. school here."
"Other students bother mewhen rm trying
to do my school work."
"Each morning I look for /arc} to coming to
school.",

O
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Hemmers' Generalized Standard Scales

Using the equal-appearing intervals method. 11.11. Returners
and his colleagues have developed a series of "standard scald." A
generaliil standard altitude scale is one that can be applied to
any iof a selected class of objects. The scale may be used to.
measure altitudes toward any given subject, fOr example, by
inserting in the appropriate space the .name of the subject. The
statements in the scale remain the same and have the sante values
regardless of the subject chosen. A-sample master scale developed
by Remmers and Rance (1934) is presented below. The scale
values in parentheses following each item would not be included
when the scale was duplicated for use.

'
A SCALPFOR MEASURING ATTITUDE

TOWARD SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Linn

Directions: Following is a Hit of shipments about School
subjects. Place a plus sign (+) before each statement
witlo which you agree:and a minus sign () before
each statement With which you disagree with refer-

,.
ewe to each of the subjects listed at the left of the
statements. Your score will in no way affect your
grade in any course.

Science

,

English Math
-

I. I have this subject. (0.6)

, .

2.` This subject is the most undesir-
able subject taught. (0.7) °

3. I detest this subitct. (0.8)

4.1 look forward to this subject
with. horror. ( I .0),. .

,
t.

5. This subject is disliked by ;II
students. (1.3) A

.

I

-.

. . .
6. It is punishment for anybody to

take this subject. (1.5)
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Values: Ethical, Moral and Social

The forcedchoice format, has been widely, adopted in, the
construction of inventoties of affective variables. This method has
many .possibilities for use in classroom measurement. Two
examples will illustrate- possible applications. The lust is from a
scale, the Personal. VEMS test (VEMS stands for Values: Ethical;
Moral and:Social), developed by Gardner and Thompson (196?).
in (lick investigation of social :values iriverning, interpersonal
xelatitins among adolescent yhullt and their teachers. :the VEM3
requires a verbal rapt)* nse indicating the action. that °tight to be
taken when confronting certain problem situations. Each decision
implies the selection' of one value over another. The values in
question arc loyalty, honesty, truthfulness, kindness, generosity,
conformity and impunitiveness. In an effort to encourage the
respoutlent to become ego-involved in the situation, the respon-

dent is asked in some items to supply the name of his best friend
as a participant in the problem situation. Following arc two
sample items:

You, have just taken an Important trueIalse examination in
English. Your teacher has asked you to exchange papers so
that you can ,gr-ade each other's papers as she reads the
answers aloud. You exchange papers.with your best friend

who is seated near you. He slips you a
note which reads, "Please change a few of my answers when
they are incorrect. I have to get sa passing malloon this
test!"

WHAT DO.YOU THINK YOU OUGHT TO DO?

A Help your frieisd so that he will get a passing
mark on the test. .

B Mark his paper in the same way you would grade
the paper of any other classmate.

s In this item, alternative A is scored on the loyally scale, and II
on the Honesty scale.

I 03
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You and your ,classmate play a clarinet duet for the school
assembly. There was much applause; Feeling rather pleased
with ter perforthance, your classmate says to a group of
people you lie standing with "I guess I played it just about

. perfectly, didn't I?" You know that she squeaked a.little on
some of the high notes am' that her timing was faulty in a
number of instances.

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU OUGHT TO DO?

'A Be generous and say to the person next to. you,
"She certainly was terrific today."

B say, "It Was good performance but not peffect.
You'd better do some _practicing on those high
notes!" 3

-
On this item, alternation A is scored on the Generosity scale and
Bon the Truthfulness scale. .

Preferred Job Characteristics Scale

Farquhar and Payne (1963) have described the developilent of
an instrument aimed at assessing relative preferences 'Tor state-
ments correlated with occupational motivation. lleginning with a
set of eight alternatives describing high achievement motivation
and eight'dcscribing low achievement motivation, they crinstruct-
ed a 64-item pair scale by combining high and low allepatives.
Two sample items from the scale follow':

I prefer:

I.'A job where my opinion is valued, or
2. A job with short working hours'

I prefer:
I: A job which does not tie me down, or
2. A job where I cc Id decide how the work is,to be done

In the first item, alternative,) is the high- motivation ahem' -
five; in lksecond, it is alternative 2.

.
.5
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SelfConcept Measures

One of the most important dimensions of the human organism
has been labeled self-concept by psychologists. Shave Ism, Hub-
ner; and Stanton (1976) have recently noted the viability of this
construct, as well as pointed out Om needed kinds of research, In
support of the construct, evidence suggests that self-concept Is: I.)
organized and structured, 2) India-faceted, 3) generally stable, 4)
hierarchical, 5) developmental, 6) evaluative and -differentiable
from other constructs. Examples of representative devices are the
Michigan State SelfConcept Scale, Coopersinit's Self-Esteem
Inventory, Ira Cordon's How I See Myself, Ilk PiersHerds' The
Way I Feel About Myself, and ['allelic Sears' The SelfConcept
Inventory. .

IN SEARCH OF REMEDIES

What are some steps that educators and behavioral scientists
might take to remedy the problem situations surrounding the
assessnient of affective educational outcomes and learning en-

- vironments?
With the apparent shift in funding posture in Washington,-

," particularly at N.I.E., researchers should now have the opportu-
nity to initiale from the field proposals to investigate a great
variety of topics. There are both basic and applied problems in
need of investigation. Despite the presence of a substantial
amount of theoretical literature, very little is really known about
the 'composition and development of affective variables in an
educational setting. What are the contributors to, and modifiers
of, behaviors rt:ated to the expression of attitudes, interests, and
values? We need basic data. In looking at the atiplied area; one
can see many psychometric questions. Such questions as which
measurement techniques would optimize the assessment of which.'
kinds of affective objectives for what kinds of populations need
to be addressed. We need more studies utilizing the Campbell-
Fiske methodology called the multi-trait . multimethod matrix.

Another approach or thrust, and this may sound silly to many,
would be to emplby the sensitivity methods that many minority
and psychological movements have used successfully to bring

cahout increased awareness of issues. In 'teacher training instilu-

1 0
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Lions such cbimionsnessraising might be approached With
formally, through changes in curricular emphasis, and informally,
through the use of grouping and organizational development
techniques. That old course in tests and measurements could
stand to be (wet-hauled so as to include a water iiiiphasis in the
assessment of affective outcomes.

In addition, instructional supervisors, lead teachers, curriculum
directors, and school administrators can do a number of things to
assist classroom teachers in overcoming some of the obstacles to
effective assessment of affective learning outcomes. Sonic of
these strategies are asfollows:

I) Work with teachers in generating gr:teral curriculum
t designs which will be responsive to affective needs of students.

2) Assist leachers in the writing of affective objectives so that
there will --be at least sonic conscious awareness that 11..
outcomes must be considered.

3) Help develop instructional experiences for students where
both cognitive and affective outcomes are integrated.

Our professional organizations need to push for greater
recognition of the importance of affective variables. There exists
a Special lamest Croup in the American Educational Research
Association that deals with Affective Education. In addition a

Task Force on Affective Measurement has been activated within
the National Council on Measurement in Education, More and
similai organizations need to focus some portion of their energy
and resources on this vital area of education.

Suffice, it to say that the affective mnponents of education
are iwnoriant and that they should be and can be assessed. It is,
as 3 and Cooler 0971) have noted, a matte; of priorities and
effort:

In chasing let me relate a storylold about young Peter Rabbit:

It seems that Peter Rabbit was a lively Nile boy
bunny who had the bad habit of stroking the little
girt bunnies on the whiskers at every opportunity. Ills
mother, wanting desperately to cum tier son of this
annoying habit', said to him, "Peter Rabbit, if you
don't slop this, you are going to turn into a goon."
Well, that startled Peter atid he (lid stop for Mee
weeks. Hut one moonlit night he hopped out onto a

a I
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clover field in which several little girl bunnies were
playing and sidled up to one and stroked her on the
whiskeis.

And, sure enough, he turned into a goon! Now the moral of this

spiry, I'm sure,,is obvious: "Hare today and Gotn Tomorrow.".
Solt is with many of the answers of our affective measure,

menf problems. If we don't start to search now for some of them,

tomorrow may be tmtlate.

I 0
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AFFECTIVE MEASUREMENT AND
MESE LF CONCEPT .

Walcott Beatty
San Francisco State University

In recent years increasing attention has been given to
the importance of feelings of children in the class-
room. The earlier notion ut training the intellect has
given i'vay to the belief that education must deal with
the whole child. (Beatty, 1952)

J feel that I have come full circle. That was the opening
paragraph of my Ph.D. dissertation at the University of Chicago,
written twenty-six years ago.

The dissertation was a validation= study of a way of using
classroom observations for determining the climate of feelings in
a classroom. Looking back on those words, I think 1 was wrong.
Very little attention was being paid generally to the feelings of
children in the classroom. At the thriversity,Ilerb Tilden had set
*up -a laboratory classroom in which it was possible to study the
marry interactions which take place. Two of his students, Jolin
Withal! (1951) and Ned Flanders used these kilities and made
significant contributions to the development of observation
technitpres. In fact, it is my belief that Flanders' (1965) study
sponsored by the 'U.S. Office of Itluotion entitled, "Teacher
Influence, Pupil Attitudes, and Achievement," was one 6f, the
great breakthroughs in educational research.

My early optimism about growing concern for the_children's
feelings came largely from readinga book calledhinot(spd the
)educatire Process by Daniel Prescott (1938). It appeared obvious
that the connection between emotions and learning could no

' longer be ignored. At about the same time the second symposium
;on Feelings andWmotions was held at the University of Chicago.

It was here that I heard a paper read by Carl Rogers (19505 which
influenced me greatly. Much of what-1 will be discussing had its
beginning there.

Despite the rather sltilw. progress in this area with Ike passage
of time, I. slip feel optimistic: It is indeed quite possible that this
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conference, sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa, ndy lead to follow up
work by those attending which could well be a milestone in the
study of feelings and emotions. I believe progress'has been held
up partly because measurement in this area has been so difficult.

One of the most complete systems for "assessing.affectivity,"
developed by, Bob Bills (1975), leaves key questions undiscussed.
Two of -these are: what is the role of the school in developing

affective .behavior, and what implications does a. completed
assemment have for steps to be taken by the school? t state this,
pot as criticism, but as an indication of where 'we stand at the
present time, and therefore, how important this conference is. In
my opinion, Bills has gone farther than anypne else up until now,
to make it possible to answer these questions. I shall be discussing

his work later.
In formulating my presentation 1 have been guided by Ralph

Tyler's (1969) concluding remarks in the 68th Yearbook of' the
National .Society for the Study of education on educational
evaluation. Ile states that the foundations )upon which future
developments in ethicatipiial evaluation will lake place are four
essential and interrelated operations:

I) Clarifying the particular educational function for which
evaluation. is needed. In this case, it will be the role of affect in

learning. c
2) Formulating a body of theory, including concepts and

assumptions relevant to this educational function. This will, I

bolie, be my main contribution.
. 3) Selecting and, developing evahoion instruments and proce-
dures that are consistent with this body of theory. I Will attempt

to give samples of these.
4) Revising on a continuous basis, in the light of the

information -obtained by this process.'
Following these steps, I will start by trying to clarify the

meaning and importance of affect in the learning process. Then I

,will present a theoretical formulation, based on a self concept
theory of motivation and learning. Firially, I will be looking at

measuring instruments and procedures which are consistent with,

the theory. Tyler's final operation,, that of, revising on -a
continuous basis, is something I hope we can all work on in the

future.,

.11.E
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First, consideration must be given to the problem of what is
meant by "affect" and "affective behavior." We alliexperience
feelings and emotions, btit our experience is often not directly
observable by another and it is not an easy concept to define. For'
my purposes today, I wish to stay with a very simple idea, that
affect is the experiencing of positive. or negative Feelings, the
awareness of pleasantness or unpleasantness. Furthermore, this
experience ITs motiValiohal prOperties. One moves toward or

- attempts to continue pleasant feelings; -ane-secks to moveAway
from or to stop unpleasant feelings. All motivation -Masai
affectiveAnality and all feelings arc motivating.

"Affective behavior' is a term used to refer to actidis which
we have learned are expressions of feelings or emotions, or which ti
are clues to an underlying affect. Vadat expressions, body
posture, tone of voice, vigor of response, as. well as some
behaviors such as boasting, quarreling, reaching out, and others,
are clues which our past experience has validated as having
important affective meaning.

.Words such as interests, attitudes and 'Values are used to
indicate Some affective disposition. These are indicators that
Some -cognitive matter has motivational affecds attached to it.
Distinctions' can be made with regard to the extent that each.ci
these isintegralCd into the areal personality, The Taxononty of
Educational Objectives: A.Rilime Domain (Krathwohl et al.,

_1964) uses the *continum of intealization. As one proceeds,
frrim IMc lowest to the highest categories of responses, there is
increasing emotional commitment, increasing-complexity, in-
creasing stractness of the category, and increasing importance
in tl.e structure, of the personality. These are useful ways of
looking at affective elements, but aetually'in human behavior,
these are really cognitiveaffective resumes. All cognitions have
sonic affective character, and conversely, all affects have cognitive
elements. The relationship is that of figure to ground. Either the
cognitive or the affective component. can be in figure. Typically,
we tend to stress one or the other. Mathematical ideas are
cognitive, but Within theawareness of an individull, they always
carry affective meaning as well. One is limtivateritoward or away
front such ideas with differing degrees of intensity. tins,

1
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elements of the cognitive realm which we are aye to specify can
be used as a basis for knowing that there is an affective quality
which can also be-investigated. Most of the studies in this area
have been with regard to attitrides toward subject matter.

In the same way that we have feelings about cognitive matters,
we have cognitions about affective matters. We know the
behavior whiciris associated 1 various feeJMgs. This underlies
skill in dramatic acting and, at the ne tinie, is what enables us
ttrinfeihow others are feeling.

We are bori with the mechanisms which give rise to feelings
and emotions. Th be sonic unlearned affective reactions,
such a§ those to in, but it appears that fur the most;part, we
learn to associate positive or negative affect with our experiences.
Thus, we learn to like foods and to dislike people on the basis of

hskin tutor or -their religions views. This process, which Freud
called eathexis, lakes place all through life, and it takes place in

, the classroom. Because of tfie inotiVational nature of these
affective attachments, it -becomes impo ant to measure these
attachments and, perhaps, even tm. important to understand..
how they .

A distinction needs to be 'nide between feelings atop emotions.
They are 1)9111 present in the classroom and have important, ;

consequences for learning!'but I would argue that 'for measure-
merit -purposes we are mainly concerned Mar feelings.'The
diagram belaw will illustrate this.

a
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Figure 1. Energy mobilized,in the body
as indicated by the strength of emotion.

The lowest level of affect mobilizes the least amount of energy
or motivation toward activk. This is runghly equivalent to the
basal niciabie rate, which is just sufficient energy' to maintain

is,
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life processes. Usually, in a waking state; we would be at a
somewhat, higher level of energy mobilization, which I have
labeled the "awareness level." We are aware of pleasant and
unpleasant sensaliiins associated with sensory inputs. If the
sensory input calls for action, normally the energy*. level and
sircogthof. feeling increase. Such an increase st'arts activity louse
the energy"and respond to the feeling. In the diagram the mow
represents such an ippwirPethaps in the classroom the teacher has
asked the studentA question. The upward curving line indicates
that the question has released energy. The student would then
anSWef the question, .thus making a constructive use 1 the
energy. When he has finished his answer the feelingebergy level
may or may not return to a lower level. If the response was
satisfactory, then the energy level lends to decrease. If, however,
the student does not have a satisfactory response, then the energy
Bevel may continue to climb as 1 have indicated with the dotted
line. The increased feelibg climbs to the level of strung emotion.
The student begins to squirm and feel uncomfortable. So much
mobilized energy with no milk can be contained only so long. If
the strident has no skills or knowledge with which to handle the
demands if the situation, he must do-something to gel rid of the
overwhelming feeling: This is the point at which he wilt run from
the rcom, pr yell, or hit someone, or cry; he lakes any action
which will release the energy and allow him to return to a more
comfortable level. As observers, we would be well aware llukt the
student was experiencing strong feelings. Ile :add also have
cognitions, but we would 6t less aware of them. The cognition in,
this case. :night be the knowledge that the instructor was the
cause of all Obis discomfort, and so, it is quite sensible to yell at
the leacher or run away. The concern of the educator is to help
the student learn to make adequate responses which enables the
energy to flow moduthively and not evoke'strong emotions.

Behavior at the level or strong eAlotion is indicative of the fact
that tIre student is under too mu pressure. Possibly this is
because of the demands of the classroom, or it may be due to
factors outside the school. Recurring behavior, indicative. of
unmanageable stress, suggests the need for speciApsychological
help.
' The above diagram illustrates :ion' term fluctuations of
feelings in response to immediate classroonr deniands. If the

f1 ,e
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student ?develops persisting liositive, feelings toward learning,

sward spOilledscognitiveonaterlaisuch as literature or reading,

and toward those ivalties which make for effective personal
functioning, then he will rarely fee) stress and will feel successful .

an 1965, tine journal Educational Leadership devoted an entire

issue to affectiyelearning. In the lead editorial, Early Kelley said:

"It coin well come about that this is one of the mast impPrtant

issues* the histpry of this publication. The reason for this

, statement. is that it has now become abundantly dear from

reSearcir and fronts reason, that how a person feels is more

important Mini What he knows. This seems true because-how one

feels controls behavior, while what one knows does not. What one

knoWs is used in behaviorto be sure, but the way it is used
positive or negative feelings. It is possible io be a'.

saint or a dcmon with similar knowledge" 065, p. 455).

. 1969,, Maga, wlajtas become one of our most respected.

researcherSin developmental psychology, published his book, The

'1nyelsokly of tire. stated: ."There is no behavior

patter'', however intellectual, which does not involve affective

factors'as motives. :7. Behavior- is therefore of a piece... .The

two 'ispects, affective and cognitive, are at lime same time

inssepapbte and irreducible" (1969;p. 158).
hr research, the interest and findings are becoming more

directly of concern to education. Ira Cordon (1970) *reports

studies in which the self concept,of an individual, in relation to

School: was, the best single predictor of achievement in scinia

Perhaps the- most comprehensive series of studies concerning the

effects of affective factors on school performance are those of

Bob Soar (1969 1972). hi a' chapter in the 1970 ASCD

Yearbook, lie summarizes his own research and that of more than

a dozen other researchers. The conclusions supported by all of

t this work clearly-indicate that a More indirect, more open, more

supportive style oficacher behavior increases the subject matter

- growth of pupils. In addition, such teacher behavior is associated

With ine,re fav6rable pupil attitudes toward school, and-increased

groivtli in creativity. Furthermore, the effects of such a faciliti-

classre,pm climate continues after the pupil leaves the

classroom.-
f.

in a study by Davis (1976), it was found that, in'college level
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classes where the teacher used student ideas and student input
was positively reinforced, the students reported positive attitude,
changes toward the subject matter. Fox, Lippitt, and Schmuck
(1964)- carried out research in an elementary school where they
found that pupils who perceive their parents as supportive of the
school utilize their abilities more 'fully. The same thing was true
of pupil liking of the teacher. When they liked her, they made
grealez use of their abilities. If they were dissatisfied with the
teacher, they were dissatisfied with themselves. In relationship to
their peers, students made greater use of their, abilities if they
were well liked. The opposite was true for students who bad few
friends. Morethildren made use of their abilities when inoic- of
the children were well liked.

Thii is only a small 'sample of the research in this area, and
clearly, it supports the idea that a person's feelings ate,. important
in thelearning process.. '

A SELF CONCEPT THEORY OF
MOTIVATION AND LEARNING

I wool(' like in' proceed with Tyler's second operation and
attempt to imbed these ideas about feelings in a model of learniti
and motivation. 'It seems possible that one of the reasons that
progress in understanding and measuring feelings in the classroom

t"isnaliat it has been done on an ad hoc basis. Altitudes, for
example' are measured without any cleat idea of how the
attitudes developed or what can be done if one wishes to change
attitudes. I believe that thiss because feelings and emotions can
only, be Understood in relationship to the personality of 4he
person expetiencing the emotion. It is as a person is evaluating
the' meaning of an experience for. his self that feelings' arise
(Beatty, 1969, p. 81), Furthermore, such a model had innplica
lions' for, what we sliduld he measuring in the affective domain
and for the kinds of instruments we should be tising.

Perceived Self in the World

This is a self concept model based on the hypothesis that an
individual organizes his experiences over time around a picture of

1 "
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himself or herself functioning in the world. This perception of
one's self in the world develops as one is reacted to by others.
The parents respond to the child as male or female. Each of these

- concepts is extremely complex. It includes how one dresses; what
one plays with, whit one plays with, and a whole constellation of
behaviors associated with maleness or femaleness. The child Is
also responded to with love or rejection and he sees himself as he
is seen, Le., if he is loved, he sees himself as lovable. ,

The child's behavior is also appraised as a member 91a culture.
The culture prescribes, a way of life ranging frthit what is
appropriate fouone to cat to the most deeply held values about
how one should lead one's life. This might be broken down into
many more detailed parts, but the important point is the fact that
the child experiences many, many actions and reactions which

.
guide him defining himself.The part oldie self which emerges
through this Process, I al the perceived self in the world. To the
child, this perception is who he is and it determines how he
relates to other people in the world. In the early years, the child
usually lives in a family that continues to respond relatively
consistently and to 'reinforce these developing images. The
images, therefoie, become his own picture of himself. In time, the
child learns, about alternate ways to be and behave, but since
these are incompatible with his perceived self, they are resisted
and the self concept which he has developed becomes reality; that
is the way he is. The perceived self changes as behaviors Which he
formerly. identified as himself cease to be reinforced, and some
hew image, which is being reinforced, replaces it. This happens as
the child moves from homb to school and to other parts of the

world, beyond his early experiencing. Thus, a,chiltl continues to
change and grow graduStly as his experience of himself in the
world reinforces or denies expanded or additional conceptions.
! however, at any one tinie, his behavior will be consistent with the

picture he holds of,himself.

The Concept of Adequacy

At the same- time that the perceived self in the.,world is

developing, another part of the self concept is emerging. Not only
does the child experience appraisals of what he is like, he is also

appraised in terms of what he, could or should be like. More
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impoilant than this, he has the models of mother and father who
are perceived as so much More powerfull than the child. To him,
as very young child, they appear to be able to do everything. If
only 'he could be like "Mommy" or "Daddy," then he too would
be able to control the world and his :Am life. Ile conceptualizes
that which, he is able to understand, or of which he may-be aware,
as their qualities and tries to become like this. Ile imitates
parental behaviors. Through this identificarioir process he devel-
ops an additional- part of the self concept which I call the
Concept' of Adequacy. It is a model of what one should be like if

-one is rally going to be able to satisfy one's needs and to
'function effectively. This part of the self also grows and changes-.
as the child grows. Later on, his ,mother and lather are seen as
having limitations and behaviors which cause negative affect in
the child, and he supplements_ his cuncept of adequacy with
additional 'identifications from other sources. At some point, it
may be the Bionic Man, or a supportive teacher, or a star athlete.
A person's picture of adequacy is a complex mixture of many
identifications and is, before long, completely unique to that
persOn. The concept of adequacy, like the perceived self, is reality
to the individual but is, of course, unlike anyone else's reHity.

Figure 2 is a diagram of this model of the self concept. As can
be seen, the perceived self and the concept of adequacy -overlap
-to some degree. As he grows, a person sees himself as adequate in

some ways. In the general way in which he lives his life, the way,
he dresses and eats, his way of earning a living, all may seem
adequate and the person has little desire to change them.
Ilowever, a large portion of these two pads of the self concept do
not overlap. A person's way of seeing himself is discrepant from,,,
his picture of adequacy. It is this disci epancy which is the major
source of the motivation to learn and grow, li;ch person is
continually striving to become more like his concept of an
adequate self.

Since behavior is consistent with the self concept, and since a
person is motivated toward adequacy, it is possible through the
observation of behavior to infer calacteristics of a person's self .
concept. This self concept consists of so many thousands of
perception's so that a full lindostanding would take much time
and observation. Fortunately, the behavior which is an expression
of the self concept can be organized around four nodal points. In
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SPACE

Consequence 1

Organizing Centers of the Self Concept (Feelings/Cognitions)

Personal Worth
Ability to Cope
Ability to Express
Autonomy (Ability to make choices)

Figure 2. A Self Concept Theory of Motivation and Learning (Beatty & Clark, 1968)
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other words, I think all behavior is related to one or,tuore of four ,
organizing centers lit the self concept.

--Worth

The first of these organizing centers is the feelings and
cognitions of personal worth. Hach person has feelings about his
perceived Self related to how wortjty he is. Ile also has a concept
of what pedal, worthiness would be -like. Ile is motivated to
learn ways in which he can behave so that it:will increase his
feelings of. personal worth. Feelings of worth come from being
loved.,;A child's experience of being wanted and includedymf

;having histneeds taken care of merely because he exists, buildsa

feeling of having Worth. There are also limes when needs other
than his are given priority by his parents and he is not included.
This means that he feels less worthy than it is possible to beconie.
If this discrepancy between how worthy he perceives himself to
be and hisperception of an ideal state of worthiness is small, he is
weakly motivated to try to become Lyme included and 'valued,
and to others, he appears secure. If this disdepancy is great, he
appears jealous or resentful of others, and strives continually for
attention. ,

Coping -

A second organizing centeLin the self concept is around the
feelings and cognitions 'concerned with coping in the world, The
increasing competence that a child experiences as he grows,
develops coordination, learns skills and acquires useful knowledge
gives him increasing Confidence that he is able to handle the..
demands of the world. The abilities of otliers, adults in general,
expert athletes, famous people, and people with talents whickare
admired, set a standard of coping ability beyond that of the child:
llowevin, as long as he is progressing in a satisfactory way in his
learning, he maintains .confidence that he too will become an

expert at coping. Learning to cope in our society is so complex
that it requires schools and many years ,.of Work to become
capable. If the demands of parents or of the school set unrealic"c
standards, or if- their judgments of him find fault with him, he
will lose confidence. Again, if the discrepancy between his

12w.
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petceived ability to cope and his concept of adequacy is small, he

will feel challenged and confident as he learns. If the discrepancy ,

begins to increase he will dislike school and want to escape. He

will have negative feelings'
,
about learning, -- -

The feelings of personal worth and of confidence that one can

_ cope with ones,world are two separate organizing centers. One

can be loved even though he can not tope, and one can cope even

if he is not loved. However, for the average p rsom they become

considerably entangled. The child may hay started out with

unconditional love as a helpless baby. Later parents may withhold

-love when a- child ehaves "badly" a; they may use love as a
reward ar "good" behavior. This tends to teach the'child-that

one achieves worth through doing as others wish, that coping
effectively is the secret_ of being prizes]. It is my .belief that the

schools art, to a large extentaesponsible for this confusion in the

child. 'the fact that much of what we insist that children learn in

school leaves them unmotivated, pushes us to use approval, and

threats to withhold it, as a source ,of motivation. The skill or
kmiwledge should be giving the child a feeling that he is
increasing his ability to cope. When he learns these things in order

to get love it turns our evaluation system into a kind of global

evaluation of the child. Since he is working for approval, ail, "A"

means he is really loved, and an "F"is strong'rejection. However,

there is no way' in which more knowledge or skill can bring

feelings, of worth for more than a transitory* period. At the

moment of great achievement,, one may feel a glow of ,being
admired, but it quitkly fades and the child Is still no more loved

than he was before the achievement. Using love or approval as a

motivating device may lead to :::eater productivity but it comes._

at a high psychic cost.
It. is possible to disentangle these two sets of behaviors, so that

an individual Li motivated to learn things because lie can clearly

see that they enable him to cope better. At the same time, he Cals ........

learn Skit wall comes from relating to people,around him so

that Mil care about him, merely because he is himself and not

because -lie can cope well, I have hope that prowss in measuring

affect will contribute to a recognition of classroom processes

Which keep Ihese.lwo'centeSof motivation separate.
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Expressing

I have said earlier that all experience is accompanied bar a

pleasant or unpleasant affective tone. The nature of the organism
is suclOhat a number of activities, completely, unconnected with
Coping, are pleasant, and we are motivated to participate in them.
Music, rhythm, color and form are examples. They bring feelings
of fulfillment. It is my belief that bur frenetic culture, with its
emphasis on coping, has almost destroyed the arts. In the
elementary grades, scluiols enconrage expressive experiences
painting, sculpting, listening to music, marching and dancing, and
discovering the beauties of nature. These activities tend to.
disoappdar by mid-elementary school and return later only as
electives. It is this feeling of the need to express which I sec asAlte
third organizing center for behavior. -

This kind of expressing brings feelings of delight or beauty,
but they are not the only parts of,the self which need to be
expressed. The blocking effect of anger or fear, when we are
unable to think or-act effectively,gis known to all of us. Strong
positive emotions, such as great joy or love, distort our reactions
if they are suppressed. The expression. "I'm so happy I think I'm
going to bust," is indicative of the pressure such emotions -have
for expression. Unfortunatelyoutr culture. does not look favor-
ably upon strong emotions. In the growing yp process, limit of us
have experienced times when we were sent to our rooms to cry or
were forbidden express openly our feelings of anger. This was
particularly true if the anger was expressed toward a parent.
Schools, too, are resistant to emotional expressions. The net
result is that most people do not learn appropriate ways to
express emotions, or for that matter, to be with someone 'else
who is expressing emotion in their presence. If the discrepancy is
great beiween the way one perceives one's self as handling
emotion producing situations and the way one sees a really
adequate person handling it, the person will tend to bottle it up
and seem passive. This same person, in a sufficiently provocative
situation, may be unable to control it. The Tecliiig will come out
explosively; possibly even doing violence to others. On the other
hand, a person whose perceived self is only slightly .discrepant
from his concept of adequacy, will easily express his warmth, his
annoyance, his grief. Ile is more caaahle of showing feeling at any

U
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level or intensity, but he is less likely to show extremes of feeling,
anger, for ekample, because expressing annoyance, as it is

experienced, keeps it from building to unmanageable proportions.
.

Autonomy

The fourth center around which behavior is organized is called
autonomy. !Cis the feeling that one can make choices which-will
have a significant effect on one's life. We all start out life as`
highly dependent upon adults. As we develop some feelings of
worth, ability to cope and to express, we learn that, in every
situation, there are alternative courses of behavior. Sol re of these
alternatives arc more satisfy* than others. If we were truly
independent, we would be guided by our internal standards of
evaluation and become more autonomous. However, our. experi-
ence with authority, and the way in which others have manipu-
lated the rewards and satisfactions, tends to oppose this develop-
ment. There are many situations in which people feel, "I have no
choice.". This is not literally true, of course. One always has a
choice, but choices have consequences. It may well be that,
I)ecause of the consequences, even a highly autonomous person
would make the same choice as others in a given situation. The
feelings would be quite different, though. A person who says, "I-
have no choice," feels a lack of control over'aipects of his life.
The autonomous person feels that he always has a choice, and
that the course of action he takes is his choice. Ile can consider
alternatives with a real feeling that the issue is not foreclosed.
Thus, the person who perceives himself very differently from his'
picture .. adequacy may complain, but is docile with authority,
feels co.drolled and helpless to change 'Wily aspects of his life.,
Wher- 'he discrepancy is small, the person appears to be
independent and optimistic that, by his own efforts, he can better*
his situation.

These four organizing centers in -the self concept are inter-
, related in many ways. The feelings of personal worth seem to be a

kind of cornerstone of personality. It provides the pleasure and
optimism which makes growing up exciting and worthwhile. One
has the courage to try to cope with this complex world. But,
trying to cope also brings frustratioh, or Sometimes joy, so there
is need to, express. Our culture's prohibition pl. outwardly
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expressed strong feelings leads them to he tinned inward or
dammed up. Whey anger is boned inward it tends to WI to
feelings of depression because anger at the self gives rise to
punitive impulses toward the self for not being more capable.
Despite this, if the individual is encouraged and loved, he find's
that he can cope with the woild,..and this, supported by his
feelings of worth, enables him, to assert some autonomy. A

worthwhile person with coping skills can make choices which he
woUld otherwise fear or with which he would feel unable to cope.

As an individual grows, his perception of himself changes to
include his accomplishments. I lis concept of adequacy also giOcvs
to present amore complex -Pictuee'of what the individual could

.be like. If these two'areas of self grow in such a way that the)
discrepancy between them is never too- great, the person will
appear appropriately mature for his''age. As an adult, a person
who is niatnre, according to this description, would see himselfas

a worthy person with very little need to defend this perception.
Ile would move into various situations with the confidence that
he would probably he able to cope effectively. Ills expression of
feelings would be quite open and. accurate, and he would feel that
lie could reallYpiake choices which would have some influence
over his own destiny. Such a person would puha* be similar to
the descriptiOn that Maslow (1970) has giveirof a self-actualizing
person.

MaivAtion and Matti&

. This is the heart of the model and will, I think, provide a basis
for looking at the components of the learning environment which
bawl an important influence on affect and affective development
in -stkrdents. However, I would like to sketch. in the rest of the
model very briefly, as I think it will clarify some additional things
about the learninKenvironment.

Motivation to maintain the self and, when the opportunity
presents itself, to reduce the discrepancies between the perceived
self in the world and the concept of adequacy, are present at all
timed. The activity of an individual at some patticular moment
bangs into figure the motivations inherent in whichever is the
appropriate organising center in the self. While actually working
on learning some skill, the activity is energized by the motivation
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s .
to cope more adequately. Interpersonal relations, between boyi'
and girls for 'example-, in,addition to the biological drive, would
be energized by motivation to become more worthy. The painful' *.

folistruggling i t find one's' feelings, and talk about them, in an
encounter gro p draws upon the motivation to express. Outbursts
against authority, as unskillful and unlikely to succeed as they
may he, are still motivated, by the drive to become more mature
through becoming more autonomous. . . .

Over lime, an individual has learned many ways of maintaining
and enhancing the self- These are his strategies for becoeming, '''
which may include an orientation toward dependencythat is, a
tendency to rely on authtirity. Another may turn from author

. , A _

and try to find his,own ways of becoming more adequate, a lti
of problem salving orientation. In addition, people adopt short
and, long range gUals which guide their choice of activities. One
might decide to go out for the basketball' team or select some
vocational goal, such as becoming a teacher... Such goals are'
usually achieved by known patterns of behavior, such ' as
practicing basketball skills, or attending a collie which has a
teacher preparation program. These strategies or goals have been

incorporated in the self because they appear to offer routes
toward greater adequacy. .

MI of the behavior I have discussed occurs in a context which

is called, ou the diagram, the action space. For our purposes, this
would consist of the classroom and school environment. Within
the action 'space, there are many choices an individual may make.,
Perhaps any behavior is theoretically possible. Iltyever, by
various means, a particular action space; such as a classroom,
delin4s these choices. There are rules of conduct within a.
classroom; there are approved activities which the school believes
will enable a child to achieve certain educational goals; and, there
are selected resources provided. Thus, a math classroom is not
normally the Place within which a boy can practice his basketball
skills or work too actively on developing his relations with his
girlfriend. Not only does the classroom limit and direct choices,
the self concept of the child and Ille strategies lie knows, places
limits upon the choices he can make. A child who sees hiinielf as
linable to express himself well may not feel he has the choice of
volunteering to speak in class. If he sees himself as unable tdcope
mathematically, he may not feel that he can choose to do the

1.3J
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assigned work. Perhaps, in iris perception, being seen as lazy or
defiant Is preferable to being aldrown failure.

Despite the fact that a classroom is usually structured to
encourage certain kinds of behavior and discourage others, a child
may work on other goals. Much of the talking or whispering
between children is concerned. with interpersonal relationships
andis energized by the motivation to feel more worthy through
caring friendships.-I1 should also be clear that various ways of
structuring the action space, can facilitate or.inhibit the opportu:
nit)/ for a child to work on the adequacies about which he is
concerned...More will be said about this later. . .

Once the individual has assessed the' action space, I% acts in'
some way calculated to either tinaintain the perceived self or
enable him lofeel more, adequate. This model of the organization
of the self has been inferred from observation and inWrpretation,
over time, of the overt, acts of individuals. What we observe is the
content of the act. But, because we believe all behavior is caused,
we try to understand the intent of the act as one part of the
causal chain. The intent inferred from examining the context,
or action space, and giving attention to all aspects of the content
of the act. It has both cognitive and affective content. We can
observe the tone of voice,, body tension, gestures, changes in skiln
coloring such. as blushing, facial expressions, and the words which
arc used, When all of this has been considered, we ask ourselves,
"Can we understand what tire individual was trying, to accom-
plish?" The answer we come up with will often determine the
response we make, and this response then becomes the conse-
quence, or one of the consequences, perceived by the child as the
result of his act. The model which has been presented hereaas
been inferred from behavioi and should serve as an aid.. in
determing the kinds of consequences which will relate to the
child's*motivation and, therefore, be most helpful to Iris groWth.
What we are concerned with in trying to improve our measure-
ment of affect, is the kind of things which are important to
sant* from the action space, the individual's acts, and the
consequences provided by the school.

Parenthetically, it is worth noting that this last part of the
model, represented by the squares in the diagram, is the part of
learning which is of concern to B. F. Skinner. Those behaviors
which are wanted arc reinfor4ed. that is, because pleasant
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consequences occur, those acts; which we'value,Vre performed by
the individual. The rest of the ritodel, which Skinner would reject,
is concerned with understanding and predicting which act the
individual will pciform.

Awareing

Before we continue with. the question of how and" what to
measure, there is one more part of the ,model which should be
described. The consequences which the individual experiences
after he acts are interpieted by him in terms of their meaning for
the self. Because this interpretatioh is i somewhat complex
process foi which there seems to be no existing word, I have
called it "aware-ing." his. a process in which the consequence of
the individual's action is evaluated in terms of its consistency
with the self concept. If it is consistent, then it can be accepted
and evaluated a second time in relationship to adequacy. Does the
consequence mean I have become more adequate? tg the
consequence is inconsistent with the concept of self, it is

rationalized or denied: For example, if a telicher tells a student,
who sees himself as average, that his work was satisfactory, he can
accept this as consistent with Ids perceived self:Si:ice the work is
design to make him more adequate in coping with some aspectid

of life he feels that he is becoming more adequate. However, if,
with he same student, the teacher giies him strong praise, This
does :ot fit his conception oft-himself as average, and, while he
will el good about it, he will .tend to rationalize it away: "The
teacl er,was just in a good mood,:' or "I was lucky." We all know
how difficult it is for many people to hear a compliment. Because.
the Indent has explained away the compliment, it tends not to
ma him feel more adequate. The same thing is true when the
teat ter gives the student negative feedback; he will probably
rati malize it and, therefore, discount it. If the feedbackover time
is onsistently different from his earlier belief, there will be a
gra Ina) change in perceived self and, as a result, in his feelings of
ad quacy. The kind of consequences which capable leachers
pr vide in the classroom are typically of this kind, that is, a
gr dual building of feelings of confidence in coping or of personal
worth, and so forth. It tends to be gradual because the awareing
process is like a channel which ,will allo'w in only those things
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which are consonant with the perceived self. Other consequences
arouse negative feelings or strong emotions or anxiety and lead to
behavior which defends the self from such input. Rogers (1959)
speaks of a more rapid kind of change. sees the organization
within a person as a kind of gestiilt, where it is possible, by
changing' a minor item, to alter the whole pattern of organization.
This sometimes happens when a student goes to college. Ile has
been an excellent student in high school ...81 has his confidence

. quite suddenly shattered in college when he discovers that his
typical dials 'now tutly,rate a mediocre grade. In cam titian
With Ihe' best Om other high schools, the feedback Irptiekly
malees'hint feel far less adeqnste. This kind of change seems to be
rare in the, seinls II sometimes happens whoa an average
student suddenly develops a deep hams( and, with a stronger
motivation;,begins' to Urn in outstanding wink. The change
usually is puzzling but it is probably because the sthdent
suddenly sees the work as'really enabling him to cope better with
something important to him:

Learning

The diagram in Figure 2 can be divided into two pails: that
illustrated with circles and that presented as squares. Change can
lake place in any part of Ihe system, and the new configuration
will result in different behavjur. If a change lakes place in one of
the squares, that is, if an individual perceives his action space
differently; or learns tie' skills or knowledge that change his
actions, or if he interprets consequences differently, the cliange is
one which I call instrumental learning. The self content is not
changed necessarily. However, when an individual, takes on new
identifications in his concept of adequacy, there is now a change
in the discrepancies between the perceived self and the concept of
adequacy. Thus, molivathin changes and, quite possibly, changes
hr the strategies for becoming or in Ilse person's goals also take
place. I call this intrinsic learning. They ate clearly interrelated,

'hut they also differ in important Mays. If the teacher pays
attention -,only to fostering actions which ferment skills and
Inowlidge, the processis essentially training. Available choices its
the classroom and the teacher's actions which provide the
student's consequences are directed at coaitive outcomes or
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motor outcomes. The teaching of typing represents a simplified
example. The classroom is designed for this one function and the
pacedures are straight forward. Students are instructed to put
their forgers on the keys and to perform various actions. &long
as the student does as be is told, the teacher has little concern
with wIry the student wants to type,, or what he will use it for
when he gels through. If we pay attention to only the self
concept part represented. by -circles, then our concern is with
therapy. When the discrepancy between the perceived self and the
concept of adequacy is decreased, the person will function more
effectively, that is, have better interpersonal relations, cope more

__

confidently, express himself more openly, and take inure respon-
sibility for his own life. It seems clear to me that sound education
is concerned with both parts of the model. We want students to

t ht A d the necessary skills and knowledge but we also would like
to in ire that they use them effectively.

..:-, . .

AFFECT AND TILE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

Tliis model 'suggests that the learning -environment has an
impact on the cognitiveaffective elements which make up the self
concept. These are the factors which have significant effects upon
an

some,

feelings about himself. I would like to identify
some, of these Welly and discuss ,ways 'in which they can be
measmee In terms of the Figure 2 diagram, I am concerned with
the squares: the action space, the student's acts or behaviors, and
the consequences provided by the schooh

In a general sense, the action space perceived by-. a child
inehides all of the matters which influence him. It would include
his parent's- atlitudes,,possibly the public's reaction to the'

, schools, the general climate created by administrative policies and

rules, the size of the school, the number of children in The
classroom, the design of the curriculum, and so forth. Even the
aesthetic aspects of the grounds and interior decor have their;
impact. More directly, the, expectations of the teacher and ways
Ire or she ,relateslo children and the relationships among the
children arc of critical importance. The most important of these
influent-les are, -perhaps parental altitudes, the perceived relevance
of school and the material io be learned, the child's percept ion4of
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the teacher, and the child's relationship with other children.
Table I, while far from complete, is an attempt to list sonic of
these factors'under the organizing centers of the self concept
which' they would influence. The quality of these factors in a
classroom could be sampled either by direct observation or by an,
inventory completed by the students. Both techniques will be
described below,

In a small volume entitled, A Systeniftn. Assessing Affectivily,
Bob Bills (1975) has developed instruments for sampling some of
these. Ilis Parent 'Inventory is a 35-item multiple - choice instru-
ment which samples parental, attitudes and opinions. The first
four items gather information about the glade of their child inschool, their citizenship, and their levels of education. These
items are not scored. The rest of the inventory concerns feelings
about the quality of the school, the teachers and the way they
handle the children, and the kinds of things which the parents
think the_school. should be helping the children to achieve. The-.
inventory yields an attitude score from negative to positive
feelingsiabout school. Bills' studieshave shown that it is a reliable
instrument which is able to differentiate between grade levels and
ainong schools.

A second of Bills' instruments is a fairly global sampling of
many aspects of the school, named, Feelings About School. There
arc two forms of this inventory with 50 items in each. The areas
sampled have to do with the relevance of school work, the
fairness of the school, how tudent's think the teacher feels about
the children, the children's feelings about the teacher, bow
interesting schoolwork is, how they feel about guiding, and
further questions of this kind, It, too, is simple to- score, has
adequate reliability, and shows differences by sex, gra& level,
and among schools. It has been used hom 6th through fl2th
grades.

While sonic attitudes toward the teacher are sainpled in the
Feelings About School instrument, Bills has also nevelt)* a
Relationship Inventory. This has 72 items and enables students to
describe the qualities of the relationship they have with their
teachers. The statements read, for example, "Ile (she) respects
me," "Ile (she) tries to understand exactly how I see things," "Ile
(she) is acting a part with me." It yields four scores on
interpersonal relationship- variables. These are based on Bills'

13
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TABLE I

Elements of school organization, of the curriculum pr of teacher
behavior which are likely to have impact 011 a person's feelings of
personal worth, confidence that he can cope, feelings that he can
express openly and accurately, and that he can make significant
choices.

Worth
Warm-cold or impersonal climate
Respectful sarcastic

-Strengthening belittling-
Non-punitive punitive
Non-judgmental judgmental
Valuing individual differences
Empathetic

Coping
Challenging - dull
Eucouraging discouraging
Flexible pacing lockstep
Appropriate ratio of concrete/abstract
Flexible sequencing
Diffeien:es of opinion valued

Expressing
Acceptance of feeling expressions
Facilitation of fcel:ag expressions
Modeling/Teacher expresses openly

Autonomy
Genuine choice opportunities
Clear, non-doiinaticjules
Risk-taking encouraged
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theory of teacher variables which influence personal growth of..
-stinlenti. Adapted ham Rogers ,(1961), the variables arc:
empathic understanding of students, positive regard for students
as important' people, positive regard offered without conditions,
and congruency in their relationships with students. To quote
from Bills:

The term empathy is used here to describe a

relationship in which the student believes his teacher
understands what it is like to be a student the
teacher can 'walk around in the shoes of the student.'
Poiitiveness of regard merely means that, from the
point of view of the student, the teacher acts as &he
believes the student is an important person. If a
teacher is unconditional in his regard for a student, it

: seems to the student that the teacher is not placing a
'price' on his positive,regard, saying in effect, 'I will
regard you highly if you are the kind of ,person
value and will not regard you highly if you arc
different.' And by congruence it is meant that the
student perceives his teacher to be thinking and
feeling in a manner consistent with how he.--ig
behaving the teacher does not give the appearance
of thinking and feeling one way and talking or
behiving as if he is thinking and feeling in another
way. (1975, p. 42)

The students respond to the items of the inventory by using a

point Likert-type scale, Bills has computed the reliability of the
scales..The intercorrelations among them runs from .74 between
empathic understanding and level of regard, to .34 between
unconditionality of regard and level of regard. The factor of
unconditionality of regard seems to be the most independent.
Bills suggests that these factors have considerable separateness bin:
are often present in the same person to the same degree. I would
expect that unconditionality of regard is the one which most
people are least prepared to give, We tend, as I said earlier, to get
coping behavior entangled with the rewards of approval and love.
In fact in Bills data, the lowest scores in one study, with an

N=6929, are on this factor. The scales showed adequate split half
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reliability and individual hem correlations with total scale. The
four scales give significantly' different mean scores and show
differences by sex. sade level, and school. The data which Bills
has gathered also show that students rate their teachers as having
higher regard mid congruence than empathic understanding or
unconditionality of regard. Male students scored their teachers
lower on all four variables than did female students, Uncondition-

< of regard and congruence scores stay about The same from
lower to higher grade levels, but scores ofileVel of regard and
empathit understanding decrease. This is interpreted to mean that
as students proceed to the higher grades, they find that teachers
regard them less highly and are less empathic.

.

On these three inventories developed by Big, all of the scores
indicate the way in which the school setting and teachers ate
perceived on scales which run from,negative to 'positive. 1.1e has
tested samples totaling from 2,000 students or parents up to
more than 6,000, from grades six through college, and from six to
ten different schools, depending on the instrument. There are
neither norms nor clear means for interpreting results. It also
seems possible to fake such inventories in -order to create a good

impression. Bills has collected his data with promised anonymity
and there 'is certainly no need to know individual identities in
order to assess the learning environment.

The research by Fox et al. (1964), referred to earlier, showed

that relationships with classmates are also important. Two
variables are of particular interest: how well a child is liked and
how broadly diffused friendships are over the class. Better liked
children made better use of their abilities, and the more children
in a classroom who had friends, the more children who made
fuller use of their 4ibilities. The techniques for sociometrie
measurement are well developed and can be carried out quite
simply in the classroom. Each class member indicates his chOiCes
of other children he or she Wouid like to be with. The question
could be phrased hi terms of a number of settings such as choice
'of seatinates, classmate to invite home, classmate as a fellow
committee member, and so forth.,' Usually a child is asked to
make three choices and it is quite common and useful to ask
them to indicate three whom they would rather not have with
them. The data can he displayed as a diagram with arrows
connecting children to show the pattern of choices and rejections.

1 41,
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It can also be organized as a sociograph (Clark, 1952), which
shows status among ,Yners by indicating those most chosen and,
those chosen by popular children. It also reveals the lines of
communication in the class..Cleavage lines-appear when none of
the children in a higher status group have chosen any of the
children in a, lower Mattis group. ,Not only floes this mean that
there are different status rankings, but that one group literally
does not talk to the either group. In terms of Fox's research, the
More cleavage lines, or the more rejected children there are in a <s.

classrdOm, the fewer children who will be fay. utilizing their

With these .examples of how the action space can he measured,
I would like to move to the next area in my diagram, the
student's actions in the action space. I shall make a few general
comments and combine further consideration of tk,stutient's
action with,the next area the consequences a child experiences
in the classroom when he acts.

Attitudes toward subject matter and The values which students
hold are relevant to learning. Teachers often have an objective to-
develop positive attitudes and clearly, attitudes, can facilitate or
block learning. Inventories for measuring them are well developed
and self devised scales, using Itetuniers or Melt type scales, are
easy to use. The means of student scores on these gives an
indicaticu of classroo impact and positive attitudes tend to
correlate with retention and possibly with future use of ;kills or
knowledge. This [nob* needs no further discussionchere.

P The interdependence of a child's behavior and the conse-z -

quences which follow -is a natural unit of measurement and it
reveals what is being reinforced. However, it has been difficult to
gather this data. It seems increasingly evident drat to split
behavior and consequences ;Tint simplifies the data to the point
of meaninglesSness. It could well be the reason that so many
earlier studies in education have come up with the result "no
significant differences." Soar (1972) states it this way, "Crowing
evidence for the existence, of complex interactions:, between
classroom behavior, the natule of the learning task, and character-
istics of pupils, points strongly to the need for more subtle, more
complex, and more extensive research on classioo learning." (p.
23). One technique which seems to meet sonic of these needs is
observation. It has sonic disadvantages in that it requires training

4
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of observers, takes The time of a skilled observer, and may, at
least initially, make teachers and children self conscious. It -does
have definite advantages, however. It gives data based directly
upon observed behavior. It keeps the connection intact between
the learning (ask; the teacher behavior, and the student behavior.
Finally, it makes possible the sampling of a more complete range
of factors which influence pupil growth.

The development of satisfactory observation instruments is
still continuing, but there is one-instrument which has been
widely used and has probably been subjected to more study and
development than any other currently available. This is Ned
Flanders' Classroom Interaction Analysis (1970). In a book
published in 1970, Analyzing Teacher Behavior, Flanders has
discussed classroom behavior techniques for recording, analyzing
and interpreting the data, and a number of uses which caw lie
made of the technique. Since this resource is available, I will limit
the discussion here to the process of data collection, the kind of
data that it produces,--and a few of the major findings from its
use.

The term "interaction analysis" refers to any technique which
attempts to gather data on the chain of events in a classroom. A
trained observer sits in the classroom and records the flow of
events according to predetermined categories. lie learns code
symbols, for each category, and as he observes the events in the
classroom, lie writes down the code symbols which classify the
event. With this long list of categorizations, it is possible to
analyse the frequency of events in each category and to see how
each event is part of a longer chain. Inferences about the chain
then can be made. It is important to make entries at a consistent.
rate of 20 to 25 tallies a minute in order to know what
proportion of the time is spent in each activity. Flanders'
approach is a ten-category system (Table 2). Seven categories are
used when the teacher is talking, two when-students arc talking,
and one to indicate silence or confused activity.

01 the seven categories of teacher talk, i1 first three -

responses to students: "accepts feelings," "praises or en-

courages," and "accepts or uses ideas of pupils." A fourth
category is "asks question." In early research, these four
categories were referred to as indirect teacher influence. The next
three categories, "lecturing," "giving directions," and "criticizing
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Table 2. Summary:of Categories for
the Flanders System at Interaction Analysis

IA
..1
4.
F"
C4
11.1

W

t d
ix
ZS

4 v!
RI

. Accepts Feeling: accepts and clarifies
the feeling time of the students in a
imitthreatening manner: Feelings may
be positive tie negative. Predicting nr
recalling feelings-ate included. .

2. Praises m Encourages: praises or
encourages student action or behavior.
Jokes that release tension, not at the
expense of another. individual, nodding
head or saying **tontine in "go on"
are included.

3. Accepts or Uses Ideas of Student:
clarifying, building, or developing
ideas or suggestions by a student. As
teacher brings more ideas Into .play,
shift to categmy five.

4. Asks Question: asking a question
al t content or procedure with the
intent that a student answer.

6
ZS is.

4

5. Lecturing: giving facts or opinions
about content or piocerlinc.
expressing his OWI1 ideas, :ling
ilietor kat questions.

6. Giving (Spec : directions, com-
mands, of toilets to winch a student ts
expected to comply.

7. Ctiticiting 01 Justifying Antlionty:
statements intended to change strident

-,behavior f nonacceptable call ac
ceptaide pattern; bawling someone
out, stating what lie is doing; extreme
sell:defence.

X
GI *-3't

tt.

R. Student Talk Response: tall, by stu-
dents in response ti' teacher. Teacher
Initiates the contact or solicits state.
ment.

9. Student Talk Initiation: tall. by spa
dents which they initiate. If "tannin:
4111.. SlIttietti is only to indicate who

., may talk next, docover mum decide .

whether student .anted to talk, II he
did, use this categbry. .

10. Silence tit Ctalfil lois: pauses, stunt
periods of,stlence rd periods of con.
fusion in which cr rim lllll i lllllllll cam
not be uuderitocui 14 the observer. . ....1

Violn: Flanders, N. A. Teacher influence. in ell attinnks, anti
achievement. (('ooperative. Research Ittonost.iph No, 12, OF
25040) Washington: I.I.S. Gov enl Printing Lit tice,
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or justifying authority," were called direct teacher influence.
Flanders' research showed that in classes in which students scored
high on liking the teacher, feeling motivated, believing there were
fair. rewards and punishments, lack of anxiety, and independence,
the teachers, Used more- indirect influence; whereas, teachers of
the classes in which students scored,low on these factors used
more direct influence., The differences between teachers classified
as using more indirect influence versus more direct influence are
small. Flanders comments, "One gets the impression that a small
amount of indirect influence lubricates the classroom gears of
subject matter learning, and even though the total amount of
indirectness is small, its presence or absence is significantly
related to the positive or negative attitudes of pupils, respective-
ly" (1970, p. 392). -

Ohe other instiument Which produces data abaftt some of the
interactions in the classroom is a further one developed by hill5
(1975) entitled, Locus of Responsibility Scale. It is a 27 item
multiple choice inventory designed to tap the snidest::: percep-
tions of the' nature of classroom interaction. As Bills describes it,
it a [twos to answer the question: 7110 is making decisions in
the classroom?" The answer comes as scores for each of three
categories: teacher:centered, interactive, and student-centered.
Bills suggests that scores that are balanced between the three
categories, with the highest score on interactive processes for
making acisions, seem optimal. This instrument differentiates
among grade levels and schools and between sexes. Although both
sexes see teachers about the same way on teachercenteredness, /-

females report higher student - centered relationships. There afe:-
many possible patterns of interaction, some of which might
correlate with affective variables.such as attitudes toward school.
Bills does not report any such studies.

Measuring Affect in Individuals

The self concept model which I live presented becomes even
more useful when one looks at affective processes in individuals.
Specifically, the measurement of individual affect concerns the
kind of cognitiveaffective "acts" of individuals which enable us
to infer feelings about adequacy. Ilow can we measure the
cognitiveaffective dispositions associated with the organizing
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centers of worth, coping, expressing, and autonomy Or choice
making?

In order to answer this, thave followed a strategy proposed by
Jim tophain (Payne, 1974) for specifying affective objectives. It

consists of five steps:

1) Make a general statement of the affective ohjectivei.
2) Imagine a student who personifies these objectives and try

to describe the behavior which he would exhibit.
3) Imagine a student who does not possess these qualitieg, or-

possesses the opposite feeling, and try to describe the
behavior he would exhibit:

4) Select situations in which the two imagined-people would
respond 'differently.' This could be a naturally occurring
sitriation or one that is contrived:

5) As a final step, one should select those situations which
most effectively, efficiently; and practically define the
intended outcomes.

A general statement of the affective objectives might be as
follows: As students progress through school, they, will maintain
or increase feelings of personal worth, of being able to cope, of
being able to express openly and accurately, and of being to sonic
degree autonomous, that is, able to make their own choices.

The statement uses the words, "maintain or increase." The
'assumption is that some children have relatively healthy self
concepts; that is, there are small discrepancies between the
perceived self and the concept of adequacy, and the classroom.
should help them maintain this. Others, with larger discrepancies
between perceived self and the concept of adequacy, will have
classroom experiences which will enable them to increasingly feel
that their perceived selves are becoming more adequate.

The attempt tO follow steps two and three in the Popham
strategy are presented in Table 3. The behavioral characteristics
listed for students who- have feelings of adequacy and those who
feel much less adequate c;.ar serve as a guide for determining the
kind of data one needs to gather, or for the selection of an

instrument which will measure dimensions of the self concept.
Once again, the observation could be used to look at the

behavior of individuals. Though it may be an effective method, it
certainly is not the most efficient or practical. For research
purposes, observation could SCIVe'as an independent easure for
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TABLE 3,

The cognitive/affective variables of worth, coping, expressing, and
autonomy for two hypothetical students.

POSSESSOR
Worth

Positive self reference (self accepting)
Comfortable with people (poised)
Is friendly (has friends)
Can admit imperfections (take criticism)
Independent
Flexible
Undefensive/open
Trusting
Warm (loving)
Spontaneous
Can relax (not tense)
Happy
Can be quiet

NON-POSSESSOR
Worth

Seeks reassurance/denies own importance
Nervous around people
Few friends/quarrelsome with peers
Boasts
Dependent on authoritor others
Rigid

Easily defensive/denies actions
Suspicious/wary
Cold
Calculating/mean
Often tense/rarely relaxed
Unhappy
Attention,getting



Coping--
Takeirestionsibility/ickid leader
Sees school work as challenging
Curious /participates
Problem solving approach
likel school
Competent in school work
Sociometrically chosen for tasks

Expressing
Talks easily in class/outspoken
Shares feelings (even negative)
Takes positions on issues
Open about feelings/self revealing
Direct/blunt
Constructive confrontations
Less superficial talk

7

Autonomy /Can Make Choices
Can disagree openly
Decisive
Can take reasonable risks
Thinks through issues & decisions
Resistance to authority/reality oriented/tests for-self
Internal locus of evaluation

140

Coping
Poor leader/irresponsible
Dislikes work
Dislikes novelty/reluctant to participate
Flounders
Dislikes school
Does poor work
Not chosen for tasks

Expressing
Does not volunteer to participate
Hides feelings/pokerface/fake smile
Not clear what he believes
Denies feelings
Super tactful/unclear meanings

Destructive/blows up/blastsr
Chatters

Autonomy
Never disagrees or really agrees
Wish-washy
Plays it safe
Impulsive/flip-flops
Authority oriented
Dependent/checks out others
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,validating self report typo measures. It is also a useful tool in the
case of an' individual child who seems to be having difficulty in
school.. In this __case, rather than an interaction analysis tyke
observation; ft would pritibly be most helpful to employ an
anecdotal record as described by Preseoti (1957).

. When we turn to other measuring instruments, it is clear that
there are problems which do not appear when measuring
cognitive variables. The firit problem is that, with the exception
of sonic attitude inventories, very little,affeetive measurement has
been done in the schools. There may even be resistance to taking
the time for, such measures since,- most of *the existing odes,
developed independent of 31I, s explanatory,, theory, (rave not
supplied data which had dear usefulness. They may be useful
directly_ totainnseling situations, but for the most part, they do
not seem to get' very close to the total hInamies affecting
motivation and learning. It seems to me that those of us
concerned with measurement and research in education must help
teachers understand,tlie importance of affective factors.

A second kind of problem, related Ao tIN first, is that some of
the better known psychologists, Skinner (1974) for 'example,
deny the importance of Internal processes. These, too, are seen as
the resultant of reinforcement processes. They argue that, if one
provides the appropriate consequences skillfully enough, any
,behavior one desires can be developed. 'I do not believe that
behaviorists have demonstrated this with the more complex
human processes. At the same time, I think there is evident , that
internal variables correlate with behavior and predicted outcomes.
I have already reviewed some of this research. In the end, it is
essentially an empirical question to be settled by further research..

A different kind of problem arises because, wink -the exception
of observation, affective measuring instruments are, for the inost

part, self report statements._ t is clear that these arc' subject to
distortion. In a study by (,etzels and Walsh (1958), it was
assumed that any question serves as a stimulus for an individual
to set up a personal hypothesis as to hriw he would answer the
question. Ile then checks his personal hypothesis with the
situation. Following that, a verbal response is made which is
either the personal hypothesis or a distortion which fits the
situation. With this minitheory, they put forth several

hypotheses for research. The first one was that questions dealing

I
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with socially conflicted objects of inquiry, would elicit a large
,discrepancy between the personal hypothesis and the expressed
.reaction. The second hypothesis stated that questions.dealing
with socially neutral objects would elicit small discrepancies
between the two. They tested the hypotheses by giving persons.
two questionnaires, one made up of direct questions, and one, a
sentence completion questiumaire; which was scored as a
projective ,technique. Both of their hypotheses were cold-lolled.

The finplications of this stud9-are essentially that, in any
attempt to measure affective variables, we are asking students to
make ,public statements subject to a social desirability effect, lit
die cases Where such a public' statement lined h. invoke
defensiveness, techniques should be employed which minimize.
this. In Getzele study, the use of a simple projective technique
was able to circumvent much of the distortion. It is also posiible
to use a paired comparison technique in which statements are
selected which have a low correlation -with scales of social'
desirability, such as developed by Edwards (1957).

There are' problems connected with establishing validity for
affective instruments. Reliability and content validity seem to
cause few problems. Concurrent validity, the correlation between
the instrument and independent measures of the, same trait,
presents the problem of finding really good independent,
indicators. Correlations with othei tests, purportedly measuring
the Sallte construct, are usually positiv often significant, but
low. Construct validation, the degree to \'whielk,an instrument'
accurately measures the cohatruct, presents probleInsvhiai
think are mainly due to the difficulty of defining the constioct. I
think that improvement in this area and in the area of predictive
validity will conie as we develop definitions i, ores tied to
behavior. I haveittied to do this in Table 3. Certa;..iy it is an area.
which calls for much work and ingenuity.

Warren Findley, in a personal communication, called toy
attention, to a paper submitted for presentation at AMA by
Walker and KleGranahan (1976). The paper concerns the
development of an affective measine which samples four kinds of
attitudes: feelings toward school, social structure and climate,
altitudes toward reading and math, and self concept in school. An
espec.ially interesting part of the study was the validation
teclinhpie used. A group of students was asked to play-act that '
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they enjoyed school and felt competent in their school work. A
,second group was asked to play-act the opposite. To quote from
Dr. Walker's letter: "The logic of the study was this: if students
who are pretending to have a specific attitude give a certain set of
responses, then those, responses am a valid indicator of the
attitude when given by students who are not role-iilaying." In
addition to the imaginative technique, there was an interesting
finding. Students role-playing ,positive attitudes achieved very
high .scores on the attitude measures, while 'those role-playing
negative attitudes had scores close to zero. This clearly indicates
that what the test constructor thought were items which would
measure positiveness and negativeness agreed to a very high
degree with students' perceptions. This would seem highly
validating. However, "real" students do not score at these
extremes, most likely because their feelings are mixed or qualified
in sonic -way, Since constructs are defined in "pure" terms (a
person has it or. does not have it), the results of validation studies
do not conic out as clearly as we would like.

The solution to validity Problems. still lies ahead, but we
should be aware that we are working with constructs describing
very complex processes and functions: "There is no royal road to
'self;' we are forced to approach idong the only paths open to us,
through the tortuous byways of analysis, inference, hypothesis,
and reconstruction" (Mason, 1976). The prize is increased ability
to predict and to formulate effective teaching methods.

Despite the problems which we have discussed, there are
literally hundreds of infective measures. Some are quite well
known such as the Rorschach or Thematic Apperception
Technique. A large number of newer ones are biiefly described in
Improving Educational Assessment and An Inventory of Measures
of Affective Behavior (Beatty, 1969) under headings such as
"Attitude Scales," "Creativity," "Interaction," "MOtivation,"
"Peisonality," and "Self Concept." The measures are in various
stages of development and offer a variety of approaches .to the,

measurement problem.
Before talking about a specific instrument which has been

developed just for the purpose of assessing individual effectivity
in the schools, I would like to give brief descriptions of several
approaches to affective assessment. 04 technique which is not
too well known is the kemantVDifferential, developed by
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Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957). They assume that
adjectives are the most important words for conveying the shades
of meaning which concepts have for us. They experimented with
a number of hi-polar adjective scales for rating concepts. Of the

. many different ilimensions.studied, three were found to account
for most of the variance. They were evaluation, for example,
good-bad; potency, that is, strong-weak; and activity, adjectives
such as fast-slow. Actually, the major part of the variance is
accounted for on the evaluation dimension alone. This is
probably true because it is the main element of affective
reaction's. if a concept such as school was studied, students might
be asked to rate it on a number of 7-point scales c :cruet! with

-- evaluation such as, good-bad, beautiful -ugly, fair-unfair,
happy-sad, and nice-awful. If ten scales were used, one would get
scores on a 7-point scale ranging from ten to 70. These scores
could then be compared to determine positiveness or negativeness
toward various aspects of school, differences in attitudes between
the beginning-acrd --e-u-d-otrschool-year, across grade levels, and so
forth. The concepts could, of course, be chosen to sample aspects
of worth, coping, expressing, and autonomy.

Another pleasuring tool, appropriate to affective variables, is
the Q-sort developed by Stephenson (1953). The technique was-
used by Rogers (1954) to assess personality changes associated
with therapy. Tlie-Q-sort is constructed by selecting a number of
statements about personality ur behavior. It is possible
to use a Q-sort developed by someone else, but in order to
include those particular behaviors which are relevant to the study,
the items are usually developed Wy the person doing the
assessment. These statements are printed on separate cards, and
the person being. tested is asked to soil them into piles ranging
from "most like me" to "least like me." In order to insure
uniform distribution of the traits, a "forced-normal" distribution
is used. The subject is asked to place a specific number of cards in

`each pile. For example, if the sort had 54 items in it, one would
use nine piles and' place only three items in each of the extreme
piles, live in the two next most extreme, six in the :led, eight in
the next, and ten in the middle pile. The data derived from this
procedure consists of an individuart beliefs about his
characteristics. It cap also be used in a number of other ways such
as sorting the items the way one thinks the teacher sees one, or in
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terms of one's concept of adequacy. An individual can also sort

according to the way he thinks most descriptive of another

person. Each of these sorts represents the sorter's perception, and

there are no norms which can be applied. Comparisons can be

made' by computing correlations between two separate sortings of

the items. It is also possible to discover which items are used most

often within a group of students to describe thenAelves or others.

Stephenson de-scribes even more, elaborate ways of constructing

and using the methqd. The scoring is somewhat time consumin,

but the instrument has great flexibility and could certainly be

used as an independent criterion while studying the validity of

another measuring device.
Projective techniques are particularly appropriate when there

is concern that students might want to distort their answers td

create a particular impression. Some projecti;ies are complex and

take long training to score. There arc simpler approaches,

however, ,such as 'the sentence completion technique mentioned

in fietzels and Walsh's (1958) research. A person is presented

with part of a sentence such as,."People like me . 2.," and he is

. asked to finish the sentence in any way he wishes. It is possible to

look at the content of the ending provided by the person for

cognitive reactions, but as an affective instrument, it is scored in

terms of whether or not the completion shows positive, negative

or indeterminate affect., In the case of the stem, "People like

me ...," if the student finished it with the phrase, "most of the

time," it would be scored as positive affect. It is possible to 'get

high agreement among raters and this approach has great

flexibility. It has the usual advantage of a projective technique,

that of being able to tap feelings which might be hidden if asked

-.for directly. By measuring variables both directly andlvith this

projective technique, the investigator could use the discrepancy

lietween responses as an indication of defensiveness. High

defensiveness is suggestive of doubts about personal worth.

The Index of Adjustment and Values, developed by Bills et al.

(1951), is a self perception measure which has probably been

more thoroughly studied than any other single instrument for

assessing sell' concept. It began in 1951 as a measure of adult.

adjustment, and through continual work, naw offers forms to

; measure adults, high school, junior high school, and elementary

sclunil students from the third grade on up. Each Of these forms
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has been tested for reliability and, to some degree, for validity.
The adult form has also been used extensively in research. The
instrument, the validation studies on it, and some of the research
results using it, are reported by Bills in his book, A System for
Assessing Affectivity (1975). I would like to present some of the
highlights from that report,

The instrument consists of two answer sheets, each containing
it list of 49 adjectives, and.two instruction sheets. The Index of
Adjustment and Values (IAV) asks an individual to rate himself
on a five point scale with regard to how much of the time the
adjective characterizes him. lie is then asked to tale, again on a
five point scale, how he feels about being this way, and finally, to
rate how he would like to be with regard to the same trait. When
he completes the ratings for himself he is then asked to make the
same assessments as he believes his, peers would rate themselves..
The two answer sheets are identical. The instruction sheets differ
only in that the word "he" instead-of -"ris-used-to-indicate that
one is rating others rather than self.,

The instrument yields scores showing the difference between
the perceived self and the perceived ideal self, a comparable score
for perceptions of other people, and two scores which summarize
the relationship between a person's self acceptance and his
perception of other people's self acceptance. This is done by
summing each of the columns and computing a discrepancy score
between Column ICI am _______") and Column III ("I would like
to be ______")

_ The IAV for Self can be examined at several levels. Each rated
Wit gives specific information about how an individual sees
himself, how he feels about it and how he would like to be. Such
information is probably of use only in counseling. It is also
possible to compare scores with normative data provided by Bills.
This would probably be most useful in examining or comparing

_troop means. For example, is this class more self accepting than
that class? The third level would be concerned with the
behavioral characteristics of people with high or low scores on the
IAV. Bills provides some information on this. Ile suggests that
self acceptance is not a linear function but one in which scores
around or just above the population mean represent optimal
adjustment. . ,

Bills has developed another score which appears to be a teal
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innovation. This is what he calls categorical scores. By using the

Column II ( "flow you feel-about yourself") sums from both the

-Self and Others ratings, a person can be assigned to one of four

categories. If his Self Column II score is at or above the
population mean, he is assigned a plus (+). If the rating score for

Others is equal to or above the rating he gave to himself, he is

assigned another plus, and is labeled a ++ person. If a person's
Column II score for Self is below the mean for the population lie

is assigned a minus (). If, at the same time, the ratings on Others

is above his score on Self, he is given a second sign of plus. The

four combinations then, make it possible to have categories of

people labeled -++, +, and --. Thus, ++ people are those
who score themselves above the mean of the population on self

acceptance and see others as equally or more self accepting!%

Plus-minus people see themselves as more accepting than the
population but see others as less accepting of themselves. The 7+

person is less self accepting but sees others as more self accepting

and the -- people are neither self accepting. nor do they see

others at self accepting.
Sonic of the score interpretations which Bills believes are

supported by his research are as follows. Increases in Column I

and II on the Self measure are usually indicative of positive
change. At the same time, a decrease in the discrepancy score

between Columns I and III may be positive. Bills theory assumes

that personally well-adjusted people like themselves and see

themselves 25 little discrepant from their ideal selves. When it

conies to category scores as a means of assessing change, two

variables are taken into account together: perceived self accept-

ance and perceived elf acceptance of others. Changes hi
categories are seen as indicative of change hi self perception. To

evaluate this, the four categories are interpreted from most
desirable to least desirable in the order ++, --+, +, and --.

Research which supports these interpretations and data on

reliability and validity are all reported ills' book (1975).

With the instrunncnts which I aye discussed for measuring

affective variables in individuals, it should be possible to assess

the four cognitive - affective organizing centers presented in my

self concept theory. When measures of the learning environment

are studied in relation to strident scores on affective variables and
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their performance in school, it should be possible todeepen our
understanding of the factors which enable children to learn in
schooland become effective people in their lives beyond school.
Both sets of measures, those for the learning environment and
those to assess students,:have been drawn in relation to an overall
theory- of motivation and learning. This should enable us to
develop an appropriate rationale for our measurement efforts,
and the Jesuits of our ineasurement,should enable us to correct
and extend the theory. If such an endeavor lives up to its
promise, it could well lead to important changes in the schools.

15,j
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EVALUATION AND THE AFFECTIVE-DOMAIN

William J. Gephart :Robert B. Ingle
Phi Delta Kappa 8c . Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

There are two ways in which evaluation and 'the affective
domain must be considered. The first is evaluation of affective
aspects of programs, personnel, or products. The second is the use
of affect in evaluation. Understanding the first encompasses (a)
the general nature of evaluation process, (2) what it consists
of, and (3) how it works. Understanding the latter requires (1)
knowledge of the affective domain itself and (2) the acceptance
01 all epistemology, a way of knowing, that is not held in high
respect in our culture. This paper presents thoughts about these
five points that were examined and,re- examined at the NSPER:

-76 sessions.

THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE
EVALUATION PROCESS

Evaluation is a systematic problem-solving process. This is a
basic point on which all of the evaluation theorists agree. As such,
evaluation is a derivative of the scientific method akin to the
reseakle, the development and other systematic problem-solving
processes. Like -research and development, the evaluation process
involves a problem, the design of a systematic plan of action to
resolve that problem, the reliance on data in solving the problem,
and the evaluation of a product. Evaluation differs from research
and development and these differences became apparent when
one specifies the general characteristics of the problem, the action
plan, and the product for each of the procesies.

To make clear the differences between an evaluation problem
and a research or development problem, it is necessary to define
the concept "problem" as a component of the scientific method.
McDowell (1966) asserts that a problem consists of two elements,
an intention and a barrier to the realization of that intention.
McDowell says that a problem statement documents the inten-
tion, explicates the barrier, and presents either data or 'a
convincing logic that establishes- the connection between the two.
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McDowell's work and the deliberations of the participants in
the 1972 NSPER sessions (Gephart, et. al., 1973) make the point
that the abstract language of the scientific method is deterrent to
the actual work of systematic problem solving. That is, the terms
"intention" and "barrier" need to be made more specific ifItynk'
is to be accomplished. To achieve tha: specificity NSPER: 72

'tticipants delineated three types of intentions' and their
associated barriers as shown In the table below:

TABLE 1: Intentions and their Barriers

Inienilon

I. To know in a generalizable
or theory sense.

2. To do some task.

3. To choose one item (or
some subset) from a set for
teat men( different than

the others in the set.

Barrier(s).

la. The item to be known has
never been studied before
or,

lb. The study or studies of
the item are inconclusive.

2a. The tools or procedures
for doing the task have
not been created, or

2b. The tools or procedures
for doing the task will not
perform at the quantita-
tive or qualitative levels
desired.

3. The relative worth of
each of the items in the
choicemaking situation is
not known.

When we have an intention to know that is problematic, the
research process is the appropriate resolution strategy. When done
properly the research process produces evidence which supports

Ill is readily recognized OM oilier Wires of inienlions. exisl. The three
dealt with, in this paper are C01111110111Y misundentaod allit mired togelliet
by educators.
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or rejects conjectures (hypotheses) about bits of phenomena
and/or their relationships. The aeveloponen1 process, the appro-
priate resolution strategy when an intention to do is problematic,
creates work tested tools or procedures. An intention to choose
th at is problematic Is best resolved by the e-aluation process.
When done properlyelhe evaluation process gives information to
decision makers information which helps then' determine the
relative worth oldie-alternatives being considered.

Evaluation and development are similar processes in their
focus on a specific situation. They are different in that evaluation
produces information while development produces tools and
procectures. The products of evaluation and research are also
similar anitdifferent. They both produce information. Research
&fie right produces information that is applicable in different
places and times. It is generalizable. Evaluation on the other hand
produces situation specific information: What is the relative
value of alternatives A, B, C in location Y at time T?

Evaluation then is a systematic problem-solving methodology
similar to the research and development processes, but different
from them inclerms of the specifics of the purpose it serves and
what it produces. r

THE COMPONENTS OF THE
EVALUATION PROCESS

A second way of examining the evaluation process is initiated
by the question, "What does it consist of? What are its
component parts?" A review of,the literature on the evaluation
process is indirectly helpful in answering this question. That is,
although much of the literal. .-e alludes to the components of lire
evaluation process, few if any writings focus on the delineation of
Ihein directly.

Five components can be teased out of the literature (Figure I).
The climinalion of any one of diem seems logically to emasculate
the concept "evaluation."

Those five are:
I) Need to snake a choice. Every evaluation effort and all of

the evaluation snodelsconfirm "the need to make a choice" as a
central component of the evaluation process. Sometimes this
choice making B for simple labeling purposes we want to

ti
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a

Need to Make a
Choke System-
atically

FIGURE 1: Components of the Evaluation Process
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communicate quickly to others in a manner which tells theo

quality of some entity. The need in this labeling situation sterns
from the fact that there are a broad range of symbols of quality
all of which cannot be used simultaneously. For example, in
evaluating a student's work a range of symbols from A to E is
usually considered, and the evaluator needs to choose the one
label that best reflects the quality of the work. At other times the
need to make a choice stems from the fact that several action
options may exist and it is impossible to simultaneously pursue
all cif the options. For example, consider the situation in which a
new educational program has been through A test run in a school
system. At this point the decision makers have several action
alternatives: a) build the new program in as a part of the regular
program; b) test the program again with some modifications; or, c)
drop the new program. It is impossible to do all three. Thus tl.ere
is a need to make a decision.

2) A value system._ The-act-Of choosing one alternative from
some set of alternatives always occurs in a given settinglind at a
given time. As such, it occurs within a specific value system or
value complex. The nature of that value system will establish wilo
makes the 'decision and the variables to be used in determining
the relative worth of the options. In one location a particular
decision will be made by the school board metithers; in another
the same decision will be in the hands of administrators; in still
others, in the hands of teachers. In one setting the acceptability
of The materials by the lay public will be a primary criterion. In
another, public opinion will be relatively immaterial. Which
(either decision locus or basic criteria) surfaces is an artifact of
the extant value base.

3) 71 set of alternatives. Every evaluation problem has within
it a set of alternatives. Many fail to differentiate those instances
in which information is desired that will describethe school's
population on some relevant scale) from Those instances in which
a choice is to be made. The former is a situation in which we
simply want to know, "How do the people of interest distribute
on some variable?" (e.g., what are the reading scores of people
who successfully leave the sixth grade in school 1?) The latter, the
choice making, is a situation in which two or more alternatives
are present and the circumstances prohibit treating both (or all)
I-thent dike. For example, could use textbook series A only,
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textbook series B only, or sonic COMbiliathill. it is impossible to

implement all three options.
Evaluation always contains or focuses on a set of two or more

alternatives. Sometimes only a few alternatives out of some larger-

set will be considered and used. At other times, a limited subset is

readily.,visible to the decision makers and the process calls for

delineation-of-heretofore unperceived- alternatives and then the

specification of the relative worth of all the alternatives. If a set

bf alternatives cannot be delineated, an evaluation problem

cannot be delineated.
The distinction between components I and 3 needs further

continent. At first consideration, listing them separately appeals

pedantic. There are many instances where the "need to make a

choice' exists within an individual or organization BUT no

alternatives exist. At other times options exist but in the absence

of a perceived need to choose. Neither of these instances call for

an application of evaluation as a formal problem solving strategy.

4) Evaluator role. In every instance of an application of the

evaluation process there is an evaluator role, Sometimes it is

occupied by a person other than the choice maker. At other times

one person plays both roles. The evaluator role involves determin-

ation of the alternatives that will be considered in the choice

making and the value dimensions to be used in determining their

relative worth. It also involves generating data and interpreting

those data, sometimes in .1 formal report.
5) Choice maker role. The last component is the choice maker

role. Again, this may be played by someone other than the player

-of the evaluator role or one person may play both roles. Further,

the choice maker role may be played by one person or by a group

of persons. If one person, it may be an instance in which That

person is acting independently of others or under the influence of

some collection of others. If the decision making role is played by

a group, it may be acting as a whole or it may be a group acting

serially. In any case, an individual plays the choice maker role by

specif ying and receiving the information necessary to determine

the relative worth of the alternatives and using that information

for sorting the alternatives into categories to be treated differen-

tly (for example, qualitative descriptors to be used and those not

to bepsed: actions to be taken and those not to be taken, etc.).

;
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A distinction needs to be made at this point between
evaluation as a Systematic problem solving process and evaluation
that is a spur of the moment, accidental activity , The components
listed above are found iri the instances of evaluation used as a
systematic problem solving activity, _Evaluation is a continual
human activity. Sometimes it is carried out in ways that generate
public information. At other times it is used to generate private
information. The former is the focus of this presentation-.

HOW IT WORKS

Despite the large number of what appears to he competing
models of the evaluation process, there are a very limited set of
operational definitions of the term. Given acceptance of a degree
of abstraction in language it is possible to describe the evaluation
process using one set of operations. At a more explicit level of
language several process descriptions are poSsible. The material
which follows presents the generalized operational definition and
three derivatives that can be shown through a higher degree of
specificity in the language used. The fact that differing levels of
abstraction (or specificity) of language are being used to describe
evaluation operations should be clear in the reader's mind. The
different operational descriptions are not different evaluation
models, but rather, operational definitions that are more or less
abstract.

How It Works The General Case

The general case of evaluation involves three kinds of activity:
Determining the information. needed, generating that informa-
tion, and reporting that information. These three activities can be
found in writings about the CIPP Model, the CSE Model, the
Discrepancy Model, the Countenance and/or Responsive Models,
the Formative and/or Sununative Models, the Goal Free Model,
etc. The three. activities can also be seen in case study reports of
evaluation efforts.

Before detailing the general nature of these ibtee classes of
evaluation operations, a distinction needs to be made between:
applications of the evaluation .process-that sire ad hoc in nature
and applications that are of a continuing nature. The former are

1 6, _..---------.
..........----""
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aclivilies, undertaken to serve a specific purpose or decision. Their
operatiousaregenerally sequential.

The operations in a. continuing evaluation effort, such as a
university's institutional research operations or a public school
System's evaluation program arc much more iterative in nature.
And although this complicates the operations in an actual case, it
makes only a simple modification conceptually. That modifica-
tion is the addition and use of feedback mechanismt between the
general activity blocks. (Fig. 2,and 3)

1

FIGURE 2: A Block Diagram of the
Ad Hoc Evaluation Process

;
Delo mine Generate Report
Information Needed Informadon,---....)
Needed Information

FIGURE 3: A Block Diagram of a Continuing
Evaluation Operation
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Determining the information needed is essentially an interface
activity in -which three items are made explicit. (A flow chart of
these 'activities is.. presented in Figure 4. First, is there an
"evaluation problem?" That is, can a choice making activity be
identified in which the relative worth of the alternatives is not
knowin to the individuals who must make the choice?If the
answer to that question is no, an evaluation is not needed.
Second, a matrix should be constructed which specifies the
alternatives and the variables that the decision makers will use in
determining the relative worth of the alternatives. An illustrative
matrix is shown in Figure 5. In this case the alternatives identified
through discussions with the decision maker emanate from a
textbook adoption problem in a state that publishes an approved
text list. The variables to be used in determining the relative va'ue
of those alternatives arc identified through discussions with the
decision makers and selected educational specialists. The blank
column is included to suggest that more variables might be
included in-the evaluation. The same point should be made about
the alternatives. The specifics of the situation and the decision
will determine the number and nature of the alternatives and
value variables to be included in a given evaluation effort. The
third item to be specified is the plan for collecting the data
needed to fill each cell of the alternatives/values variables matrix.
This involves activities (3), (4), and (5) in the flow chart (Figure
4): Specifying the exact nature of the data; specifying the
procedures to be used to generate or collect the data; and,
scheduling the data generation activities. In doing these activities.
the evaluator needs to check With the decision mak,:r to see that
the data are credible; that the procedures to be used arc
acceptable within policy and budgeting limits;- and that the
schedule is acceptable.
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FIGURE 5: An Illustrative
Alternatives by Value Variables Matrix
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The second general activity in the evaluation process is the
generation and analysis of data. The purpose of this activity is to
produce the data and/or information that is needed to fill the

sells of the niatrix. In the illustration (Figure 5), cell IA would be
filled in by determining the cost for textbook series A (either on
a per pupil or total_cost basis or both). Cell IIA calls for the
comparable cost figure for textbook series B. Ce11113 would be
filled in with data and /or- information on the level of achievement
that can be attained through the use of textbook series A. The
flowchart presented in Figure .6 displays the activities which
comprise this aspect of an evaluation effort. It recognizes that
some of the information needed for a decision may already exist
in society's knowledge bank; that other kinds of data may be
possessed by some other agency (the cost factor in the textbook
illustration is a case in point); that stillsoter kinds of decision
may exist in tire client's data bank but not in a form directly
relevant to the decision being served; and finally, that some of the
data needed to determine relative of the alternatives will
have to' be generated in the evaluation. Associated with each of
these classes of information, the flowchart indicates activities that
need to be carried out. A destinction is made here between the
concepts "data" and "information." The following test scores are
data: 25, 31, 16, 42,36,34, 29, 34, and 37. Those data must
undergo some conversion in order to become information. The
ten scores range from 16 to 42, have a mean of 32.0, and a
standard deviation of 7.3. Evaluation efforts frequently involve
the generation of data that must be converted to information.
The flowchart (Figure 6) recognizes two more operational points.
All of the information accumulated needs to be interpreted in
terms of its meaning for the specific decision. Finally, the
flowchart does not delineate between cognitive and affective
data. This is deliberate. Usually both types of data will be
involved. In some cases affective data will be more central and in
others cognitive data items will be preeminant. The exact mix will
be determined by the specific project.

The final class of activities in evaluation is reporting. Evalua-
tion theorists take different positions on this activity. Some are
content to present the information collected in the evaluative
effort. Others believe the evaluative work is incomplete until the

17r
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.ddeision or judgment is ilia& Regardless of the stance, a

reporting effort is included.
!Reporting activity, as indicated in Figure 7, starts with the

determination of the information needs (Figure 4), for in that

aspect inine. of the reporting specifications are set. As the
delineation of the alternatives is carried out some aspects of the

reporting atitivity are set. As the value variables are established,

still additional ;. reporting specifications are set. The level of
decision making on which the evaluation is to focus further

specifics the reporting. The reporting activity involves indentifica-
lion of the specific individual or individuals who make the
choice and the determination of the way in which the person(s)

_
receive or process information. Do they intake information best
timing!' reading? ThroUgh listening/ Through working through

illustrative tasks? This information also sets specifications for the

, reporting activity. Within these specifications evaluation reporting

concluiles with the design, development, and delivery of the

evaluation information.

How It,Worics: Three General Models

As .slated earlier, the operational definition of the evaluation

_process 'CU be described using language at different levels on a

continuum from abstract to specific. The preceding was very

.
abstract, a ,riescrintion of the general case. This section will be

more .specific by dealing with three general types of evaluation

currently described in the evaluation Ilkory literAlre. These

Mince operational forms of evaluation have been used for decades.

The first is the form espirused by those individuals who define

evaluation as measurement. The second form is the definition of

evaluation as a service to decision making. The, third form, by

definition, merges measurement and decision making by defining

evaluation as a synonym of judgment.
An illustration of the first form (evaluation equals 'measure-

4:nen° can .be seen in a scliqol system's standardized testing

program. The staff is aware of a cyclical need to make certain

types of decisions. To help them in making those decisions, a

battery of measuring procedures are administered, the responses

tabulated, and the data sin ed ready for retrieval if and when it is

itecdcd.

o'
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An illustration of ttie second form can be seen in the workof
an evaluation department as it tries to help a school board decide
on the set of educational goals their school district shook) focus
on. A large numker of goals are possible candidates and the
school conk)t focus on all of them. The goals to be considered
must be delineated and the variables whiebv Ill be used to
determine the relative worth of the many goals Must be specified.
The data for each goal on each variable are collected, analyzed,
and interpreted. And, a report indicating felt :ve worth of the
individual goals is made to the group that has the responsibility
for the selection of a specific set of goals.

The third- -form of evaluation (evaluation equals judgment) can
be illustrated by the work of an accrediting agency. Knowledge-
able judges are selected. Those judges examine the item to be
accredited. Their observations are collected and a judgment is
rendered. (The evaluation problem in this case is the intention to
describe the quality of a program when many descriptors are
available and their relative appropriateness is not known.)

These illustrations suggest the operational definitions of the
tltrer general forms of evaluation (Figure 8). The figure below
item 111 outlines their operational steps. The other rows detail
their general nature, products, and criteria for qualitative assess-
ment of an evaluative application.

In summary,, evaluation in any of its forms involves -detormin-
lug the nature of the information needed for a decision; the
generation, analysis, and interpretation of 'ata basic to that
'nformation; and the reporting of the information. It is a
systematic problem-solving strategy useful when there is an
intention or need to make-a choice and the relative value of the
options is not known. Hs components are a value base, a set of
alternatives, a need to make .a choice; and "choice-maker" and
"evaluator" roles. It is a.natural human behavior engaged in by
all. Sometimes it is dotk stibjectively and for the most part

.
privately. At other times it is dune systematically and publicly.
The latter is our focus here.

THE AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

The presentation of that center heading, "The Affective
Domain" in some respects iscounterproductive to clear under-

1r, _



FIGURE 8: The Three General Fonncof Evaluation
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standing. The word, "domain," connotes scope, doniinion,
power, tioundary. It often gives rise to ideas of exclusivity.

0 Educators use the phrase to signal something other than
cognitive. In this usage educators have take, an either-or stance, a
stance that makes understanding the concept, affeei, more
difficult because cognition and affectivity are riot discrete, not
separate in real world behavior. .

1

'As a case in point consider the behavior ofcay artist.
Composing and rendering a work of art are prime examples if the
inexorable* unity of what is called cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor behaviors. Logical analyses of behavior have given
labels to aspects of behavior FOR TIIE PURPOSE OF STUDY
AND COMMUNICATION about a complex concept. In this
manner we have created three useful explanatory fictions, the
cognitive domain, the affective domain, the 'psychomotor
domain. BUT, as useful as this separation is, we must never make
the mistake that it is reaLor that we will see "pure" affective
behavior or "pure" cognitive behavior, etc.

With this caveat in mind, what is the affective domain? To
,answer that question, we suggest the ancient "Blind Men and the
Elephant" story. To them the definition of "elephant" was varied
because of differing vantage points. ,People describing the
affective domain have different vantage points as well. Some
describe it by telling its synonyms. Others point to examples of
it. Still others will tell you what it consists of. And another group,
will ply you with how it works. Two more can be found. Sonic
describe by contrasting the affective domain with items that are

.
related but different. Arad finally, there are people who describe
by telling how it fits inc,the grand scheme.

We agree with Fleury Cady (1967): To apprehend the meaning
of a complex concept ALL of these forms of description or. .
definition need to be used. So, to practice that belief, the
following discussion merges die message from all ref the "blind
men."

'the affer, live domain is an abstract categorical NMI which
references a class of conupts. As such, it has no synonyms. In
normal aml professional discourse, it is used as if it is the opposite
(an antonym) of the cognitive domain. This is a mistaken usage
for there are cognitive aspects to affective behavior and affective
aspects to cognitive behavior.

J
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ktintes, both in4general and professional discourse, a number
of terms are used as synonyms (e.g., emotions, attitudes, values,
perceptions, anxiety, love, hatred, feelings, beliefs, etc.). There
are two difficulties in this. First, the term on which we are
focused is "affective domain." The rerun "emotions" cannot be a
synonym of the term "affective domain" for the fornrbr,
"emotions," as a plural term, references more than one of the
entitles of interest while the term "affective domain" references a
(singular) category. The failure to recognize the thovement from a
category to an element in that category blocks thorough
understanding.

The second difficulty here is shown when people say, "Right!
'Emotions' and the 'affective domain' are not synonyms! 4Emo-
lion' (singular) and 'affect' are synonyms!" Wrong! Our language
has a built-in variable, abstract to specific. "Emotion' and
"affect" are at different levels of abstraction (or specificity)just
as "nephew" and "aunt" are at different levels on a kinship
variable. "Affect" is a more inclusive concept than is "emotion."
And, "the affective domain" is a still higher level of abstraction.

Utning the NSPER: 76 sessions, note was made of the fact
that the paper presenters and the participants used over a dozen
words in talking about the focus of interest, the affective domain.
In, some of the discussion there was at least the hint that these
terms (and concepts) comprise a taxonomy. That is, one of the
terms, "perception" encompassed another, "self-perception." In
tun "perception" was encompassed by rrome other tern]. The
groups at the three NSPER: 76 sessions were asked by (Irk writer
to help construct a taxonomy of this terminology. An effort of
this sort was made, And, although the taxonomy that resulted
was far from definitive, it did seem 'to help people apprehend
meaning of the concept, "tire affective domain." For that reason,
and to spur reaction, that tentative laonomy is presented hr
Figure 9.

The affective domain is the term for t' whole class and as
such is the most abstract concept in the taxonomy. Continents by
NSPER: 76 speakers suggest that the affective domain has two
subdivisions, the physiological and the psycho-social. II was
further suggested that thiS former was more often the concern of

1 s'.1
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the medical field and the faller of Ili; fields of education,
psychology, ane ,ociology. The dolled lines in Figure 9suggef.1
that additional categories might exist.

Theiphysiological class, according lo knowledge of our nervous
system, can be subdivided into somatic and visceral responses.
The former includes those internal changes M body lemperatUre,.
respiration, pulse rate, and blood pressure. The latter are, the
sensors for external stimuli and muscle contractions and expan-
sion.

The other major branch of the affective domain subdivides
into calegories_labeled "values," "emotions," and "perce-lions."
Values, in "the NSPER: 76 discussions, seemed lo encompass
beliefs -dud \attitudes; etnotNns divide into pleasant and un-
pleas:Int' sehsations; and perceptions into those of self and others.

The reader shpuld keeiin mind that the classification in
Figure 9 is\proppiedIrly isia

suggested direction. The NSPER:
76;participanIsAd-this writer have serious reservations about the
validity of the-plaCminent-uf he,.tefuli., Despite,-,t1te caveat, three
things can be acpled iron 1111i effort to "Itkonorilize." First,
the domain does have termihology at differing levels Of abstrac-
lion (or specificity). Second, a taxonomy of .affective domain
terms seems to have potential for enhancing onr understanding.
Third, in the affective domain involves measureMr a and thus,
focuses on the specific. MeilsnremenI of grosS .abstiactions are

very difficult and usu:1y accomplished by corphining observa-
tions of more silecific things. Therefore, -measurement in the
affective is likely to focus on perceptuins of self and
other, on attitudes and beliefs, and ow:pleasantness. Again,
although they encourage further analysis afoul; these lines, the
participants In the NSPER: 76 sessions do* ma endorse the
particulars of the clrssificalion system presented in Figure 9.

To this point cur definition effort has dealt will; synonyms
and antonyms. III so doing however, we have touched on
.onsIiIntive definition what it consists of. The discussion
in ` ales that Ibe components of the affective domain are
concepts of varying concreteness or substance. Fur(lu there is
confosMn in the field abont them. That confusion is demon-
strated when persons try to state the inclusion-exclusion criteria
That would de ermine whether concept X is or is not included in
the taxonomy o domain.

I
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. Confusion is also apparent when we try to construct an
operational definition how does it work? The effort by
Krathwohl and others on a taxonomy of the affective domain,
although our best effort to date, is more an operational definition
than it is a taxonomy. Its levels start with receiving and move
through respotVing, valuing, organizing, and characterizing. Such
terminology classifies levels of operations.

We can define by giving illustralions or pin iing to instances in
which affect exists. Ostensive definition is possibly our strongest
suit when it conies to defining affect. Unfortunately, such a
definitional approach is not accorded much prestige. Our culture
does not recognize ostensive definition as a very important mode
of definition. We want to count, measure, and operationalize, a
point that will be picked up in the final section of this paper.

Defining the affective domain byecontiasting it with related
items is another approach that needs attention. The "affective
domain" should be contrasted with "affect," with the "cognitive
domain" the "psychomotor domain," and other related concepts.
;iris writer is incapable of making these contrasts. Someone with
greater knowledge in this subject matter is needed to do the job.

lire importance of this form of definition can be seen by
analogy. Consider for a moment a contrast definition riT reading.

Reading is like listening, writing, and speaking. They
all involve messages it ansmitted from peison to
person. Listening and reading focus on the receiving .

01 coded messages. They are different in that reading
deals With messages encoded in a visual media while
the messages in listening are encoded in an aural
media. Reading i like writing. They both involve
visually cm±o,!. message processing. They differ in that

leading is &coding and writing is encoding.

Wink of this sort on the "affective domain" is needed to 1-41p us
apprehend the meaning of the concept.

the last bourn of definition can be called classificatory

definition where does it fit in the grand st-heme of things? We
have rudimentary work here. The affective domain is an aspect of
behavior akin to the cognitive and psychomotor domains. As such

,they asmst us in anly/ing behavior psychologically and socio-

.r=11M,
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logically, that is, what is going on within and between individuals.
As stated above, our attempts to apprehend the meaning of

the affective domain are complicated due to fragmentation of
previous work and our failure to attend to some forms of
definition. Our understanding would be 'enhanced if: (1) we
developed and carried out systematic definition efforts on those
forms of definition that have been neglected to date; and (2) we
find a way of synthesizing the meanhig presented from all the
uefinition forms. The whole is more than the snot of its parts.

ACCEPTANCE OF OUR
AFFECTIVE EPISTEMOLOGY

0 One of the haulers to knowledge and utilization of the
affective domain in eval lion can be found in ,the epistemology
we believe to he preen ant. flow do we know that we know
something? In our culture (the Euro-American heritage) we know
that we know something when we can classify it and count and
measure it. And, we really know that thing when all of us get the
same numbers! This epistemology is reinforced over and over by
schools, industry, government, social press for accountability,
etc: ' Let's test it," "Measure it so we can know what's
happening."

There is another epistemology, a primarily affective one, that
has been attributed to the Afro-American heritage. In that
epistemology we know that we know something when we can feel
it. As implied earlier, this.knowingby-feeling epistemology is not
accorded the prestige that is given to the count-and-measure
approach. Hut, it is a wa of knowing that we ought to recognize
and use. Further, the court nd-measure epistemology is not free
from error. In fact there 4 e siasses of cribr to which we become
vulnerable when we rely on it for knowing, errors of logic, of
measurement, and of analysis.

In our recent history there are many examples of our rejection
of the feeling epistemology. Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act provided an abundance of them. That-
act mandated that the projects funded through it he evaluated.
To the education community, and others, that meant, "count it
and measure it!" So we did. Time after time the numbers we got
failed to show any differences in effect. So we dropped those

1 S6 t
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procedures. Many times that termination caused bad feelings. The
people in those programs were excited about what was happen-
ing. They. could feel a change! But that wasn't good enough!

Knowing by feeling was no match for knowing by the numbers!
Many people strongly belie'c that feeling is an unreliable way

of knowing. But, how do they know that? Mostly by feeling! To
the writer it is sheer folly to reject any way of knowing! The

person addicted to a single epistemology, who denies himself the

use of all other epistemologies, is much more likely to err than is

the person who uses various epistemologies as- checks and

balances on each other.
The messagejs clear. If we-are to evaluate affective aspects of

educational programing, we must accept and become imp skilled
at sensing, at feeling what is goitig on. That statement does not
mean that we should stop counting and measuring. Rather, it is

born out of a recognition that our attitudes about how to really
know something too often exclude the use of affectWitt. And, it
is born out of a personal recognition of how tough it is to get in
touch with my own feelings! It is something I must continually
work on.

SUMMARY

The afICctive domain relates to evaluation in two ways: _as an
aspect of programs or products to be evaluation, and as a vehicle

for the evaluatign. To use this relation requires knowledge of the

evaluation process and of the meaning of ,the concept, the
affective domain.

Evaluation is described here as a systematic problem-solving
process' approp'riate for situations n1 which choice making is our

*intention and we do not know the relative worth of the options
that structure the choice situation. Evaluation is described

operationally and componentially.
'the affective domain references an aspect of behavior that has

been isolated via logical analysis from the remaining aspects of
behavior. Our knowledge base related to the concept, affect, is
sparle. To help suggest directions of investigation six definitional
approaches are listed and applied and a tentative taxonomy of
terminology is presented.

1
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It is 'arguct011at affect as an epistemology deserves
greater acceptance; that the us of a single epistem9logy (usually
the cognitive) is more prone t6 error than the use of several; and,
that Work is needed to help us get in touch withour feelings and.
thus improve our ability to know via affectivity. Try it! It Nets
good!!!
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